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1

INTRODUCTION

This document aims at providing an overview of my scientific activities and contributions
in the field of single- and multi- objective optimization in general, with a particular interest
in distributed and parallel optimization, and general-purpose search algorithms.
Before going into a more focused description of the research topics addressed in this document, I would like to first share with the reader some milestones in my research developments showing how my (re)search trajectory has been evolving from theoretical distributed
algorithms to optimization. It is also the opportunity for me to highlight very briefly some
of my research contributions in the theory of distributed algorithms (which is otherwise not
discussed elsewhere in this document), and to give a short overview of my initial scientific
background.

1.1

from theoretical distributed algorithms to optimization

from south to north. During my PhD thesis at the University of Bordeaux (LaBRI)
from 2002 to 2006, and later as an assistant professor (ATER) at the University of AixMarseille 1 in 2006-2007, I was mainly working on the theoretical aspects of distributed and
graph algorithms. After I moved to the University of Lille in September 2007 as an associate
professor (Maı̂tre de Conférences) within the DOLPHIN (now BONUS) research group of
the CRIStAL (previously LIFL) Laboratory and Inria, I continued working on those aspects
and in the same time started to progressively work in the optimization field, as discussed in
the following paragraphs.
locality in distributed algorithms. I was, and to some extent, I am still, interested
in the local aspects of distributed computing [Pel00a]. In a distributed or decentralized
system, a number compute entities interact in order to compute some task. Interaction
among compute entities is in general enabled through some kind of communication and a
fully distributed algorithm is a protocol to be executed locally by each compute entities. A
compute entity typically has a very local view of the global state of the distributed system,
since only a snapshot of the state of the other entities with whom it is interacting directly
is available at some moment of the system time-life. Thus, each distributed compute entity
has to make decisions based on this local view, hopefully leading to a correct and efficient
evolution of the global state of the whole distributed system. In this context, my initial
background is on the (time) complexity analysis of distributed graph algorithms from a
very theoretical perspective and relating directly to the locality of the problem to be solved.
theoretical distributed graph algorithms. Let us consider a standard graph-based
message passing distributed model, where the nodes of the graph model the distributed
entities, and the edges of the graph model the fact that two nodes can communicate together
by sending and receiving messages. Let us also assume a very simple setting where the
system can operate in rounds, where each round costs one time unit, and a node can send
and receive a message to each of his neighbors in this time unit. It is not difficult to see
that if a distributed algorithm has a time complexity O(τ), that is every node terminates
after at most O(τ) time units/rounds, then all the (topological) information used by every
node to compute the intended task lies exactly in the ball of radius O(τ). When it comes

1
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to compute distributively some graph structure, like a spanning tree or a coloring, this
means that if initially every node knows the local topology of the graph up to distance O(τ),
then it can compute the intended task in one round. Of course, this reasoning holds in
a very theoretical model, known as the ”Linial’s free model” or the ”Local model” [Lin92;
Pel00b]. This kind of theoretical model allows one to study a fundamental question which is
tightly related to the (time and message) complexity of distributed algorithms: ”what local
information does every node need in order to compute some task?” or equivalently ”what
is the locality degree of a distributed task?”. In this context, during the very first years of
my carrier as an associate professor, I continued working on different theoretical models
(e.g., [DMZ10; Der+09; DG08; Der+08; Der08; DMG08]); where I was mainly interested
in computing distributively in a fully decentralized manner a number of graph structures
appearing at the bottleneck of a number of networking and telecommunication applications,
and are often considered in graph theory as core problems. These aspects are not addressed
in this document. They are only discussed very briefly in the following two paragraphs
highlighting how my scientific interests shifted to the optimization field.
distributed graph spanners. I was firstly interested in the locality of computing the
so-called graph spanners. More formally, an (α, β)-spanner of a graph G is a subgraph H
that approximates distances in G within a multiplicative factor α and an additive error β,
ensuring that for any two nodes u, v, dH (u, v) 6 α · dG (u, v) + β. For this kind of structures,
we are interested in optimizing another criteria: the weight (or the number of edges) of the
subgraph H, i.e., not only preserve distance in the skeleton H, but make it as sparse as possible. It is well-known for instance that every n-node graph has a (2k − 1, 0)-spanner with
O(n1+1/k ) edges, k is an integer parameter, which can be obtained by a modification of
the Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm [Alt+93]. This is also related to the ErdösSimonovits Girth Conjecture [Erd64; ES82], where it is believed that every (α, β)-spanner
with α + β < 2k + 1 must have Ω(n1+1/k ) edges for some worst-case graphs. During my
PhD, I was mainly concerned with spanners having a purely multiplicative stretch factor
(β → 0), and continued studying purely additive spanners (α → 0) as an associate professor. For instance, we were able to derive new lower and upper bounds for the distributed
construction of nearly additive graph spanners [Der+09]; where we provide a generic and
deterministic distributed algorithm that in constant number of rounds constructs, for every
n-node graph and integer k > 1, an (α, β)-spanner of O(βn1+1/k ) edges, where α and β
are constants depending on k, e.g., a (1 + ε, O(1/ε)k−2 )-spanner of O(ε−k+1 n1+1/k ) edges
for any ε ∈ (0, 4]. Such a result is actually based on some pre-processing steps involving
advanced tools from graph theory such as the distributed computation of sparse clusters
and independent/dominated sets.
randomized distributed symmetry breaking. The previous considerations are purely
theoretical in the sense that the runtime analysis is derived with respect to a purely theoretical message passing model which informs about the locality of a distributed task in an
ideal scenario. Nonetheless, such a model might not hold in practice and I was interested
in a more realistic setting where communications between neighboring nodes are subject
to collisions and/or interferences [GW13]. Computing distributed scheduling schemes enabling collision-free message transmission is hence mandatory for such a distributed setting, e.g., in multi-hop radio networks, wireless ad-hoc networks, etc. From an optimization
perspective, such a scheduling can ’simply’ be viewed as a graph problem. From a distributed perspective, this turns out to be a symmetry breaking problem where the major
challenge is to avoid that two nodes transmit simultaneously and given that nothing about
the surrounding and/or global distributed environment is available locally for each node.
In this context, I was interested in the distributed self-organization of nodes using two
standard techniques for distributed symmetry breaking in graphs: randomized algorithms
and graph-based structures such as node coloring, independent sets and edge matchings,
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and contributed some theoretical and applied results [Jem+15; Jem+13; Ghr+13; DT10a;
DT10b]. For instance, in [DT10a], we are able to prove that under the harsh SINR (Signal-toInterference-plus-Noise Ratio) physical model, and for every n-node unit disk graph with
maximum degree ∆, there exists a distributed algorithm computing with high probability
and in at most O(∆ log n) time slots a (1, O(∆))-coloring, that is a coloring where nodes
at distance 1 have different colors and at most O(∆) different colors are used overall. The
time bound is actually optimal up to a logarithmic factor and is proved by combining graph
properties with conventional ’theory’ and analysis tools in randomized algorithms.
optimization begins... In parallel to the previously-mentioned research, my scientific
interests started shifting progressively to combinatorial optimization and high-performance
parallel computing. This was motivated from two scientific perspectives. Firstly, distributed
algorithms can be considered as a fundamental building-block in many massively parallel
and large-scale compute environments. Tackling large-scale or hard optimization problems
often requires to organize the communications between the available processing units in
a smart manner. As such, and given the strong involvement of my research team in the
first national large-scale experimental grid established in France [Gri], I started looking
at the application of different graph based structures, e.g., small world graph, distributed
hash-tables, etc, with the aim of efficiently applying them in the design of parallel and
fully distributed optimization algorithms. Some fundamental aspects related to termination detection, fault-tolerance, formal verification and complexity analysis, which are not
described in this document, were in particular studied within the first PhD Thesis [Dja13] I
had the opportunity to co-supervise. Later, designing parallel and distributed optimization
algorithms [AT02; Alb05; Tal09] became one of my main scientific activities as discussed
all along this document. Secondly, locality in distributed algorithms have, in some sense, a
number of common aspects with general-purpose search heuristics. For instance, and specifically with respect to parallel search heuristics, there exist a number of widely-used models
and algorithmic frameworks, e.g., the island model, cellular genetic algorithms, ant colony
metaheuristics, where local cooperation is shown to play a crucial role. Hence, I start being
naturally interested in designing high-level (distributed) search algorithms which would
rely on simple local rules that would imply a powerful global behavior of the underlying
(distributed) system. Later, designing autonomous, high-level and general-purpose optimization algorithms [HMS12] became one of my favorite research topics, together with the
systematic analysis and the fundamental understanding of their behaviors.

1.2

current research topics

Generally speaking, my current research activities are related to a number of interrelated
topics including combinatorial single-objective optimization, evolutionary multi-objective
optimization, general-purpose and autonomous optimization algorithms, fitness landscape
analysis and of course parallel and distributed algorithms. My main focus is on the design,
analysis and understanding of high-level search algorithms, where parallelism and distributed computations play a crucial role, both to take full benefit from the ever-increasing growth of high
performance and large scale compute facilities, and to improve the robustness of the underlying optimization procedures with respect to the ever-increasing complexity of optimization
problems and their specific features and application domains. Accordingly, my research can
be viewed following four interrelated aspects as summarized in the following paragraphs
providing a more focused description of my current scientific interests and objectives. This
shall also constitute the main concern of the rest of this document.
large-scale parallelism. Optimization algorithms for solving optimization problems
are time consuming when applied to difficult, expensive and/or large real-life problem in-
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stances. Distributed and massively parallel modern compute environments (see e.g., [Hus+13])
harnessing huge amount of computational resources (e.g., super-computers [Top], grids [Gri],
clouds [Ama; Zha+11]) are a key option and a unique opportunity to speed-up the optimization process. Designing efficient and scalable parallel and distributed algorithms for
that purpose is a challenging task, not only because of several technological issues such as
the hardware characteristics of a target compute platform and the underlying programming
paradigms (shared memory, message exchange, virtualization, etc), but also because the optimization flow might itself be difficult to think and to design distributively in parallel. In
this context, I am interested in designing fully distributed optimization algorithms, as well
as their effective deployment in large-scale and massively parallel compute environments.
locality and cooperation. Metaheuristics and evolutionary algorithms have been proved
to be extremely efficient in solving hard optimization problems [Hol75; Gol89; HS04; Tal09].
Although a large body of the literature is devoted to the parallelization of such algorithms [AT02;
Alb05], there still remain a wide field to be explored when it comes to set up novel distributed and parallel search heuristics both at the design level and at the implementation
and deployment level. In this context, I am interested in adopting a principled approach
where the algorithm is thought and designed in parallel till the beginning eventually fitting
a real compute platform. This includes the use of a purely local information when designing the different components of an algorithm and the design of novel local coordination
mechanisms that do not rely on any global information but rather on a cooperative information acquired during the optimization process. The objective is two-fold: (i) design effective
optimization techniques, and (ii) run them efficiently on large-scale compute environments
without much additional design efforts.
adaptiveness and learning. The performance of an optimization algorithm depends
heavily on the accurate configuration and combination of its several algorithmic components and their respective parameters. Besides, there might be a plethora of approaches that
one can adopt to tackle a given optimization problem. An algorithm that is well suited for a
particular instance type might fail when executed on another one. It might even be the case
that different algorithms have to be combined at different stages of the optimization process in order to achieve optimal performances. This is especially the case when designing
general purpose solvers that are intended to tackle problem instances or problem domains
having different characteristics. In this respect, I am interested in the design of autonomous
optimization techniques [HMS12] in order to improve the robustness of existing optimization methods and to enable the automatic design of novel and high-level search algorithms.
This is also related to the on-line and off-line tuning and selection of algorithms, as well
as other algorithmic techniques coming from the learning and computational intelligence
fields, such as portfolio design, performance prediction, surrogates and meta-models, etc.
Generally speaking, being able to adapt the optimization process depending on the problem being considered, the instance one wants to tackle, the current state of the search, the
variable setting, the search trajectory, the possible components or parameters, etc, requires
learning mechanisms that I am interested in designing, analyzing and understanding.
multi-objective optimization. In real-life applications, one has to deal with a number of objective functions to be optimized simultaneously although being by essence pairwise conflicting [Deb01; CLV07]. In contrast to single-objective problems, where the goal
is to compute one solution optimizing one cost functions, multi-objective problems imply
a whole set of solutions providing the best possible compromises. Finding such a set, or
even an approximation of it, is usually a challenging task for which specific solving methodologies and approaches are needed. In this context, I am interested in the development of
computationally efficient evolutionary algorithms, with a particular focus on decomposition
based techniques [ZL07] that consists in transforming the original problem in a number of
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(smaller) sub-problem using some scalarizing function, and solving the so-obtained subproblems cooperatively. This kind of approaches offers in fact a high degree of flexibility, e.g.,
when leveraging existing single-objective evolutionary algorithms, and enable parallelism in
a rather natural manner. Additionally, it is worth-noticing that the research issues discussed
in the previous paragraphs still hold in the multi-objective setting, and I also consider to
address them while coping with the multi-dimensional nature of the objective space.

1.3

document outline

The rest of this document provides an overview of some of the research I conducted in
collaboration with different colleagues and postdoctoral student, as well as PhD and Master
students I had the chance to co-supervise or to work with. For clarity, some contributions
are not included in this document. In particular, my early contributions on the locality and
theory of distributed algorithms are not presented and some of my recent contributions are
also omitted. My goal is in fact to provide the reader a consistent overview of my main
current research interests and activities and, it is my hope, a clear idea about the research
path I would like to follow in the future.
The rest of the document is organized following a simple classification of the optimization
problems and algorithms I am interested in, namely, whether an exact or a heuristic approach
is considered and whether the target optimization problem is single- or multi- objective. The
described contributions are there-by structured into three chapters, each one eventually
dealing with one or more particular facets of the research topics mentioned in the previous
section.
In Chapter 2, we consider exact (single-objective) optimization algorithms where we are
mainly concerned with the design of parallel and scalable high performance load-balancing
algorithms to cope with the dynamic and irregular tree search work-load in a heterogeneous
compute environment. Our general goal is two-fold: (i) provide a systematic investigation
of the design of parallel B&B in a large-scale and massively parallel environment, and (ii)
improve and leverage the existing dynamic load-balancing protocols from the High Performance Computing (HPC) community.
In Chapter 3, we consider evolutionary (single-objective) optimization algorithms, where
we are mainly concerned with the design and analysis of online distributed adaptive operator selection techniques. Other related contributions in the sequential setting are also
highlighted with respect to hyperheuristics and offline algorithm configuration. Our general goal is three-fold: (i) leverage existing operator selection techniques from reinforcement
learning in the distributed setting, (ii) enhance our fundamental understanding of the behavior and dynamics of existing techniques in lights of the properties of the considered
optimization scenario, and (iii) strengthen the existing methodologies in attempt to establish more automated and autonomous optimization algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we consider (evolutionary) multi-objective optimization algorithms, where
we are mainly concerned with the design of sequential and distributed decomposition-based
techniques. Other related contributions on the design and incorporation of evolutionary operators based on local search and adaptive (machine learning based) stochastic sampling
are also discussed; respectively for discrete and continuous domains. Our general goal
is three-fold: (i) reduce the curse of dimensionality by adopting a divide-and-conquer approach allowing to incorporate a high level parallelism, (ii) contribute to the strengthening
of the main design components of such an approach and the analysis of their combined effect on the search behavior and dynamics, and (iii) enhance our understanding of the main
challenges and bottlenecks for a high quality and computationally efficient multi-objective
optimization process.
Besides some standard and well understood optimization paradigms and algorithmic concepts that the reader is assumed to be familiar with, the chapters are self-contained and pair-
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wise independent. Each chapter starts with a short abstract summarizing the corresponding
contributions, and providing a general outline, together with a summary of related scientific projects and collaborations. It then follows a general introduction providing the necessary background, definitions, related work, etc, and stating the general challenges and the
adopted methodology. A description of our contributions, organized in different sections, is
then provided and some selected experimental results are discussed. We in fact choose to go
briefly into some empirical findings, since our work is essentially based on a systematic and
comprehensive empirical analysis. The last section of each chapter provides a conclusion,
and a number of general perspectives are discussed as well.
In Chapter 5, we provide a general conclusion where our main research perspectives are
discussed from a very general perspective in light of our current and on-going projects.
Notice also that an extended CV including our research projects, research and teaching responsibilities, student supervision, personal bibliography etc, is provided in Appendices A
and B.
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2

D I S T R I B U T E D A N D PA R A L L E L
BRANCH-AND-BOUND

In this chapter, we describe our main contributions to the design of efficient parallel and
distributed Branch-and-Bound (B&B) algorithms in both homogeneous and heterogeneous
compute environments, where heterogeneity can occur either at the computing-node level
or at the communication-link level. This piece of research was mainly conducted in the
context of Trong Tuan Vu PhD Thesis [Vu14]; where the focus is on balancing B&B workload
accurately and on leveraging state-of-the-art dynamic load-balancing algorithms coming
from the High Performance Computing (HPC) literature. The following aspects will be
addressed:
• In the introductory section, a general overview of B&B and the different types of
compute environments that we shall consider is first given. The design challenges, as
well as some related work, are then highlighted. The goal is to provide the reader with
a brief overview of some critical aspects to effectively set up a parallel B&B algorithm;
while abstracting as much as possible the technical, yet important, implementation
and technological issues.
• In Section 2.2, a tree-based load-balancing protocol is described and its efficiency is
studied in a large-scale node-homogeneous compute environment. Our goal is to highlight the effectiveness of carefully structuring compute nodes using a distributed tree
like architecture, compared to a (centralized) Master/Worker architecture, and more
importantly compared to the well-established random work stealing based dynamic
load-balancer.
• In Section 2.3, a heterogeneous multi-core multi-CPU multi-GPU approach is then described and its parallel efficiency is demonstrated. To the best of our knowledge, the
performance obtained when applying the underlying parallel and distributed protocols for the permutational flowshop problem, constitute the state-of-the-art both in
terms of parallel efficiency and distributed scalability.
• In Section 2.4, an adaptive distributed load-balancing protocol based on the work
stealing paradigm and dedicated to link-heterogeneous compute environments is described and its behavior is studied using an emulation-based approach. We show in
particular that, independently of parallel B&B, our distributed protocol is able to outperform existing algorithms for unbalanced tree search workload dynamic scheduling.

related publications, projects and collaborators.
collaborators. A. Ali (Postdoctoral Supervision), A. Bendjoudi, M. Djamai (PhD Supervision), N. Melab, T.T. Vu (PhD Supervision)
publications.

[Dja13; Vu14; VD16; VD14; VDM13; Vu+12]

projects. HEMERA Inria large wingspan project (Responsible for Challenge A - COPS)
(2010-2014), BQR Emergent Research (Coordinator) (2012-2013). (See Appendix A.3)

7
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distributed and parallel branch-and-bound

2.1
2.1.1

introduction and background
B&B in a nutshell

serial b&b. Branch-and-Bound (B&B) is a universal search algorithm [LD10] that can
be used to find the optimal solution(s) with respect to a given optimization problem. The
general idea of B&B is to represent the search space as a tree, where the root of the tree represents the whole search space, and the intermediate nodes represent smaller sub-problems
where typically the range of few variables has been fixed or restricted. Generally speaking,
a sequential B&B algorithm uses four operators as illustrated in the high level template of
Algorithm 1. The algorithm maintains a list of subproblems which constitutes the nodes of
the search tree. At each iteration, one specific subproblem, that is one intermediate node in
the search tree, is selected to be processed. Processing a subproblem first consists in computing its cost. If the subproblem is a leaf in the tree, then this means that all the variables
of the subproblem have been determined, and a complete solution is obtained. In this case,
the quality of the solution is evaluated using the cost function of the original problem to
be optimized. The newly computed solution is retained if its quality is better than the best
one found so far in previous iterations. Otherwise, the cost of the subproblem is computed
using a problem-dependent method. Without loss of generality, this corresponds to the
computation of a lower bound in case minimization is considered. If the computed lowerbound is worst than the quality of the best solution found so far (i.e., the best known upper
bound), the subproblem and all its potential descendants are discarded and not expanded
further in the tree. This is known as the pruning phase of B&B. If the lower-bound does not
allow to prune, the branching operation is activated and the current subproblem is further
decomposed into two or more smaller subproblems. The newly computed subproblems
represent new intermediate node in the tree, with the current subproblem originating them
being their parent, and so on until all the search tree is fully explored.
sources of parallelism. Pruning the B&B nodes can significantly reduce the size of the
search space by exploring only those parts that exhibit promising costs. However, B&B is
a computing intensive algorithm that requires a relatively huge computational effort especially when dealing with large-scale and difficult problem instances. Parallel and distributed
computing is among the classical alternatives that are used in order to speed up the computations of serial B&B. This has been the object of abundant work and a relatively rich
literature can be found about the subject. In particular, the sources of parallelism in B&B are
now well-identified and one can find several taxonomies and classifications on the subject
B&B [Tri86; TB92; GC94; BCG00]. All these classifications share the following simple observation. The problem-dependent bounding operation is many often the most time consuming
part of a serial B&B algorithm and much gain can be obtained when parallelizing this step.
This type of parallelism is known as low level or node-based. We can distinguish two basic
variants. In the first variant, the bounding operation is parallelized when executed for one
single subproblem. In the context of our study, this is of limited interest since the bounding operation is problem-dependent. In the second variant, many bounding operations are
carried out for different subproblems which constitutes a much more generic and standard
source of parallelism in parallel B&B. Tightly related to this source of parallelism, another
important type of parallelism in B&B consists in exploring different subproblems in parallel. This is known as high level or tree-based parallelism. It typically consists in exploring
different B&B subtrees in parallel, that is distributing the computed subproblems over the
available computing processes and performing the serial B&B in parallel. This type of parallelism enables to implicitly perform the bounding operation in parallel when concurrently
exploring different subtrees, but it might also imply different tree explorations strategies
than the original serial B&B (in the same manner that different branching strategies can
impact the search [Cer+17]).
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Algorithm 1: A simplified template of serial B&B for minimization problems

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

Input: r : root node (representing the whole problem to be solved);
f : objective function vector, to be minimized;
uy∗ : initial upper bound (e.g., obtained with a heuristic);
Output: x∗ : optimal solution; y∗ = f(x∗ ) : optimal objective value;
T ←− {r} ; // BB active tree
while T 6= ∅ do
// Select the next node to be explored in the B&B tree (e.g., DFS, BFS)
N ←− Select(T) ;
T ←− T \ {N} ; // node N will now be explored
N := (N1 , . . . , Nk ) ←− Decompose Branch(N) ;
for ` ∈ {1, · · · , k} do
// if N` is a final node (feasible complete solution)
if N` is a leaf then
if f(N` ) 6 y∗ then
x∗ ←− N` ; y∗ ←− f(N` ); uy∗ ←− y∗ ;

10
11

12
13
14

15

16
17

18

N ←− N \ {N` } ;
else
// Pruning by infeasibility
if X(N` ) is not feasible then
N ←− N \ {N` } ;
else
// Compute lower bound (problem-dependent)
LB(N` ) ←− a lower bound with respect to partial solution N` ;
// Pruning by bounds
if y∗ < LB(N` ) then
N ←− N \ {N` } ;

// Updating the tree with the newly created (not pruned) nodes
T ←− T ∪ N ;

In practice, computing resources with different characteristics are nowadays increasingly
available in the form of public and private clouds, grids, aggregated clusters and personal
computers scattered over possibly large-scale distributed platforms connected via a network.
This huge number of parallel an distributed resources offers an impressive compute power
which is in theory sufficient to tackle large problem instances. On the other hand, exploiting
such a compute power when parallelizing B&B is challenging mainly due to the complexity
coming from the considered system architectures. In our work, we consider to use computing resources coming from both shared and distributed memory systems. For completeness,
we first sketch the characteristics of the computing environments and the underlying compute architecture considered in this work, and then we state the underlying challenges with
respect to parallel B&B.
2.1.2

Compute Environments and Paradigms

shared memory systems. A shared memory system refers to a computing environment
where all threads/processors share some common memory space. The interconnection of
processors to the main memory defines the particular type of the architecture in shared
memory systems (e.g., UMA, NUMA, etc). The most common shared memory systems use
one or more multicore processors in which a multicore processor has multiple CPUs or cores
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on a single chip. Such systems assume that processors are able to access directly any part of
the main memory thanks to a logical address space. From a programming or engineering
perspective, writing parallel programs for shared memory systems requires to coordinate
the work of the different threads. This is not difficult per se; however, achieving parallel
efficiency is generally a challenging task. One of the most critical issue is the synchronization
of the communications among the threads via some local operations on the shared variables.
For instance, in parallel B&B, an idle thread running on a core can perform load balancing
to migrate some subproblems from another working thread. The idle thread has to remove
the subproblems out of the work pool of the working thread and to write them into its
own pool. This can cause data race issues. Synchronization techniques are hence borrowed
to transform simultaneous accesses to a sequence of several single access. Obviously, this
comes with a price and reduces the potential parallelism of a system. Besides, when dealing
with particular types of devices such as GPUs (Graphics Processing Units), memory access
is perhaps the most severe issue that might impact parallel performance.
distributed memory systems. A distributed memory system indicates that the underlying processing units (PUs) do not share a common memory but are connected through some
kind of networks, allowing them to communicate through the message passing paradigm.
Although the quality of the distributed interconnect is getting better and better, and allows
for a relatively fast delivery of messages, communications in distributed message passing
systems are in general much expensive compared to the local communication enabled by
shared memory. This constitutes the first challenge when dealing with parallel algorithms
in such a compute environment especially if high performance and scalability are the main
objectives. In this work, we are interested in large-scale distributed systems where PUs
could be geographically distributed and connected through different types of physical networks (i.e Local area networks or Wide area networks). Such systems are generally built
as an aggregation of several types of PUs connected by different types of networks; thus,
exposing different levels of hardware and network hierarchies, and leading to a complex
system and network architecture. This raises several challenging issues for setting up largescale distributed protocols. Heterogeneity is one critically important aspect in nowadays
modern platforms [Top]. It is also the main focus of the work described in this chapter.
For the parallel B&B algorithms that we are interested-in, we shall distinguish two main
types of heterogeneity in accordance with the general classification commonly used in the
high performance and distributed computing community [BR10a]: node-heterogeneity and
link-heterogeneity. Node-heterogeneous systems use more than one kind of processors with
possibly different compute powers and abilities according to their hardware/memory architectures. For example, a node can be simply a single CPU, multi-core CPU or a complex one
with a multi-core CPU equipped with a many-core GPUs of different potential computing
capabilities. Link-heterogeneous systems refers to the use of different physical networks
connecting the underlying PUs. The PUs can thus communicate with different network
speeds and bandwidths: ethernet, infiniband, LANs, WANs. etc.
centralized vs. decentralized computing. A centralized computing architecture, often termed as Master/Worker (MW), is widely used when setting up parallel and distributed computing systems and algorithms. PUs are split into one (or possibly few) master(s) and several workers. The master is the central point of the system which usually
manages all the control and coordination/synchronization operations. The workers are in
turn responsible for most of the computations. In parallel B&B, the master usually controls the assignment of subproblems to workers and the workers perform B&B computation
like branching, bounding, selecting and pruning. In our experience, we observed that this
model can lead to rather efficient protocols (especially in small scales); however, for large
scales, the performance drops dramatically mainly because of the bottleneck created at the
master level. In contrast, a decentralized computing architecture is intended to leverage
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the communication bottleneck that might occur at any PU. It refers to a fully distributed
management of PUs and does not count on any centralized master. Generally speaking,
the communication between PUs is organized following some deterministic or probabilistic patterns, hence implying some kind of abstract communication topology called overlay.
This usually allows one to distinguish between two classes of decentralized architectures;
those organized following (i) an unstructured overlay, where no fixed topology is imposed,
typically when messages are exchanged on a random basis; and those using (ii) a structured
overlay, typically following a tree, a hypercube or a distributed hash table as in peer-to-peer
computing. It is worth-noticing that some architectures referred to as Hierarchical Master
Worker (HMW) are simply to be viewed as using a decentralized tree-like overlay topology
in which some PUs are specialized to play some specific actions, hence offering a kind of
compromise between a fully decentralized and a fully centralized architecture.
2.1.3

Parallel and Distributed B&B: The Main Challenges

Abstracting away from the characteristics of the distributed environment and the programming paradigm, a parallel B&B algorithm is essentially a parallel tree search algorithm where
the tree is constructed dynamically at runtime as a consequence of the branching and pruning operations. At every node of the tree, a bound has to be computed before determining
whether the tree can be expanded/explored or not. At a first glance, it is straightforward to
set up a parallel a B&B algorithm. In our opinion, however, the main point is not on how to
parallelize the B&B on a specific platform, but how to achieve high performance and scalability with respect to that specific platform. On the one hand, as the parallel exploration
is carried out (either to compute bounds or to explore subtrees), the workload has to be
distributed fairly among the available PUs. On the other hand, considering that most target
platforms are heterogeneous with possibly different levels of hierarchy and compute ability
of the underlying PUs, different tightly coupled issues for a parallel efficient B&B have to
be addressed. We summarize them in the following.
mapping b&b parallelism. The main types of parallelism exposed in a generic B&B is
(i) at the node level to evaluate (bound) several B&B tree nodes (subproblems), and, (ii) at
the tree level, to explore different B&B subtrees in parallel (bound, prune and branch) [Tri86;
TB92; GC94; BCG00]. However, one still have to decide how to generate B&B work units
and to which PUs they should be assigned. For instance, the optimal traversal strategy
adopted when expanding new active nodes (e.g., DFS, BFS, etc), and subsequently assigning
them to some available PUs can depend on the particular optimization problem at hand.
Moreover, since some PUs can be better suited to deal with a particular type of parallel B&B
operations, mapping these well-established sources of parallelism in B&B to the underlying
hardware can constitute a difficulty. In our work, we are mainly concerned with CPUs
or GPUs. In contrast to CPU cores, the GPU cores can suffer from thread divergence due
B&B work execution. Hence, we shall simply restrict the GPU side to deal with the B&B
node-parallelism, that is the bounding of a number of B&B active nodes. Since the bounding
operation is problem-specific, B&B node-parallelism can it-self imply some issues, but which
can only be investigated in the context of a particular optimization problem. This is of
limited interest in the context of our work since our goal is to gain insights in the design of
general-purpose parallel B&B algorithms.
workload irregularity. The dynamic and irregular nature of the B&B tree constitutes
a major source of workload unbalance that can dramatically prevent high performance and
scalability. Processing the search tree distributively in parallel is trivial, for instance, by
iteratively generating and distributing subproblems over the available PUs. However, such
a naive approach often fails to achieve high parallel efficiency because (i) the shape of the
search tree is unknown in advance, i.e., it is difficult to predict in advance the nodes of the
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tree that would generate enough work for subsequent iterations, and (ii) the actual explored
subtrees differ in shape and have very unbalanced structures, e.g., the depth and the number
of nodes that could be attained when following different branches are highly variable. In
this respect, we argue that the main challenge is the design of an accurate load balancing
mechanism where B&B workload can unfold dynamically at runtime.
platform heterogeneity. The heterogeneity of the compute environment is the other
critically important issue when balancing workload across different PUs. For instance, the
compute power of PUs of the same type could be substantially different when considering
different clusters in a grid-like platform. The computational capability of different PUs
can also be very substantial. According to the optimization problem being tackled, the
relative performance can for instance range from few to hundreds orders of magnitude
in favor of a modern GPU device compared to the most recent CPU cores. Similarly, the
communication cost can vary very substantially depending on the different types and means
of the communication medium used by the different PUs. This impacts the time PUs stay
idle, and hence, can strongly decrease scalability and parallel efficiency. In brief, besides
dealing with the unpredictable B&B workload, addressing the heterogeneity of large-scale
compute environments is mandatory for high performance.
distributed global operations. The cost of the best known feasible solution needs to
be maintained in order to prune subproblems efficiently. This information is hence to be
shared distributively between all B&B parallel processes. Moreover, we have to deal with
termination detection, that is to determine whether the search process is terminated or some
PUs are still processing some nodes in the B&B trees, in which case the underlying tasks still
have to be shared. Although termination detection is often not as critical as the previously
mentioned aspects, and can be managed using standard techniques [Dij87], it appears to
have a non-negligible impact if not well embedded in the underlying protocols.
2.1.4

Parallel and Distributed B&B: Literature Overview

The previously discussed challenges are in general at the core of several studies. Given the
abundant literature on the subject, it is beyond the scope of this document to go through a
detailed discussion of related work. A non exhaustive set of representative approaches are
nonetheless discussed in the following.
shared and distributed memory b&b. One can find several studies dealing with shared
memory parallel B&B, see e.g., [JS89; SD12; Sil+14; Dro+12; BB10; KJL13a; BDW11; ECG11;
OD10; OD12]. In such a setting, work pool(s) management is a common issue which is
shown to play an important role. In fact, we can see from the generic template of Algorithm 1 that an iteration of a B&B consists of a procedure to pop a subproblem from a
pool, perform a set of operations (branching, bounding and pruning), and then insert one
or several generated subproblems into the pool. Work pool management then refers to a
specific data structure (e.g. array, list, map, stack, queue, etc) placed in a memory location
where PUs access generated subproblems. Obviously, this is tightly related to distributing,
and thus balancing, the B&B workload. Simultaneous I/O operations to the same work
pool(s) pose several issues. In practice, there are two common strategies. In single pool
based algorithms, only one memory location is used to maintain a single global pool shared
among PUs. Synchronization techniques are then unavoidable when popping/pushing a
B&B node from/to the single global pool. For instance, a single pool approach is presented
in [MMT13], where the authors reported a relatively big gap between their implementation
and the ideal linear speed up. In multiple pool based algorithms, a set of different memory
locations are used to handle B&B work units. There are some variants depending on the
number of pools used in the system, namely collegial, grouped and mixed. In the first case,
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each PU has its own pool. In the second one, all PUs are partitioned in several groups and
each group shares the same work pool. The choice of the number of pools depends on
the number of PUs as well as their accessing frequency. The last one is a mixed between
collegial and grouped.
In this context, we can cite the work of Casado et al. [Cas+08] who proposed two multithreaded schemes for parallel B&B. In the first scheme, all threads share a global pool of generated subproblems therefore a synchronization mechanism is designed in a master-worker
style. In the second scheme, each thread manages a local pool to avoid synchronization
overheads and a dynamic load balancing is proposed to deal with the B&B irregularity. At
each iteration, if a certain condition is satisfied, a thread creates a new one and migrates
work from its local pool to the pool of the new one. The condition for new thread creation
is described as follows: the number of running threads are less than the total number of
available cores and there is more than one subproblem in the local pool of the thread. In the
same spirit, Evtushenko et al [EPS09] presented a B&B solver that allows to deal with both
shared and distributed memory environments. At the shared memory level, a global pool
and one local pool per compute thread are implemented. When a thread becomes idle it
picks a subproblem from the shared pool, or it stays blocked unit the shared pool is fulfilled.
After a number of steps, a thread migrates some problems from its local pool to the shared
pool which stands for load balancing. At the distributed memory level, they use a masterworker like paradigm to coordinate the distributed threads. Similar load-balancing considerations are addressed in [Her+13b; Her+13a], where a thread can create a new one if the
maximum number of threads is not reached. Barreto et al. [BB10] conducted a comparison
of parallel B&B approaches on shared and distributed memory systems using respectively
OpenMP and MPI. A good speedup of both implementations compared to the sequential
one is reported; however, the speedup using MPI was found to be slightly better than with
OpenMP. This might appear counter-intuitive at the first sigh since it is in fact well understood that inter-communication is much costly in MPI where exchanged messages have to
pass through standard networks connecting computers. However, this result also enlightens
the negative impact of using synchronization mechanisms in shared memory systems. Most
of previously mentioned approaches and more recent ones, e.g., [Mez+14; Ler+14; Sil+14;
SD12], try to address the (shared and distributed) memory hierarchy mapping and the pool
management issues with respect to B&B workload. Despite their skillful design, previous
approaches suffer scalability issues when considering large distributed environments.
centralized master-worker (mw) b&b. In (message-passing) distributed environments,
the classical Master-Worker (MW) paradigm is widely used for parallel B&B. Most often, the
distribution and scheduling of B&B work units run only on the master which tries to maintain a faithful global view of work being processed. Among others [Gou+00; GLY00; CF01],
we can cite the B&B@GRID approach described in [MMT07b; Mez07], where an interval
representation of B&B work units for the permutation-like problems is investigated in attempt to reduce the communication latency and the cost of synchronizing and updating
the workers. Otten et al. [OD10; OD12] introduced a scheme to predict the complexity of
a subproblem so that subproblems can be evenly distributed among workers based on the
prediction scheme. Initially, the master node explores the tree up to a parallelization frontier for having enough subproblems, then send them to its workers and wait for the result.
Balancing the B&B workload is then ensured by the prediction scheme which estimates the
size of the explored space of a subproblem (i.e. the number of explored nodes to solve a
subproblem). In [KJL10] a Master-Worker algorithm called GAUUB is proposed, and then
improved by proposing another version called GALB [KJL12; KJL13b] that reduces load unbalancing among the available processors. The algorithm GALB is composed of two steps:
initialization and distribution. The master executes the initialization step by performing
the sequential B&B algorithm until reaching a fixed level L of the search tree in order to
generate a large amount of work to distribute among the slaves processors and therefore to
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ensure load balancing for all processors in the second distribution step. Generally speaking,
it is well understood that MW-based approaches are only suitable at small or intermediate
scales, which is also confirmed by our own investigations. Some hierarchical master-worker
(HMW), as well as fully decentralized, schemes are proposed to solve the scalability of MW.

hierarchical master-worker (hmw) and decentralized b&b. Despite the many variations that one could find, the key idea of HMW B&B is simply to use several masters
organized hierarchically following a tree overlay. As such, there are in general two types of
layers that are considered: a control layer comprising one or more levels of masters and a
work layer composing workers. For example, Aida et al. [AF02; AO05] proposed a three-tier
tree structure comprising a supervisor, masters and workers. The supervisor is the root
node of the tree and manages all masters. Workers are grouped into sets and each set is
managed by a master. The supervisor and the masters are in charge of all communications
among workers belonging to different sets such as load balancing, and broadcasting upper
bound values. Similarly, Xu et al. [Xu+05] proposed a framework to implement parallel
search algorithms called APLS. The framework uses the following entities: Master, Hub
and Workers. A hub controls a fixed number of workers and the number of hubs increases
proportionally with the number of workers. Load balancing is also taken into account at
two levels: intra-cluster and inter-cluster. In the first level, the hub manages dynamic load
balancing and the workers periodically update their workload to the hub, hence helping the
hub to detect and to correct an unbalanced situation. This design principle is also shared
in other studies and frameworks, e.g., [EPH01; Dro+12; Dic07]. In [BMT12b; BMT12a], the
authors suggest a MHW architecture which allows workers to additionally communicate
directly together after receiving a task from the master hence exposing less communication
bottleneck to the masters. This actually implies a kind of communication overlay, and is inline with other fully distributed or peer-to-peer existing algorithms, e.g., [FM87; IF00; Dic07;
Dja13; Meh+09; Meh+08]. Each peer in such systems has in general a local pool storing all
work units for processing. When the local pool of a peer is empty, the peer basically sends
work requests. Upon receiving a work request, a peer shares some work units from its local
pool to the requesting peer. This is actually performed according to some load balancing
policy. To cite a few, in [LM92; TLM95], the authors proposed to balance the workload of a
peer with its neighbors by means of a weight function which takes into account the quality
and the quantity of generated subproblems. The quantity is the number of subproblems in
a local pool. The quality is the minimum cost of generated subproblems of a local pool.

gpu based parallel b&b. The previous approaches and related issues (pool management, synchronization issues, memory mapping, hierarchical and distributed architectures,
load balancing, etc), are continuously revisited with respect to the devices and hardwares
that can compose a large-scale compute environment. In particular, one can find a number
of studies dealing with the integration of GPU devices in parallel B&B, e.g., see [Cha13]
and the references there-in. A single GPU device can offer an impressive compute power
when bounding different tree nodes in parallel, which is the main type of parallelism that
a GPU device might offer. In fact, implementing the whole B&B process inside the GPU
device is a difficult task, mainly because of thread divergence issues and the difficulty in
handling efficiently the different memory levels. As mentioned before, the obtained speedups with respect to a single CPU are hence problem-depend since the bounding operation
depends on the problem one wants to tackle. In the context of our work, we rather focus
on the scalability issues. In fact, when multiple GPU devices are combined with multiple
multi-core CPUs, most of the existing approaches fail to be highly scalable which is mainly
attributed to the heterogeneity of the underlying compute systems and the unbalanced and
fine-grained workload of parallel B&B, e.g., [Gmy+17; CM16; CM15].
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contribution #1: dynamic load-balancing in b&b

The main contribution of the work described in the rest of this chapter is to bring high
performance on the scene of parallel optimization, by cross-fertilizing parallel B&B with
general-purpose dynamic load balancing algorithms; thus bridging the gap between the
solving of difficult optimization problems and the establishment of novel large-scale distributed and parallel algorithms.
As discussed previously in Section 2.1.3 about the main challenges that one has to face,
and as witnessed by the bench of studies described in the previous section, the most recurrent issue in the design of parallel B&B is how to balance the workload dynamically at
runtime. This is since the parallelism exposed by generic B&B is straightforward in our
opinion; but, keeping all PUs busy doing useful work at any time of the execution is the
main point that may prevent high performance and scalability.
Although being critically important, balancing workload is not always addressed in an
explicit manner. This can mainly be attributed to the technical complexity of setting up an
effective B&B parallelization on top of a specific compute environment, especially when dealing with a new type of parallel hardwares or parallel technologies. Interestingly, there exist
a relatively well-established body of research, coming form high performance and parallel
computing community, that deals explicitly with dynamic load balancing. In this section,
we will in particular focus on the first steps we made in leveraging such techniques for parallel B&B in a large-scale compute environment. To better position our first contribution, we
start providing a brief overview of state-of-the-art general purpose (i.e., independent from
B&B) load balancing techniques.
2.2.1

Work Stealing: the Basics in a Nutshell

Load balancing is tightly related to the more general problem of task scheduling which is a
well known problem that, besides B&B, can occurs in a different number of situations and
application fields, e.g., [Kum+94; XL97; WR93; Lar+17]. In our setting, we are interested in
the Dynamic load balancing of the workflow generated at runtime by a parallel application,
that is, when the work units or the tasks of the corresponding application are generated during the course of the computations, and nothing about what each PU is executing, neither
the cost or the number of work units, can be assumed beforehand. As such, the main goal
of a dynamic load balancing method is to offload work units from overloaded PUs to underloaded/idle PUs dynamically at runtime in order to ensure that all PUs have approximately
the same workload at any time of the application execution.
Different general-purpose methods have been developed so-far [BS81; ELZ86; KGV94;
SKS92]. They are often fully distributed and implemented using multiple work pools. More
specifically, each PU is associated with a single pool for storing and sharing the tasks generated at runtime. Existing methods can then be distinguished in three types, depending on
who is the main initiator of the load balancing operations. In work pushing [ELZ86], it is the
role of overloaded PUs to balance workload. In this class of methods, a PU with a non empty
work pool automatically offloads tasks to an appropriately chosen PU, typically when it has
more tasks than a threshold value. Every PU has then to decide on how to select a target
PU, as well as on how many tasks to offload and how often. In work stealing [BS81], it is the
role of idle PUs to start a load balancing operation. When a PU finds no task in its local pool,
it simply requests another PU; which then offloads tasks if its own work pool is not empty,
or rejects the request. The idle PU repeats this process until effectively fetching some work
somewhere. Similarly, a PU has to decide on how to select a target PU whenever it is idle
and how many tasks to offload when receiving a request. The third class of approaches is
without surprise hybrid [SKS92], in the sense that it combines the previous two approaches
by both offloading tasks from overloaded PUs, or stealing on demand when PUs are idle.
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In work-pushing, good load balancing strongly depends on how often tasks are offloaded
in a system, which is generally controlled using some predefined thresholds. If these thresholds are not well optimized to the correct value depending on the target application, tasks
will be moved ahead either so often or so rarely. Furthermore, work pushing could be unstable when the granularity of workload is high and the application highly irregular, i.e., even
when the system load is high at some stage of the execution and all PUs are actually busy,
task offloading will still occur. Hence, it can be argued that work pushing is not a good
choice for highly irregular applications like parallel B&B. In contrast, work stealing appears
to be more suited, and it is actually chosen as a scheduler for load balancing in several
well-established softwares and frameworks (e.g Cilk [FLR98a], Intel TBB [Int], OpenMP 3.0
[Ope11] and Javelin [Nea+00]).
In work-stealing, a PU running out of work is called thief, whereas those that service
thieves’ work requests are called victims. The most important factors for an efficient workstealing based protocol are: (i) the selection strategy adopted by a thief to chose its victims
and (ii) the work sharing strategy which is the amount of work offloaded from a victim to a
thief. This was addressed in a number of studies and in different application settings, e.g.,
[MIY11; Din+07; Din+09; Cyb89; FLR98b; Oli+07; OP08; Sar+11; MIY11; QW10a; RLP11].
The main issue when designing an appropriate selection strategy is to minimize the time
the thieves stay idle searching for work. The most simple selection strategy is a random one,
i.e., a thief chooses one victim uniformly at random. The so-obtained random work stealing
protocol is actually at the corner stone of several other variants. The work sharing strategy
is in turn responsible for balancing the load evenly between a victim and a thief; which
will subsequently becomes a potential victim. The most common strategy is the steal-half
strategy which consists in offloading half of the work units available at the victim local pool.
The goal behind coupling an appropriate victim selection with an appropriate work-sharing,
is to flood the whole idle PUs in the system with fresh work as quick as possible, and hence
to maximize the global parallel efficiency of the system.
From a purely theoretical perspective, Blumofe and Leiserson proved in a seminal paper [BL99] that random work stealing is essentially optimal (up to some constants) in
terms of time, and communication. To be more precise, a random work-stealing algorithm
for scheduling the so-called fully strict (well-structured) multithreaded computation model is
presented and analyzed in the so-called atomic-access model. Under those theoretical assumptions, which are not detailed in this document for clarity, it is proved that the expected time of random work-stealing when executed by p identical parallel processors is
Tp = T1 /p + O(T∞ ), where T1 is the minimum serial execution time of the multithreaded
computation and T∞ is the minimum execution time with an infinite number of processors.
Similar tight bounds (for divide-and-conqueror computations) are also provided for the
amount of communication required between the p processors, which is actually better than
the bounds previously known for work-sharing. Such results, even restricted to some theoretical assumptions, comfort us in the idea that random work stealing is a highly effective
approach to dynamic load balancing, especially in our target parallel B&B.
2.2.2

Tree-based Dynamic Load-Balancing

Our first contribution is on the design of a work stealing distributed protocol improving the
performance of basic random work stealing in a large-scale distributed environment [Vu+12].
The main idea is that structuring computing nodes in a specific overlay can help addressing
the issue of fetching work efficiently. Based on our previous investigations on the behavior
of peer-to-peer B&B algorithms [Dja13], we describe in the following the core idea of our
tree-based work stealing protocol for B&B dynamic load balancing.
stealing on tree edges. Let us assume that PUs are organized logically following a
rooted tree. The target application to be parallelized is initially pushed at the root PU. An
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idle PU steals synchronously downwards and upwards in the tree. In the down phase,
every idle PU first requests its children. The steals are sent sequentially by choosing a child
uniformly at random at each step. Then, if and only if all children are idle, a steal is sent
at last upwards to the parent. Conceptually, this corresponds to a random work stealing
strategy, but considering only the set of children that have not sent a request upwards yet.

stealing on bridge edges. The previous protocol exhibits much locality, since tasks
inside a subtree will always be completely finished before load balancing requests are sent
to the parent. This property leads to some drawbacks, basically because a PU only steals
upward when its subtree becomes entirely idle. Therefore the whole subtree remains idle
during the round trip of the parent upward steal request. To handle this issue, while maintaining a low communication overhead, we introduce what we call Bridge-based work steals
with the aim of speeding up work flow from overloaded subtrees to under-loaded ones.
Apart from the tree edges, we propose to connect PUs being far away each other using
random bridge edges. Those bridge edges are to be viewed as logical shortcuts that can be
traveled by work to reach under-loaded subtrees more quickly. In this approach, every PU
v further requests work from one PU r through a bridge edge bv→r chosen uniformly at random among PUs being neither children nor parent. More precisely, in parallel while requesting
its neighbors in the tree, every idle PU v asynchronously sends a steal request over bv→r . Such
an asynchronous steal request does not block v waiting for a response from r. Instead, v is
allowed to concurrently search for work from its neighboring PUs in the tree, as described
previously. If the remote neighbor r owns work, then it immediately services v. If r is idle,
then this means that r has already sent an asynchronous work request through its bridge
edge, and it is also requesting its respective direct neighbors. Thus, whenever an idle node,
say p, gets work from its neighbors or through its bridge, then it immediately services all
nodes from which a steal request was received. Let us remark that this distributed strategy
operates in a recursive manner, implicitly building up a logical cluster of idle PUs. Consequently, all idle PUs are more likely to cooperate efficiently in searching for fresh work.

tree-dependent work sharing. The previous protocol is further combined with the
following work sharing strategy. We propose to dynamically adjust the amount of work
transferred from one PU to another one according to the size of the overlay subtrees. Based
on the observation that idle PUs should not be selfish when searching for work, but should
acquire enough work to serve their neighbors, our work sharing policy is overlay-dependent:
a PU simply divides its current work into the ratio of its own tree size and the tree size of
the requesting PU; which is to contrast with a standard steal-half strategy.

other b&b specific operations To gain in generality, some B&B specific issues were
hidden in the previous discussion. The work acquired by a PU is in fact assumed to represent a B&B work unit which might be a B&B active node, as well as any alternative encoding
of B&B subtrees. Each PU is then responsible for executing a B&B on the work units it acquires, that is, the standard branching, bounding and pruning operations as specified by
a serial B&B and with respect to the optimization problem. Moreover, the sharing of the
best feasible solution found by a B&B process is managed by sending messages through the
overlay tree. Finally, termination detection is also handled in a distributed fashion following
tree edges. Notice that without the bridge steals, termination can be detected straightforwardly by the root of the tree; however, we manage to carefully implement a wave-based
distributed protocol in order to safely ensure that no work units are still traveling along an
asynchronous work-transfer responses.
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2.2.3

Selected Experimental Results

We present in the following some selected experimental results from our extensive and comprehensive study [Vu14; Vu+12]. It is worth-noticing that conducting a fair and sound experimental study is not straightforward, especially when dealing with parallel and distributed
algorithms applied to optimization. In our work, we put much attention not only in evaluating the relative performance of the proposed protocols, but also to elicit their behavior in
terms of scalability and parallel efficiency. We emphasis that the aim of the following paragraphs is to provide a very brief synthesis of our experimental procedure and its rationale,
while focusing on the main lessons that we were able to learn.
benchmarks. We consider the solving of the Flow-Shop optimization problem (i.e., minimize the makespan Cmax ) and the well-known Taillard’s instances {T a21 , · · · , T a30 } of the
family Ta-20 ∗ 20, i.e., 20 jobs and 20 machines [Tai93]. Besides, we consider the so-called
Unbalanced Tree Search (UTS) [Oli+07] benchmark, which is the reference general-purpose
benchmark from the parallel computing and HPC community. It simply consists in exploring/counting the nodes of a parameterized tree with extreme variation/imbalance in the
relative size of its induced subtrees. The tree is actually unknown beforehand and can only
be constructed at runtime using a splittable, deterministic random stream generated using
the SHA-1 secure hash algorithm. The UTS was actually designed to be the representative
adversary benchmark to evaluate the parallel performance of irregular state space exploration
and combinatorial search algorithms like parallel B&B.
competing protocols and testbed. Besides studying the behavior of our tree-based
algorithm with different parameter settings, we consider three algorithms based on the
three main paradigms used so-far for B&B: a Master/Worker algorithm as introduced by
the B&B@Grid approach [MMT07a; MMT07b; Mez07], a hierarchical Master/Worker algorithm as introduced by the so-called Adaptive Hierarchical Master-Worker (AHMW) B&B
approach [BMT12b; BMT12a; Ben12], and a fully decentralized algorithm based on the
standard random work-stealing paradigm using a steal-half strategy, considered as a HPCoriented baseline algorithm. All protocols are experimented on top of the Grid’5000 French
national experimental grid [Gri]. Two clusters were involved in our experiments and up to
1200 compute cores are used.
experimental results. Our first finding is that our proposed protocol is able to perform
at its best when configured with an overlay-tree having a well tuned average degree. This is
because most of the work is expected to flow over the tree edges, and hence a small diameter
tree is mandatory for work to reach idle process efficiently. Besides, stealing using bridgeedges is proved to provide a significant improvement especially when considering the UTS
benchmark. Among the different competing algorithms, the hierarchical approach, which
at first sight presents some similarity with ours since it is based on a structuring some
masters using a tree overlay, is surprisingly found to perform very poorly. For instance,
at the relatively moderate scale of 200 cores, our approach is found to be more than 10
times faster in average over all the considered flowshop instances. This result can actually
be explained by the particular B&B work mapping used in [BMT12b; BMT12a]. A BFS-like
problem-specific strategy is in fact adopted there-in to explore the B&B tree when solving the
flowshop problem, which is sufficient to provide a good parallel efficiency of the hierarchical
architecture, but very likely not to provide optimal parallel solving times. Turning to the
MW approach, which was actually believed to be a state-of-the-art approach for solving
large-scale Flow shop instances, it is found to suffer a scalability issue as illustrated in
Fig. 1 showing its relative performance at a large scale of 1200 cores. We actually found
that the master worker approach can only be efficient at the small and moderate scales,
or when considering huge B&B instances for which distributing workload is anyway not a
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Figure 1: Relative performance when using 1200 compute cores of a MW approach compared to our
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Execution time and Parallel efficiency (PE), as a function of overlay size n for UTS.

challenging issue. From a purely parallel perspective, dealing with fine-grained parallelism
in B&B is the main critical issue as we scale up the distributed resources. Lastly, workstealing based protocols, are found to provide a fairly good performance not only for parallel
B&B applied to the flowshop problem, but more generally when applied to the problemindependent UTS benchmark. As illustrated in Fig. 2, standard random work stealing is
confirmed to be highly efficient in the moderate scales. However, there is still an opportunity
for further improvements as demonstrated by the relative performance of our tree-based
protocol. At the largest scales requiring to deal with very fine-grained parallelism, random
work stealing reaches its limits, since idle nodes try to catch victims ’blindly’ using random
requests. In contrast, our tree centric approach tends to minimize communication delays by
distributing the load in a more deterministic/cooperative manner and the gain in parallel
efficiency, thus in speed-up, is substantial.
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2.3

contribution #2: node-heterogeneous work stealing

As a second contribution, we consider the design of parallel B&B for node-heterogeneous
platforms harnessing a mixture of shared memory and distributed memory components. In
order to achieve high performance, heterogeneity brings further challenges especially when
dealing with dynamic load balancing. In this respect, we present in this section a large-scale
multi-core multi-CPU multi-GPU approach based on leveraging the work-stealing paradigm
and providing near-optimal linear speed-ups under different compute settings. Although
some recent attempts on the subject can be reported, the performance of the proposed
approach, as well as its scalability, constitute to the best of our knowledge, the state-of-theart for node-heterogeneous parallel B&B.
2.3.1

A large-scale Multi-core Multi-CPU Multi-GPU B&B Approach (3MBB)

mapping b&b work for cpus and gpus. Motivated by the difference between the compute abilities of CPU and GPU cores, we consider a combination of a parallel DFS and BFS
tree traversals when selecting the B&B nodes to be bounded in parallel. Since a GPU can
be efficient only when it can bound many tree nodes in parallel, we have to prepare enough
work (by decomposing enough subproblems) before activating the GPU device computations. A DFS traversal allows us to quickly go deep in the search tree, hopefully finding
good complete solutions quickly; However, it does not allow us to infer much parallelism to
be handled by the GPU device. In contrast, a BFS traversal makes it possible to generate sufficiently many B&B nodes to push into the GPU device. Hence, a DFS is always performed
in the case of a CPU where as a BFS is preferred when dealing with GPUs.
Moreover, input data containing several B&B tree nodes has to be transferred from the
CPU host core to the GPU memory, then a GPU kernel is executed on the input data, and
the outputs (the computed bounds) are copied back from the GPU to the CPU host. In
standard CPU host / GPU device execution, the previous operations are done sequentially.
In other words, while the CPU host is performing select, branch or prune operations, or even
while copying data to and from the device, the GPU is stalled. Similarly, while the evaluation of B&B tree nodes is running inside the GPU device, the CPU host is stalled. To
gain in parallel efficiency, the CPU host can in fact dispatch operations into the GPU device
asynchronously and continue its computation. Hence, a sequence of operations (namely:
copy data from CPU to GPU, perform parallel bounding operations at GPU device and
copy results from GPU to CPU) is wrapped into a stream which is asynchronously dispatched
to GPU device for execution. This simple idea, which is straightforwardly enabled using
CUDA programming facilities, allows us to significantly speedup the runtime of some existing approaches [Cha13] by up to 40%. Technically speaking, and although being straightforward, this illustrates the importance of properly mapping B&B parallelism with respect
to the enabling compute technology.
More importantly, there exist two main levels of parallelism exposed by the distributed
environment we are interested in: intra-node parallelism which refers to the shared memory
computations among CPU cores and the inter-node parallelism which refers to the (messagepassing) distributed computations. Having in mind that the difference in communication
cost between shared memory and distributed memory systems can be very substantial, the
main challenge is then to distribute workload efficiently. As discussed next, we adopt a
hybrid approach leveraging random work stealing to operate efficiently with respect to the
two above mentioned levels of parallelism.
intra-node parallelism. Let us first zoom in the case of a single shared-memory multicore component. We basically use asynchronous multiple work pools in our design and
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we consider random work stealing for load-balancing. The straightforward approach where
each thread manages a fully sharable work pool introduces high communication overhead
as locking is required to synchronize the multiple accesses to the work pool of a given thread.
We found that the most appropriate approach is to use a work pool split into private and
public part as originally described in [Din+09]. The private region is managed by the owner
thread and the public one is exposed to other threads. These two regions constitute a single
data structure endowed with a split pointer (identifying the frontier between the two regions)
in order to avoid any data manipulation overheads. The amount of tasks of the private and
public regions are then adjusted by moving the split pointer forward or backward without
any memory copies as illustrated in Fig. 3. The private portion works like a Stack (LIFO)
and the public portion works like a Queue (FIFO). The LIFO property of the private region
allows threads to perform DFS search on the B&B tree. The FIFO property of the public
region allows threads to share coarse grain B&B subproblems that are likely to generate
more children subproblems; and thus it encourages the transfer of useful B&B workload.
The steal attempts from the public region of a given thread are handled using a standard
lock operation; but the victim thread is lock-free with respect to its private region so that it
can continue processing B&B subproblems and freely push/pop tasks.
A crucial feature is to adjust the amount of work units in the private and public region
at runtime. For this purpose, the split pointer is associated with two operations: release and
reacquire. The release operation is handled by the owner thread every time the public part
gets empty (because work was stolen so far by other threads), and the split pointer is then
moved to half of the private queue. The reacquire operation refers to the reverse operation
which we handle depending the following two rules. GPU split pointer: refers to performing
the reacquire operation in advance before the private region is completely empty. This is
only performed when a core is also hosting a GPU device. In fact, it might happen that the
private part does not allow to generate enough work to push into the GPU device. CPU split
pointer: This is with respect to any thread even those not hosting any GPU devices. In this
case, the reacquire operation is performed if and only if the private region is empty. The
split pointer is always moved to half the public region (if not empty).
To summarize, every time a thread in one single shared memory component wants to process
a B&B subproblem, it takes one from the front of its local queue which actually lies in the
private part. Every time a thread generates new subproblems, they are pushed again at the
front of the private part. When a thread runs out of work, it attempts to steal work from
the public part of another victim thread chosen uniformly at random. If the public part
of victim’s queue is not empty, then the thread is able to steal some work from the tail of
the queue after locking it, and hence it can push stolen work at the front of its own private
queue. Otherwise, no work is found and the steal operation is renewed until some work is
fetched or global termination is announced.
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inter-node parallelism using hybrid stealing. In our approach, stealing across distributed nodes is only enabled when all threads detect that there is no work available in
any pool of the shared memory component they belong to. Whenever a shared memory
component runs out of work, distributed steals are performed by solely one thread, elected
initially as the leader. A leader functions like the other threads with one main difference:
it additionally manages the distributed steals when work is no more available locally. A
distributed steal then consists in sending work requests to another remote leader chosen
uniformly at random using message passing. For the above protocol to work correctly, we
have to manage termination properly, which is done using a tree overlay topology spanning
the leaders. Since distributed steals are initiated if and only if all the threads at the leaders
are idle, it is easy to see that whenever termination is detected among leaders, the other
threads can be informed immediately using a shared memory variable maintained by every
leader. In the same way, the exchange of the best solution needed for the B&B pruning is
handled distributively using the same tree overlay.
adaptive aggregated steal granularity. To set the amount of work to be transferred,
we consider the following adaptive strategy. Every PU maintains at runtime a measure
reflecting its power, say x, which is continuously with respect to the work processed in previous iterations. We simply use the average time needed for processing a B&B subproblem.
The amount of work to be transferred is then in the proportion of x/(x + y), where y is the
computing power maintained locally by the victim. To be more precise, for a distributed
work transfer among two leaders in different shared memory components, the power of a
compute node is measured as an aggregated value of all the threads at the shared memory
node, and the amount of work is computed with respect to all available tasks in the public
regions of the underlying local threads. A thief leader i computes the aggregated power
P
Xi = k xi,k (where xi,k is the computing power of thread k leaded by i) and sends a work
request to a randomly selected victim j while wrapping the value of Xi . Upon receiving
P
a steal request, the victim leader j also measures its aggregated power Xj = ` xj,` . The
i
amount of work to be transferred is then in the proportion of XiX+X
. Technically speaking,
j
i
work units from the public region of every
the victim leader j collects sj,` = tj,` · XiX+X
j
work pool of all the local threads ` (where tj,` is the amount of work at the public region of
P
thread ` leaded by j). A total amount of S = ` sj,` work units are then transferred to the
requesting thief i. Notice that this work-sharing strategy is essentially an adaptation of the
steal-half strategy designed in order to cope with the heterogeneous compute power of the
underlying PUs (CPUs or GPUs).

2.3.2

Selected Experimental Results.

Our approach comes with several components that we manage to experiment in a systematic
manner in order to better understand the benefits of intra-node and inter-node parallelism,
as well as, the impact of work-stealing as initially described in the extensive study provided
in [Vu14; VDM13; VD16]. Here-after, we highlight our most distinguishable findings.
experimental settings Three clusters C1 , C2 and C3 of the Grid’5000 French national
experimental grid [Gri] were involved in our experiments. Cluster C1 contains 10 nodes,
each equipped with 2 CPUs of 2.26Ghz Intel Xeon processors with 4 cores per CPU. Each
node is coupled with two Tesla T10 GPUs. Each GPU contains 240 CUDA cores, a 4GB
global memory, a 16.38 KB shared memory and a warp size of 32 threads. Cluster C2 (resp.
C3 ) is equipped with 72 nodes (resp. 34 nodes), each one equipped with 2 CPUs of 2.27 Ghz
Intel Xeon processor with 4 cores per CPU (resp. 2 CPUs of 2.5 Ghz Intel Xeon processor
having 4 cores) and a network card Infiniband-40G. We use the standard Taillard’s Flowshop
instances in the family 20 ∗ 20. Only the bounding operation has to be executed inside the
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GPU devices. We consider the kernel implementation provided by [CM12; Mel+12] and use
it in a blackbox manner. For the sake of analysis, we manage to configure the compute
environment so that different GPUs could have different speeds and hence to be able to
study the impact of different compute powers of CPUs and GPUs rendering different degree
of heterogeneity. Besides, we consider to study our approach when disabling the internode parallelism, that is when considering only distributed memory PUs. Accordingly, our
approach is denoted by 3MBB in the following while the variant performing only remote
(standard random) steals is denoted by 2MBB (multi-CPU multi-GPU B&B).
experimental results. As it can be seen in Fig. 4, our approach (3MBB) is able to obtain
a near-linear speedup, while continuing to scale rather efficiently compared to the 2MBB approach. This shows that taking into account both inter- and intra- node parallelism, which
is inherent to shared and distributed memory heterogeneous systems, is crucially important
for scalability. Actually, for moderate scales, the 2MBB is still a fairly good approach which
again indicates that random work stealing can be extremely efficient. However, one should
pay much attention in setting the amount of work to be transferred between the different
PUs especially when their relative compute power is significantly different. This is shown
in Fig. 5, where different heterogeneous settings are experimented with the 2MBB approach.
In particular, we can see (Fig. 5 Left) that a system containing only GPUs devices, but with
different compute powers can only deliver its best performance when the amount of work
to be stolen is set proportionally. More interestingly, when considering few (homogenous)
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GPUs devices and scaling up the number of CPUs (Fig. 5 Right) from small to large, the
overall performance of the system can even downgrade at some intermediate scales; basically because the most powerful PUs are disturbed too often by the other less powerful PUs,
hence resulting in a situation where work is traveling back and forth from these two types
of PUs. In contrast, our approach can deal with such issues in a consistent manner and allow us to take full benefits from every available PUs, possibly having a relatively restricted
compute power.

2.4

contribution #3: link-heterogenous b&b load
balancing

Continuing our efforts on the design of effective dynamic load balancing algorithms for
parallel B&B, our last contribution addresses the challenges behind the link-heterogeneity
of large-scale platforms. Link-heterogeneity appears as distributed resources are typically
connected through different communication networks [Kie+02; PBH99]. Previous studies,
coming from the high performance community, have mostly considered the heterogeneity
in communication speed by investigating the specific hierarchy proper to each compute environment such as multi-cluster platforms [BBB96], geographically distributed multi-cluster
multi-site grids [VKB01; Van+04; JH13], and others [GB10; Pil+12; ABB00]. Skillful design practices have been gained; however, the designed solutions and protocol variants are
essentially platform-dependent. In particular, there is still little insights [Pil+12] into how
network latency impacts fine-grained parallelism and how distributed communications have
to be optimized to face the increasing complexity of such heterogeneity in a portable and
unified manner. This makes it more complicated for designers and programmers to deal
with different types of distributed environments, which may result in ad-hoc implementations burdening the parallelization process and leading to non-efficient protocols. On the
other hand, a knowledge about the computing platform could not be available at the time
an application needs to be effectively deployed. For instance, cloud-oriented infrastructures
have the distinct characteristic of hiding the actual physical mapping of resources, and recent studies [Zha+11] showed that the interconnection latencies in virtualized environments
pose the most severe issue when executing HPC workloads. In the following, we first describe a very simple platform-independent model for link-heterogeneity and some related
load-balancing algorithms. We then discuss our main contribution on the design a general
purpose link-heterogenous work stealing protocol [VD14].
2.4.1

Dynamic load balancing under Link-Heterogeneity

a simple distributed model. Generally speaking, modeling the heterogeneity of modern multi-computer distributed systems is a difficult task which is, per se, the subject of several dedicated research investigations, e.g. [Cap+05]. We shall consider an abstract model
upon which we can easily think and build generic link-heterogenous protocols independently of a particular target platform. In line with previous studies [BR10b], we focus
on the case of distributed nodes having identical computing powers and heterogeneous
communication resources. The set of computing nodes V are fully connected and form a
complete interconnection graph G, i.e., every node can communicate with any other node
in the system by message passing. To model the interconnection heterogeneity, we endow
the graph G with a function ω : V × V → R; which assigns for each pair of nodes i and
j a real-valued weight ωi,j informing about the cost experienced by node i when communicating with node j. The more the communication over edge (i, j) is costly, the higher is
the weight ωi,j . Every node i is assumed to know solely the local weights ωi,j connecting
it with every other nodes j 6= i; thus hiding all the architectural characteristics the physical
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resources. In our work, we concentrate on link heterogeneity so that the function ω shall
simply be viewed as a measure of nodes pairwise latency; that is, the network delay in a
point-to-point message exchange. The above model exposes a flat view of the distributed
environment which is to contrast to the hierarchical nature of grids, clouds, and more generally large-scale compute platforms. We argue that depending on how the function ω is
defined, this is however sufficient to reason about link-heterogeneity
Considering such a distributed model, we adopt a work-stealing based approach. It
is worth-noticing that the theoretical results on the optimality of random work stealing
(RWS) [BL99] as discussed previously in this document cannot hold unless the weights ωi,j
are pair-wise equal, e.g., a multi-cpu single cluster network-homogenous system. When
the ωi,j are non-uniform, it is not difficult to see that victim selection in work-stealing is
still the key for workload to fold efficiently. In the following, we review two state-of-the-art
HPC approaches that were specifically designed to deal with non-uniform communication
latencies.
probabilistic work stealing (pws). The general idea of PWS [QW10b] is to pick up
nearby processors in priority. It suggests to use a measure estimating the distance between
computing nodes; and to modify the classical RWS algorithm in the following way: “the
probability to choose a target computer for steal attempts is not uniform anymore but instead proportional to the inverse of the distance between the thief and the target”. This
corresponds to every thief i choosing its victim with probability:

pi,j

=

P

1
ωi,j
1
j6=i ωi,j

(1)

Such a victim selection procedure enable to privilege the stealing over fast links without discarding the possibility of using slow links, in an attempt to reduce the average latency
of steal requests. It also has the nice property of being inherently local and platformindependent – it enables to capture the possibly different levels of hierarchy that might
be implied by the computing architecture without loosing in generality nor in efficiency, as
experimentally shown in [QW10b] on a hierarchical system of 8 processors. Nevertheless,
we found no in-depth investigations on large-scale more complex platforms. As the system
scale increases, it is likely that the gap between communication costs over different links
increases substantially. This might have the effect of decreasing drastically the probability
of stealing over slow links; thus eventually isolating some compute nodes and making work
stuck at few regions without being able to flow fairly and quickly in the system.
adaptive cluster-aware random stealing (acrs). This protocol is an improvement of
the so-called CRS protocol described originally in [VKB01]. As its name indicates, CRS was
designed specifically for two level hierarchical platforms; where every sub-group of nodes
running on a whole homogenous single-cluster needs to be explicitly identified, hence being
platform-dependent. Given that every node is aware of its cluster, CRS extends on RWS by
further allowing each node to steal work asynchronously from a randomly chosen remote
clusters. Hence, in CRS, an idle node steals in his own cluster by performing intra-cluster
synchronous steals as in RWS, and in parallel, it also sends one additional asynchronous
intra-cluster work request. ACRS [Van+04] extends on CRS by adapting the probability
of choosing inter-cluster victims: the probability of choosing a remote cluster is inversely
proportional to the communication cost between clusters. Although the CRS and ACRS
algorithms can be proved to provide good performance, they still suffer from some design
limitations. Basically, and besides being platform-dependent, they can lead to situations
where tasks might be transferred several times in advance for nothing, e.g., when both interand intra- cluster steals are successful, this might result in a ping-pong effect where tasks
are moving back and forth between clusters.
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Algorithm 2: Link-Heterogenous Work-Stealing (LWS): distributed high level pseudocode for every node i ∈ V.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Data: V\i = {1, 2, · · · , n} \ {i}: neighbors’ identifiers; T: a parameter;
flag asyn steal request ←− false ; flag syn steal request ←− false ;
∀j ∈ V\i , cj ←− 1; Y ←− 0 ;
while termination do
job ←− check for work from local pool ;
if job 6= ∅ then
process job ;
else
P
if j∈V\i cj % T = 0 then

9
10

11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

2.4.2

Vasyn ←− Partition Victims() ;
1/ωi,j
∀j ∈ Vasyn , qj ←− P
;
`∈Vasyn 1/ωi,`
cj
;
∀j ∈ V\i , rj ←− P
`∈V\i c`
pi,j · rj
∀j ∈ V\i , pj ←− P
;
`∈V\i pi,` · r`

if ¬ flag asyn steal request && Y > X then
s ← a node in Vasyn selected with prob. qs ;
Send an asynchronous work request to s ;
flag asyn steal request ←− true ;

if ¬ flag syn steal request then
k ← a node in V\i selected with prob. pk ;
Send a synchronous work request to k ;
ck ← ck + 1 ; flag syn steal request ←− true ;
Handle Timer() ;

A Generic Link-heterogenous Work-Stealing Algorithm

Inspired by PWS and ACRS, we propose a new generic distributed algorithm called LWS [VD14]
and depicted by the high level code of Algorithm 2. Our algorithm is based on the key observation that increasing work locality is mandatory to counteract link-heterogeneity in dynamic load-balancing. The more we structure the steal probabilities over the weighted graph
G and encourage nodes to communicate over fast links; the more it is likely for the work to
flow over a set of edges forming paths of minimum weights. Nevertheless, waiting for work
over fast links might be less time efficient than directly acquiring work by stealing over slow
links. This poses a dilemma which is difficult to face because workload is unpredictable and
nodes can not assume in advance where some fresh work can be fetched deterministically.
The key ingredients of LWS are: (i) to dynamically identify a set of preferred victims, (ii)
to ’predict’ when synchronous probabilistic steals would be sufficient to make work flow
efficiently, and (iii) when further asynchronous steals would be necessary. This is achieved
locally and adaptively at each distributed node as discussed in the following.
When becoming idle, a node first starts sending synchronous steals. A thief sends synchronous steals probabilistically as in PWS; but using a modified probability function to
select victims (lines 17 to 20): Every node i stores the number of synchronous work requests
cj that have been issued towards node j (lines 2 and 20). The probability for node i to choose
victim j is inversely proportional to the communication latency between i and j, and proportional to the local counter cj . This probability is denoted by variable pj (line 12) which
is computed as a multiplicative aggregation of the two probability functions rj (line 11) and
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Procedure HandleTimer
1 if a reply msg from node ` is pending then
2
work ←− check for work by processing msg;
3
if work 6= ∅ then
4
Unpack work and push into the local pool;
5
6
7
8
9

if ` = k then
if work 6= ∅ then Y ←− 0 ; X ←− X + ωi,k ;
else Y ←− Y + ωi,k ; X ←− X/2 ;
flag syn steal request ←− false ;
else flag asyn steal request ←− false ;

pi,j (given by Eq. 1). Clearly, this strategy accentuates the locality between a thief i and its
previous victims, and aims at isolating few very preferred victims from where it is likely to
be very fast to check for work. The other victims, which are likely to be connected with
slow links, are not completely discarded. They are in fact requested for work asynchronously
to avoid loosing time waiting for steal replies. However, only a restricted set of victims is
considered as follows.
Each node separates between preferred synchronous victims and asynchronous ones using (at runtime) a partitioning procedure (Procedure Partition Victims line 9). It is actually based on the k-means clustering algorithm with k = 2 (i.e., neighbors are clustered
in two groups); and where the victims’ counters cj are used to define similarity between
the two so-obtained means. More specifically, the group of victims having the lowest counters’ values is identified as the set Vasyn (line 9) from which asynchronous probabilistic
steals should be performed (line 14). Besides, in order to avoid an unnecessary work transfer, a thief starts an asynchronous steal first only after it makes a number of synchronous
steal attempts towards its preferred victims. The starting signal is handled in procedure
Handle Timer through control variables X and Y which play the role of adaptive timers.
Our idea is to distributively detect the availability of work among nearby processors by
self-adjusting a time window over which work is expected to flow synchronously. Inspired
by the additive-increase/multiplicative-decrease feedback approach for congestion avoidance [CJ89], if a synchronous steal made by thief i to preferred victim k is successful then
the waiting window X is increased proportional to network latency, that is by ωi,k . Otherwise, X is decreased by half and the ’elapsed time’ Y is increased by ωi,k . Only after Y
exceeds X that an asynchronous steal is sent to a victim s selected from Vasyn with probability qs (line 14), inversely proportional to the communication costs.
To be complete, notice that we also introduce a parameter T to define the number of
synchronous steal attempts that have to be performed before control variables are updated
(line 8). We also omitted specifying in Algorithm 2 that nodes are concurrently checking
for incoming messages, as well as the technical details regarding distributed termination
detection which is handled using a tree-overlay as previously described in this document.
2.4.3

Selected Experimental Results

methodology. In order to gain insights into the impact of link heterogeneity, we adopt an
emulation-based experimental methodology which is to contrast to real or simulation-based
experiments. On the one hand, real experiments involve running a real-application on a
real experimental-platform, which is generally believed to provide high realism. However,
experimenters face many difficulties to validate their algorithms, e.g., platform dependency,
result reproducibility, etc. In the context of studying link-heterogeneity, this is even more
challenging since it is difficult to set up the network in a particular and already established
platform. On the other hand, simulation facilitates the study of complex configurations at
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Figure 6: The obtained execution time of different competing algorithms and in different scenarios.
First column: UTS. Second column: B&B (Ta21 ). Top: C Env(c, p = 0.5) and Bottom
VF Env(p).

the prices of a relative loss in realism. By combining the advantages of these two experimental methodologies, emulation appears to be an appropriate solution for experimenting
complex distributed configurations with real applications. We hence use Distem [Sar+13]
to emulate a broad range of complex link-heterogeneous network configurations. Generally
speaking, Distem is a distributed systems emulator for realistic environments appearing in
cloud, peer-to-peer, high performance computing or grid systems. It uses virtualization to
transform a homogeneous real-cluster into an experimental platform where nodes have different power and/or are linked together through a complex network topology; thus making
it an ideal tool for our study.
We would like to emphasis that real-CPU compute nodes of a real distributed test-bed
are used in our experiments; only network link latencies are artificially configured through
Distem. In fact, Distem is used on top of one cluster of the Grid’5000 experimental grid [Gri].
The cluster in use has 92 nodes, each one equipped with 2 CPU of 2.5 Ghz Intel Xeon processor with 4 cores per cpu and a network card infiniband-20G. Besides the proposed LWS
algorithm, the other competing protocols are: RWS [BL99], PWS [QW10b], CRS [VKB01]
and ACRS [Van+04]. Every PU in our experiments is deployed with Distem on a dedicated
physical compute core initialized and configured with the corresponding communication latencies. The latencies are managed internally by Distem without any additional operations
at the application level. We use the Flowshop instances as target problems in our experiments, as well as the UTS benchmark as described previously in Section 2.2.3. As very brief
overview of our experimental findings are described in the following.
results on grid-like and clustered environments (c env). We here assume that
nodes are grouped into some clusters where the network latency inside and outside the
clusters defines a two-level communication hierarchy. In the first level, the latency between
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nodes from the same cluster is set to a fixed value of 0.2 ms. In the second level, clusters are
assumed to be fully connected with WAN links which are further split into two sub-groups,
grid
fast WAN links with latency in the range Rfast = {30, 40, 50} (ms); and slow WAN links
grid

with latency in the range Rslow = {100, 150, 200} (ms). Inter-cluster pairwise node latency is
grid

grid

then picked uniformly at random from set Rfast with probability p and from set Rslow with
probability 1 − p. In Fig. 6 (Top), we summarize the average execution time obtained for p =
1/2 where we also manage to vary the number of clusters c in the range {1, 2, 4, 8, 16} with
equal number of nodes in each cluster. We can clearly see that LWS is able to obtain the best
performance independently of the configuration and application benchmark. We also can
see that RWS is the worst performing protocol which actually shows that link-heterogeneity
can decrease performance dramatically if not handled accurately when balancing the load
of such highly irregular benchmark applications. Besides, the rather simple PWS protocol
is shown to perform consistently good with respect to the more sophisticated and platformdependent CRS and ACRS algorithms. As it will be shown in the next paragraphs, PWS is
however not a good option when handling a more stringe communication environment.
results on ’virtualized’ flat environments (vf env). Motivated by cloud, Internet, and peer-to-peer computing systems, we consider a network setting where no fixed
hierarchy is set a priori. Instead, compute nodes are fully connected and the communication latency between each pair of nodes are randomly drawn from one of the two
flat
ranges Rflat
fast = {1, 3, 5, 10} (ms) and Rslow = {50, 100, 150, 200} (ms) following a Bernoullidistribution with parameter p ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. Typically, the group of fast links is with
respect to different clusters of different cities of the same country, or different workstations
in distant countries of the same continent. The group of slow links represents typically intercontinent communication links. Notice that in such an environment, CRS and ACRS can not
apply. In Fig. 6 (Bottom), we can see that LWS performs significantly better than PWS and
RWS; achieving up to an acceleration factor of two. Actually, we see a significant impact
of link latency when parameter p is in the range {0, 0.25}. This corresponds to roughly less
than 25% of links being fast. Below that percentage, LWS suffers a deterioration in execution
time for UTS while being relatively robust for B&B. Above that percentage, both LWS and
PWS stabilize quickly with LWS being better. This indicates that LWS is able to schedule
work steals efficiently by exploiting maximally the few fast links available in the network.
Actually, by a more in-depth analysis, we are able to show that LWS is distributively constructing a kind of probabilistic network spanner [PS89] connecting nodes. Such a graph
spanner is used to make work flow probabilistically in an efficient manner; which form both
a theoretical and applied perspective suggests that defining and constructing probabilistic
graph spanners is a good option for the purpose of dynamic load balancing. Interestingly,
we found that that the communication structure implied implicitly by LWS between the different nodes has the very specific properties of being sparse and contains very few nodes
with high in-degree modeling how much often a node shall steal from another one; thus
improving work locality and optimizing the global cost of synchronous work transfers.

2.5

conclusions and perspectives

summary. In this chapter, we presented our main contributions in designing parallel B&B
while addressing two major challenges: dealing with the irregularity of B&B tree search,
and dealing with the heterogeneity of the compute platform. From an optimization perspective, and although the designed algorithms are experimented using the permutational
flowshop problem, there are thought to be as generic as possible in order to gain insights
into the design of irregular tree-search algorithms in general. From a distributed and high
performance perspective, the designed protocols are based on relatively advanced algorith-
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mic paradigms, and technological and software considerations. As a by-product, novel
dynamic load balancing distributed protocols based on hybrid and adaptive work stealing
are derived and proved to be extremely efficient. For instance, our multi-core multi-CPU
multi-GPU B&B approach can be considered as a state-of-the-art both in terms of parallel
efficiency and distributed scalability.
The experimentation methodology that we adopted all along our research is also an important facet of our contribution. Since we are both concerned with optimization and high
performance, a fair and reproducible experimental validation process was mandatory. On
one side, we demonstrated that our approaches were competitive when compared to different well-established techniques for load-balancing that do not depend on the B&B algorithm
that we are considering. This is for instance the motivation behind using the Unbalanced
Tree Search benchmark. On the other side, we considered a broad range of of experimental
distributed scenarios enabled either (i) through the use of a real test-bed with different configurations and different scales or (ii) the use of advanced emulated environments leading
to a high degree of flexibility. This allowed us for instance to study the impact of network
link heterogeneity while proposing a new generic protocol which is able to improve the performance of some state-of-the-art algorithms designed for specific compute environments.
We in fact advocate for such a methodology, not only for the sake of reproducibility and fairness, but more importantly because it allows one to gain a more fundamental understanding
of the main underlying challenges, both at the algorithmic and technological levels, and to
push towards the design of innovative approaches and ideas to tackle them.
high performance ... to be continued. From a high performance point of view, and
despite the fact that the designed protocols are proved to be extremely efficient, the perspectives of the work described in this chapter are numerous. Firstly, different future developments can be considered with respect to the target compute environments. There is in
fact a global race from both academia and industry in order to strengthen and to generalize
the use, the development and the manufacturing of advanced computing products, services
and technologies. For instance, virtualized environments and high performance cloud computing oriented (pay-as-you-go) facilities were shown to present a relevant and plausible
alternative to classical and standard compute platforms such as in-door clusters and supercomputers. In such a setting, both the underlying networking and compute resources can
be heterogenous and they might even be dynamic and/or not available to the final users. It
is also with no-surprise that other hardwares and software components with new compute
characteristics and abilities will continue to appear and to be integrated in existing compute platforms, which then implies to continue investigating how the existing techniques
and algorithms can be adapted accordingly. This also implies that the optimization community should stay updated with respect to the rapid advances made by the distributed
and high performance computing community, and should work actively in transferring and
cross-fertilizing their respective expertise.
parallel tree search. There are also a number of other interesting perspectives of our
work with respect to the design of novel parallel and distributed optimization algorithms
in general. In fact, B&B is one particular tree-search algorithm using some specific policy to decompose the search space and to traverse it. Many other search algorithms are
based on this decomposition principle and can be characterized by the dynamic and irregular nature of their workload, e.g., [FMM94; HW13; GK99]. We are also interested in other
decomposition-based algorithms where parallelism and high performance computing are
expected to play a crucial role as in parallel B&B. For instance, one contribution [DP15] (not
described in this document) deals with the benchmarking of the so-called Simultaneous Optimistic Optimization (SOO) algorithm [Mun14], coming from the machine learning field,
and tightly related to the DiRect (Dividing Rectangle) algorithm [JPS93]. In few words, the
SOO algorithm is a global continuous optimizer which has theoretically provable perfor-
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mance for functions being locally ‘smooth’ near their global optima but where the actual
smoothness is not known. As B&B, SOO can be viewed as a divide-and-conquer tree search
algorithm where tree nodes are dynamically mapped to cells representing decreasing continuous subdomains. Cells are selected and expanded dynamically in an iterative manner
based on multi-armed bandit theory to (lower) bound the quality of already expanded cells.
Deriving parallel SOO algorithms is one very challenging and promising research question,
not only because the unpredictable workload of its computing intensive workflow, but also
because parallelism opens an entire set of novel possibilities for designing new distributed
and machine learning based cooperative policies for tree node selection.
connecting exact and heuristic search. Finally, let us note that B&B as an exact optimization algorithm is different in nature from the other heuristic search algorithms that
we shall consider in the rest of this document. Besides hybridization and other commonly
known techniques used to speed up the search, there are a number of interesting and innovative ideas that one can consider to bridge the gap between exact and heuristic search
algorithms in general. In fact, although several research works in connecting exact and
heuristic search algorithms can be found, most efforts address them independently, and
search strategies that are appropriate for one class of approaches are not directly applicable when the other class is considered. Very often, the argument for switching from exact
to heuristics is only based on the instance size or computational complexity results. This
is true to some extent; however, this division discourages cross-fertilization of algorithmic
ideas developed for both methods. In deed, the idea would be rather to adopt a unified
approach which is a requirement to efficiently and effectively tackle the optimization problems encountered in today’s complex application domains. For that purpose, one interesting
research path that we would like to investigate consists in (i) viewing/modeling an exact or
heuristic procedure as exploring a possibly large neighborhood structure, e.g., partial trees
in the case of B&B, (ii) characterizing what makes the exploration of such a neighborhood
effective or not by designing high level features typically inspired by the so-called fitness
landscape analysis, and (iii) use advanced machine learning techniques to both identify/predict the features that can play a role on the performance of different search strategies, and
to adapt/configure the search accordingly before hand or at runtime. The establishment of
such a methodology would represent a substantial advance in unifying exact and heuristic
search algorithms, which we are actively working on in collaboration with our colleagues
from the University of Coimbra, Portugal, with whom a bilateral project in this line was
recently submitted.
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DISTRIBUTED AND ADAPTIVE
H E U R I S T I C O P T I M I Z AT I O N

In this chapter, we describe our main contributions on the design and analysis of high-level
autonomous heuristic search algorithms. The main focus is on the adaptive operator selection problem tackled from a distributed perspective and using machine learning inspired
techniques. The following aspects will be addressed:
• In the introductory section, we state the general motivations of our work and recall
some background about online algorithm selection, and related paradigms such as offline tuning and hyperheuristics. In particular, some related work, focusing on existing
adaptive operator selection techniques and the distributed island model, are discussed
at the aim of illustrating the different challenges one has to consider.
• In Section 3.2, a distributed adaptive algorithm selection framework using both the
island model and the Master/Worker paradigm is described. A brief analysis of its behavior and performance from a very abstract level is highlighted, i.e., unlike the previous chapter, we focus on studying the optimization and search ability of the proposed
algorithms which is to be considered as a first step towards a practical deployment.
• In Section 3.3, a new model, based on Fitness Cloud, and allowing a more fundamental
analysis of the effectiveness of the considered adaptive algorithm selection techniques
is described. Some examples, to be considered as representative adversary optimization scenarios, are described and analyzed briefly in order to better illustrate what
makes an adaptive selection technique relevant or not, especially when compared to a
static offline strategy.
This piece of research was mostly conducted within the PhD Thesis of Christopher
Jankee under the supervision of my colleagues from the Univ. Littoral Côte d’Opale,
Sébastien Verel and Cyril Fonlupt, .
• In Section 3.4, we complement the contributions presented in the previous section by
discussing very briefly other tightly related research issues that we had the opportunity to study. More precisely, we highlight our work on the design of a high-level
neighborhood tree search hyperheuristic, and our recent investigation on the development of a landscape-aware methodology for offline algorithm configuration.

related publications, projects and collaborators.
collaborators. H. Aguirre, H. Derbel, C. Fonlupt, C. Jankee (PhD Supervision), A.
Liefooghe, K. Tanaka, S. Verel
publications.

[Jan17; Lie+17b; Jan+16; Jan+15; Jan+17b; Jan+17a; DV11; DD12; Yah+15]

projects. S3-BBO Ayame/Inria associate team (2015-2017), JSPS-MEXT bilateral, France
/ Japan, project (2013-2016). (See Appendix A.3)
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3.1
3.1.1

introduction and background
General context, motivations and goals

General Context
blackbox optimization and metaheuristics. In this chapter, we consider the solving
of blackbox optimization problems using general purpose search heuristics. Blackbox optimization refers to the situation where no problem-specific properties nor hypothesis can
be known beforehand; and thus nothing but the fitness/objective values associated to a
given (candidate) solution can be used by the optimization process. Solving a blackbox
optimization problems consists in exploring a number of solutions by only evaluating their
fitness values. Metaheuristics are general purpose heuristics that are designed to operate
independently of a given particular problem, which makes them well suited to a blackbox
optimization scenario. Among the large panorama of existing metaheuristics, we can distinguish those that handle a single solution at once in each iteration, such as, iterated local
search (ILS) [LMS10], variable neighborhood search (VNS) [MH97], simulated annealing
(SA) [KGV83], tabu search (TS) [Glo86], etc; and those that are based on a population (or a
set) of solutions that are evolved at each iteration, such as genetic algorithms (GA) [Hol75;
Gol89] and genetic programming (GP) [Koz90], and other (bio-inspired) and evolutionary algorithms (EA) such as ant-colony optimization (ACO) [Dor92], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [KE95] and model based heuristics such as Evolution Strategy [Rec73] and estimation
of distribution algorithms (EDA) [LL01], to cite a few. Reviewing in details the design principles of such metaheuristics is out-of the scope of this document, and the reader is referred
to existing surveys and books on the subject [GK06; Dre+06; Tal09; Jon06].
metaheuristics working principle and limitations. A metaheuristic can be viewed
as an iterative search process, where in each iteration a number of solutions are newly generated using some operators that does not depend in general on the optimization problem
it-self; but only, on the numerical representation of solutions. For example, a mutation/perturbation operator could generate a new solution by changing the value of some variables
in a given solution to some other values, randomly or possibly following some probability
distribution. In a permutation-based solution, a neighborhood operator can switch or shift
some values in the permutation. In a binary solution, a crossover operator can be used to
generate new solutions from some existing solutions by properly mixing their variable values, etc. There exist several kinds of operators that can be embedded within a metaheuristic
in order to iteratively generate and explore new solutions. The fitness values of the solutions
explored so-far, in the previous iterations, is then the only information that is used to guide
the search. This is actually where different parameters and basic algorithmic components
can eventually be embedded, e.g., different types of operators for solutions’ generation, different types of acceptance criteria to define the search trajectory, different types of search
memory, exploration rate, explicit diversity rate in a population or different mating selection
and replacement policies, etc. Given the large spectrum of available metaheuristics and the
corresponding components and parameters, it becomes more and more difficult, even for expert and well-trained algorithm designers, to identify the best possible choice when tackling
a given instance of the same problem or when considering different problems coming from
different application domains. We argue that this is actually one of the main limitations
towards a more generalized use of metaheuristics and the related search paradigms.
General Motivations
algorithm configuration. In this chapter, we are concerned with the accurate configuration of general purpose search heuristics, with the main objective of gaining in generality
and designing more powerful automated and autonomous search algorithms [HMS12]. It
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is in fact well known that the performance of a heuristic search process, and any algorithm
in general, heavily depends on the accurate choice of its algorithmic components and their
respective parameters. Besides, from a theoretical point of view, the No Free Lunch theorem [WM97] demonstrates that no algorithm outperforms another one in average on the
whole set of combinatorial optimization problems; hence, leading to the difficult challenge
of designing an effective (autonomous) selection mechanism that is able to decide which
algorithm to choose, or at least which parameters’ values to set for a particular algorithm,
and with respect to a given problem or instance. Notice that parameter setting can also be
viewed as an algorithm selection problem when the number of parameters or components of
the algorithm is a finite set. In this context, Rice [Ric76] was the first to propose an algorithm
selection methodology based on feature extraction and on a per-instance selection principle.
Such a methodology was extended in other studies [Smi09; ME14; Muñ+15]. For example,
the work presented in [ME14] supports that by using the problem features, the performance
of an algorithm can be predicted using some machine learning techniques and without effectively running the algorithm. With the increasing number of available algorithms, and
the number of the possible components, the general problem of algorithm selection and
configuration has become more and more popular, and is regularly tackled using different
methodologies and techniques [Kot14; HMS12]. Instead of developing a new optimization
algorithm, the design of a highly competitive algorithm turns out to the identification of the
most suitable one among a portfolio of exiting algorithms or alternatively the most suitable
combination/setting of basic components/parameters. This is in our opinion one of the
major challenges that the optimization community has to face, and which constitutes the
first motivation of our work.
distributed optimization. On the other hand, the ever-increasing demand in computing performance as well as the advent of new compute facilities and the establishment of
robust and large scale massively parallel platforms, open tremendous research opportunities for pushing forward the development and uptake of metaheuristics and evolutionary
optimization algorithms. In this context, a number of parallel and distributed optimization
models and algorithms can be additionally considered. Consequently, further (cooperative)
search strategies can be designed and additional algorithmic components and parameters
can hence be integrated to optimally fit a distributed/parallel compute environment. This
means that further design choices are available, more parameters are to be set, and thus, the
process of deciding what is an optimal fit becomes even more complex and more challenging. This constitutes our second main motivation.
For completeness, let us recall that a relatively large number of studies exist on the
design of parallel and distributed metaheuristics and optimization algorithms in general,
e.g., [Sud15; Alb05; Tal09]. Although reviewing all the literature is out-of-the-scope of this
document, let us comment that two main classes of approaches are usually distinguished:
(i) those exposing low level parallelism with the main goal of providing a substantial parallel
speed-up when solving an optimization problem without impacting the search process, typically when the evaluation function is costly, and (ii) those exposing high-level parallelism
typically referring to the situation where multiple, possibly different, search processes are
executed in cooperative and parallel manner. To some extent, our work can also be positioned in the second class of approaches with one main distinguishable feature. Our focus
is on the design of algorithm selection mechanisms that are used to guide the distributed
search by deciding adaptively on the accurate actions to be executed distributively. Moreover, our approach is of fundamental interest, in the sense, that we do not target a specific
problem nor we consider specific compute environments. We rather attempt to gain a better
understanding of the benefits of adaptive and autonomous search algorithms, by focusing
on the design and analysis of novel distributed strategies. In particular, and in order to focus
more deeply on the pure algorithmic and optimization challenges of setting a distributed
approach to adaptive algorithm selection, we leave behind the scene the characteristics of
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the intended compute platforms and the corresponding parallel and distributed implementation issues. We instead consider an abstract model where it is simply assumed that some
computing nodes are available and can communicate using some abstract communication
medium, typically by message passing.
General Goals
In the following paragraphs, we first recall a very general, and widely adopted, taxonomy
for algorithm configuration and highlight our interests in the so-called on-line setting. We
then state more explicitly the general challenges behind adopting a distributed approach
and the target optimization scenario, namely adaptive operator selection.
online and offline selection. Two tightly related methodologies are commonly adopted
for algorithm selection and parameter setting [HMS12; Eib+07; LLM07; Kra10]. In the offline
setting, also called tuning, the algorithm is first selected and finely tuned, and only then it is
executed from scratch on the target and unseen problem instance. Some methods use performance prediction methods based on problem features such as in SATzilla [Xu+08], and
some others are based on searching in the space of possible algorithms or components or
parameters, such as racing techniques [Bir+02; Bir09]. In the online setting, also called control,
algorithm configuration is handled simultaneously with the optimization process, e.g., [Di
+15; Fia+10a; BP14]). Different classes of approaches can be identified. Those using some
deterministic policy to typically pre-schedule before-hand how the parameters will evolve all
along the search process. Those that are based on an adaptive policy, that defines the set of
components to be used according to some information acquired during the search. Those
called self-adaptive that typically attach the parameters to the solutions being optimized and
make them evolve as being intrinsically part of the optimization process. In this context, we
are interested in adaptive selection approaches that consists in the online selection, among
a number of alternatives in a portfolio given beforehand, of an appropriate choice to consider next in the search according to the current state of the optimization process. In other
words, this consists in getting a continuous feedback from the optimization algorithm being
executed, and deciding accordingly on the next choice. Generally speaking, this can also be
viewed as an optimization process which follows the multi-armed bandit [KJ87] framework
where the arms are the available alternatives (i.e., algorithms/components in the portfolio).
The adaptive selection is then performed as follows. A reward is computed according to
the performance observed in previous iterations. Then, a reinforcement machine learning is
applied in order to decide which alternative to consider in the current iteration, typically according to some exploration-exploitation rules. Following this framework, several existing
machine learning techniques have been used and studied in the past, e.g., [GLS16; Di +15;
Fia+10a; DaC+08]. In the reminder, we mainly target an online setting and we essentially
adopt a multi-armed bandit oriented methodology, although some of our recent contributions consider the offline setting as it will be highlighted in the very end of this chapter.
distributed vs. sequential selection. On the other hand, we argue that the design
and analysis of online selection strategies require a special attention when considering a distributed or parallel compute environment. In fact, specific distributed coordination and/or
cooperation mechanisms between the set of available resources are required in order to
achieve optimal performances, which raises a number of specific issues and challenges.
For instance, in contrast to a sequential compute setting, one can benefit from the set of
performances, and subsequently a set of rewards, observed by several processes running
concurrently and not only a single one, which is a fundamental difference with a sequential
design. One can adopt either a homogenous policy in which all distributed processes execute the same algorithm at each iteration or instead a heterogeneous policy where the processes are instructed to execute different algorithms; thus, allowing to pre-schedule different
exploration-exploitation trade-offs. Additionally, it is not clear what distributed architecture
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should be adopted, e.g., fully decentralized framework, Master/Worker, hierarchical, which
then can imply different selection policies. Addressing such issues is precisely the main
objective of the work described in this chapter.
optimization scenario and benchmarking. The previously discussed aspects cannot
be considered independently of the problem being tackled. In fact, although algorithm selection techniques aim at gaining in generality, their performance can still be impacted by the
optimization scenario (e.g., the number of available algorithms, the scale of the distributed
system, the type of components to choose, etc) and the characteristics of the considered
problem instance. Firstly, most of our work falls in the framework of adaptive operator
selection [GLS16; GL12; Fia+10a; Fia+09; DaC+08], where a portfolio containing combinatorial or evolutionary operators is assumed. We target the relatively simple, yet challenging,
optimization setting where a number of (basic) operators are available and can be used
during the search process. A noticeable feature of our work is however the nature of the
distributed setting we are considering. Secondly, we mostly focus on common and widely
used abstract benchmark functions, and we leave behind the scene the possible application
to other more sophisticated or application oriented problems. In particular, we propose a
new set of abstract benchmark instances, to be considered as a separate contribution in the
sense that they aim to enable a more fundamental understanding of the expected behavior
of the considered selection strategies.

In the following, and before moving to the description of our contributions, we shall
first provide an overview of related work, by only focusing on the principled studies and
approaches that are very tightly and directly related to our work, as well as on some exiting
optimization benchmark problems. Our goal is not to cover the huge body of literature on
algorithm selection and related aspects such as portfolio design, autonomous search, etc;
but simply to provide the reader with the necessary background to better appreciate and
position the main contributions discussed afterward in this chapter.
3.1.2

Adaptive Operator Selection: A focused Literature Overview

reinforcement learning inspired techniques. A number of reinforcement machine
learning techniques have been proposed for the online (adaptive) selection of operators.
Back to the early works of Grefenstette [Gre86], one standard technique consists in predicting the performance of a set of operators using a simple linear regression, which then
allows to select the best operator according to the prediction given by the regression. Recent
works embeds selection into a multi-armed bandit framework dealing more explicitly with
the tradeoff between the exploitation of the best so far identified algorithm, and the exploration of the remaining potentially under-estimated algorithms. The portfolio of available
alternatives is then viewed as a set of arms, each one corresponding to one alternative that
can be used at any iteration of the search. The optimization process has then to decide on
the arm to be activated at each iteration. Once an arm is executed, a reward relating to the
observed performance is computed, which constitutes the feedback that the optimization
process gets at each iteration. The main difficulty is that the probability distribution of the
reward with respect to an arm cannot be known in advance, and one has to make a guess
on the best arm using a restricted number of samples. This corresponds to the situation
where different (stochastic) evolutionary operator are available, but have an unknown and
variable behavior when executed at some stage of the search. The main challenge is then to
be able to define an accurate reward function and to decide online on the best arm or best
sequence of arms to execute, knowing than the decision of executing an arm has typically
the effect of modifying the current state of the search, e.g., the current solution, and hence
to (unknown) current probability distribution of arms’ rewards.
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In this context, a simple selection strategy is the so-called -greedy strategy which consists
in selecting the algorithm with the best estimated performance at rate (1 − ), and a random
one at rate . More advanced strategies are however available as sketched in the following.
The Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) strategy [ACF02] is a state-of-the-art framework in
reinforcement machine learning which consists in estimating the upper confidence bound
of the expected reward of each arm by µ̂i + C · ei , where µ̂i is the estimated (empirical) mean
reward of arm i, ei is the standard error of the prediction and C a parameter allowing to tune
the exploitation/exploration trade-off. It then selects the algorithms with the higher bound
(for maximization problem). In our setting, where the arms (i.e., the algorithm/operator to
select) could be neither independent nor stationary, the estimation of the expected reward
can be refined using a sliding window where only the W previous performance observations
are considered [Fia+10a]. The Adaptive Pursuit (AP) strategy [Thi05] is another technique
using an exponential recency weighted average to estimate the expected reward, and based
on a parameter α to tune the adaptation rate of the estimation. This is used to define
the probability of selecting every algorithm from the portfolio. At each iteration, these
probability values are updated according to a learning rate β, which basically allows to
progressively increase the selection probability for the best algorithm, and to decrease it for
the other ones.
Due to their generality, the before-mentioned techniques are very often used in different
optimization and application contexts and adapted accordingly, e.g., [Wu+16; BP14; Li+02;
VHS13; VMS12]. However, one key aspect for a successful application is the estimation of
the expected quality of an algorithm according to the rewards computed at the previous
iterations. Some authors showed that the maximum reward over a sliding window can
improve the performance compared to the mean on some combinatorial problems [Fia+10a;
Can+13]. In genetic algorithms, the reward can be computed not only based on the quality
but also on the diversity of the population [Mat+09]. In other studies [Fia+10b], a rank based
approach is adopted in order to avoid performance normalization issues. The choice of an
accurate reward is in fact crucially important since it guides the whole selection process.
hyperheuristics. Another principled and very tightly related methodology to algorithm
selection is based on the so-called Hyperheuristic search paradigm. A hyperheuristic [Bur+10]
can be considered as a high-level search algorithm operating in the heuristic space, and
implying a (hyper-)search strategy that can autonomously combine different available lowlevel heuristics considered as building blocks. Hyperheuristics can be classified from different orthogonal perspectives [Bur+10; Bur+13], e.g., whether their design involves learning or
not, whether their are online or offline, etc. In particular, unlike generative hyperheuristics
where one aims at generating new and more complex heuristics, Selective hyperheuristics
allows one to select and to combine different low-levels heuristics adaptively during the
search. In [CKS01; ÖBK08] for instance, low-level heuristics (e.g., operators/neighborhoods)
are chosen either greedily or probabilistically, based on scoring and ranking functions that
take into account several criteria such as the time it takes to run a low-level heuristic, its
observed performance, etc. Other strategies inspired by the way metaheuristics operate can
also be found in the literature, see e.g., [CC08].
distributed (island-based) techniques. In the distributed setting, relatively few studies can be found on the design of adaptive selection approaches compared to the sequential
setting. Nonetheless, the subject is not new and has been addressed implicitly or explicitly
in the past, e.g., [Can98; Can+12; Bia+09; RGK05; DB13; PDB12]. It is actually the case of
the so-called Island model which was extensively studied in the past [Tom05]. The island
model is considered as inherently distributed and can be viewed as a suitable model to
tackle the algorithm selection problem from a fully decentralized perspective. In its very
basic form, different entities called islands are organized according to some graph structure,
where each island is a node in the graph and two neighboring islands, linked by an edge,
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can directly cooperate together. From a distributed or parallel perspective, an island can for
instance be associated to a distributed process and the topology defining the neighboring
islands can be viewed as the communication pattern underlying the distributed communication protocol. There are several ways to design an optimization algorithm following the
island model; depending on the size (granularity) of the population handled at each island,
the algorithm executed locally at each island, and the cooperation strategy such as the migration policy which defines how solutions are exchanged between neighboring islands. In
particular, in the so-called heterogeneous island model, every island can execute a different
algorithm than the other islands in the system, which makes it very tightly related to the
design of distributed algorithm selection strategies. There are basically two classes of parameters that can be controlled in a (distributed) island model: the parameters related to
the migration policy, and the parameters that define the algorithm to execute at each node.
For instance, in [Sor+15; Can+12; GL12; GL11], a heterogeneous island model where each
island can apply its own evolutionary operator and where the migration policy is controlled
online is considered. More specifically, a probability matrix is maintained online in order to
control the migration rate between islands. According to the performance of each island in
producing promising solutions when applying the corresponding operator, the rates are in
fact updated using a reinforcement learning principle. In [Fer+14], an approach to control
the migration policy is also proposed when the population is spatially structured following
a 2d-grid by moving solution either randomly or according to solutions’ similarity. Several
other investigations can actually be found in order to demonstrate the benefits of controlling
the algorithms being executed by each island, e.g., [GF11; TF13; Gar+14; TC02]. It is in general shown that using a collection of different parameters, algorithms, etc, distributed over
the collection of islands, provides better performance compared to a uniform static setting.
In our work, we consider to explicitly leverage the existing (machine learning based) sequential techniques sketched previously, to the distributed setting. We first consider the
island model as a suitable tool to design the target distributed adaptive algorithm selection
strategies. We also consider a more simple model based on a Master/Worker architecture.
The Master/Worker (M/W) architecture has been extensively considered in the past due to
its simplicity and effectiveness. However, we are not aware of in-depth studies addressing
the design principles underlying a M/W adaptive algorithm selection approach. Both for
the island-based and the M/W approaches, we empirically analyze the behavior of different selection strategies by adopting a simulation based methodology. As mentioned before,
taking into account the implementation and technical issues arising when effectively implementing a distributed framework in a real compute environment are left as future work. In
this respect, our work is to be viewed both as an attempt to fill the gap between distributed
algorithm selection and the well-established existing sequential approaches, as well as a first
step towards their effective deployment.

3.1.3

Benchmarking Operator Selection

Generally speaking, the understanding of the performance and dynamics of an algorithm
selection strategy is a difficult issue, which motivated the establishment of a number benchmark functions and libraries [Bis+16]. Existing work from the literature considered different
case studies ranging from simple abstract problems, to more concrete complex problems,
possibly coming from different domains and applications, e.g., SAT, constraints satisfaction,
scheduling, planning, bin packing. In the context of the operator selection problem, we follow
the existing literature, and we there-by focus on simple combinatorial benchmark functions
and evolutionary algorithms, constituting a simplification of what could occur in practice
when solving a complex optimization problem. This is in an attempt to gain insights into
the fundamental behavior of the considered distributed and adaptive algorithm selection
techniques.
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Firstly, we focus on a basic optimization setting (e.g., [DaC+08; Fia+09]) where an algorithm from the portfolio consists in the application of one iteration of a standard (1 + λ)
evolutionary algorithm. In other words, given a current solution, λ new solutions (or offsprings, neighbors) are generated using an operator selected before-hand from the portfolio,
and only the best solution (having the best fitness value) among the (1 + λ) ones survives
in the next iterations. This is to be considered as a basic building-block that can be used in
more sophisticated optimization algorithms.
Secondly, we focus on different abstract and tunable benchmark problems. This is a very
critical aspect since the performance a given approach can only be understood in light of the
properties of the considered problem instances. Two classes of benchmarks can be considered. In the first class, standard (blackbox) optimization problems are used. This however
can only highlight the search behavior according to the properties of those considered problems. In the second class [GLS16; Thi05; Fia+10a], the problem and the stochastic operators
are abstracted and the performance of each available operator is then defined according
to the current state of the search. This has the advantage of studying important features
such as the number of operators, the frequency of change of the best operators, the quality
difference between operators, etc. In the following paragraphs, we recall the benchmarks
that we pick from the first class, namely, the so-called OneMax and NK-landscapes. The
benchmarks used from the second class are based on the so-called Fitness Cloud Model and
are described later in this chapter as a separate contribution.

onemax. The OneMax problem, the ”drosophila” of evolutionary computation, was extensively used within the framework of adaptive operator selection [Fia+09]. Besides, different
analytic studies on the behavior of standard evolutionary operators were conducted using
the OneMax problem [Chi+15; DD14; GL11]. It is thus well suited to understand the performance and the dynamics of the considered adaptive approaches. OneMax is a unimodal
problem defined on binary strings of size N. The fitness is simply the number of 1s in the
PN
bit-string, i.e., given a bit-string x ∈ {0, 1}N , f(x) =
i=1 xi . The optimum is obviously
trivial and its fitness is N.
Following the literature, we consider a portfolio composed of standard c-bit-flip and kbit mutation operators. The c-bit-flip operator flips each bit with probability c/N where
c is a parameter. The k-bit operator flips exactly k different bits chosen at random. In
order to give an intuitive idea about the behavior of such operators, we depict in Fig. 7 the
expected improvement in the fitness value (y-axis) when applying one iteration of a (1 + λ)EA using different operators on a solution of a given fitness (x-axis) [GL11]. In the top left
subfigure, we can see that 1-bit-flip allows to obtain a slightly better improvement over the
1-bit operator, which is due to the fact that the 1-bit-flip is able to mutate more than one bit
with a non-zero probability. Despite that the difference is small, it could significantly impact
performance when one has the possibility to choose among the two operators all along the
search. In the top right subfigure, the difference in the fitness improvement obtained by
4 operators suggest that there is an optimal sequence in which the operators have to be
selected and applied successively from the portfolio in order to reach a high quality solution
in minimum time. In the bottom subfigures, we can also see the impact of parameter λ
on the fitness improvements. For instance, this should give the reader a hint on how a
selection strategy can perform when several (1 + λ)-EAs are executed by a variable number
of distributed processes.

nk-landscapes. The family of NK-landscapes constitutes a more sophisticated model of
multimodal problems [Kau93] that are proved to be NP-complete. As for the OneMax, the
search space is binary strings of size N: {0, 1}N . N refers to the problem size, and K to
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Figure 7: Expected improvement for the OneMax problem [GL11] for a bit-string of size N = 1000. (a)
relative performance of the 1-bit-flip and the 1-bit operators with λ = 1. (b) relative performance of the 1-bit-flip, 1-bit, 3-bit and 5-bit operators with λ = 1. (c) relative performance
of the 1-bit-flip operator using different values of λ. (d) relative performance of the 1-bit
operator using different values of λ.

the number of bits that influence a particular position from the bit-string, i.e., the epistatic
interactions. The objective function f : {0, 1}N → [0, 1) to be maximized is defined as follows.

f(x) =

N
1 X
fi (xi , xi1 , . . . , xiK )
N
i=1

where fi : {0, 1}K+1 → [0, 1) defines the component function associated with each bit xi . By
increasing the number of epistatic interactions K from 0 to (N − 1), NK-landscapes can be
gradually tuned from smooth to rugged and highly non-linear. The position of these interactions are set at random and the component values are uniformly distributed in the range
[0, 1). Of course, the interaction between variable is not available in a blackbox optimization
scenario. Our interest in the NK-landscapes stems from the fact that different bit-flip mutation rates are believed to provide different performances. To illustrate this claim, we show
in Fig. 8, the empirical probability to improve a solution with a given fitness and using the
c-bit-flip for different values of parameter c. We can clearly see that the operator which
is likely to provide an improvement depends strongly of the attained fitness level, which
makes NK-landscapes both challenging to solve by a blackbox optimizer and interesting to
study and analyze.
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Figure 8: Empirical improvement probabilities vs. fitness level for a NK-landscape with K = 4 and
different c-bit-flip operators c ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}.

Algorithm 3: Example of a distributed oracle strategy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.2

Generate a random solution on each node Ni with i ∈ {1, · · · , 4};
Run M3 in parallel on each Ni with i ∈ {1, · · · , 4};
Exchange best found solution;
Run M1 in parallel on each Ni with i ∈ {1, 2};
Run M2 in parallel on each Ni with i ∈ {3, 4};
Exchange best found solution;
Run M4 in parallel on each Ni with i ∈ {1, · · · , 4};
Return best found solution;

contribution #1: distributed adaptive operator
selection

The first contribution described in this chapter is on the design and analysis of a distributed
framework for adaptive algorithm selection. Let us assume we are given a set of computational resources that can for instance be distributed over a network and exchanging
messages, or some parallel processors having some shared memory to communicate. As
an illustration, let us consider the following simple artificial example. Assume we have 4
distributed nodes {N1 , . . . , N4 } organized as depicted in Fig 9 and a portfolio of 4 metaheuristics {M1 , . . . , M4 }. Our goal is to design a distributed strategy that decides how to
distribute the execution of these metaheuristics over the available nodes and what kind of
information should be exchanged by computational nodes to obtain the best possible solution in least time. To make it simple, assume that the best (oracle) strategy is actually given
by the template of Algorithm 3 and illustrated in Fig. 9, i.e., any other distributed strategy
cannot outperform Algorithm 3. The question we are trying to answer is then: How can we
design a distributed strategy which is competitive compared to the (unknown) distributed
oracle? Finding such a strategy is obviously a difficult task. In fact, finding the best mapping
of our metaheuristics into the distributed environment is in itself an optimization problem
which could be even harder than the initial optimization problem we are trying to solve.
In this context, we propose a distributed adaptive metaheuristic selection (DAMS) framework [DV11; Jan17] allowing us to leverage previous sequential techniques. In the remainder, we assume that the distributed resources can communicate together following an island
model, while abstracting away the physical communication layer and the underlying technical implementation issues. We first discuss the DAMS framework and a simple adaptive
selection strategy called SBM. Alternative independent and collective selection strategies
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Figure 9: Illustration of the distributed oracle strategy of algorithm 3.

based on classical multi-arms bandits are then discussed, and a simple Master/Worker alternative model is also described [Jan+17b; Jan+17a; Jan17].
3.2.1

DAMS and Select-Best-and-Mutate strategy

The DAMS framework, initially presented in [DV11] and then extended in [Jan+17b; Jan+17a;
Jan+15; Jan17], is basically a heterogeneous island-based framework that allows computational nodes to coordinate their actions distributively in an online fashion. In Algorithm 4,
we sketch the high-level code to be executed in parallel by every distributed node. At each
iteration, or distributed round, a different metaheuristic (or algorithm or operator) from a
portfolio can be applied to the subpopulation maintained locally at every node, and the
metaheuristic could be different from one node to another. We distinguish three basic levels
that can be controlled during one round of a DAMS algorithm: the distributed, the selection
and the atomic levels. At the distributed level, information between neighboring nodes are
exchanged, migration of solutions is achieved, and the reward with respect to the previously
executed metaheuristics are eventually communicated. At the metaheuristic selection level,
which is our main focus, one metaheuristic is selected from the portfolio according to the
previously collected rewards. At the last level, the selected metaheuristic is applied and a
corresponding (local) reward is computed.
A simple policy that we can adopt at the algorithm selection level is the so-called SelectBest-and-Mutate (SBM) strategy [DV11]. With probability 1 − pmut , SBM selects the metaheuristic having the best reward in the last round among all neighbors (including the current node), and with a mutation rate pmut , SBM selects one random metaheuristic from the
portfolio while excluding the best (lastly rewarded) one. In others words, SBM has an intensification component that selects the best rewarded metaheuristics among the ones selected
at the previous round by the neighboring nodes, and a diversification component that allows to explore new randomly selected metaheuristics. In SBM, the reward is the maximum
reward observed in the last round in the actual node and its neighbors. In other words,
the maximum reward is estimated using solely the neighboring nodes and no long-term
memory is used to store the rewards from the previous rounds.
As an illustration, we show in Fig. 10 the behavior of the SBM strategy using a fully
connected island model. For simplicity only two operators (using the OneMax problem)
are considered, namely 1-bit and 4-bits. In the right subfigure, we consider the expected
improvement of the best solution obtained with SBM (circled gray points), compared to
the one obtained when applying either the 1-bit operator (triangle red points) or the 4-bit
operator (square green points) all over the nodes. We can see that the performance of the
two operators (in terms of the expected fitness improvement, right subfigure) decreases
when the global optimum is approached. More importantly, depending on the actual value
of the current best in the system, one should alternatively select either the 1-bit or the 4-bit
operator, and the SBM strategy seems to correctly handle this issue.
3.2.2

Independent and Collective Machine Learning based Strategies

The (maximum) reward considered at the selection level of SBM has a collective nature since
every distributed node needs to know the local rewards of neighbors computed at the low
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Algorithm 4: DAMS algorithm for each computation node
Inputs: A portfolio of metaheuristics M
1 P ← Init Pop() M ← Init Meta(M); r ← Init Reward() ;
2 repeat
3
/∗ Distributed Level: migration and information sharing ∗ /
4
Send Msg(r, M, P) to each neighbor ;
5
P ← {} ; S ← {} ;
6
for each neighbor w do
7
Receive Msg(r 0 , M 0 , P 0 ) from w ;
8
P ← P ∪ {P 0 } ;
9
S ← S ∪ {(r 0 , M 0 )} ;
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

P ← Update Population(P, P) ;
/∗ Metaheuristic Selection Level ∗ /
M ← Select Meta(M, (r, M), S);
/∗ Atomic Low Level: apply metaheuristic and compute reward ∗ /
Pnew ← Apply(M, P) ;
r
← Reward(P, Pnew ) ;
P ← Pnew ;
until Stopping condition is satisfied;

Round 24
Fitness 100100

Round 62
Fitness252 252

Round 74
Fitness300300

Round 127
Fitness 500500

Round 198
Fitness
655 655

Round 219
Fitness700 700

Round 298
Fitness 800800

Round 403
Fitness
900 900

Round 904
Fitness 1000

100

(a)

252

300

500

655

700

800

900

1000

(b)

Figure 10: Illustration of a run of the DAMS-SBM strategy for OneMax (N = 1000) and a portfolio of
2 operators.

level after executing the previously selected metaheuristics. One could however remark
that instead of selecting the best rewarded metaheuristic from neighboring nodes, each distributed node can independently select the best rewarded metaheuristic, eventually using
solely a sliding window of size W, as usually done in sequential machine learning based
strategies. Thus, by considering that the rewards are computed and maintained in an independent manner by every distributed node, several other techniques from the literature
can actually be used in a rather straightforward manner. For example, a variation of SBM
can be the well-known -greedy strategy in multi-armed bandits, which selects the arm (algorithm) with the highest estimated expectation with rate 1 − , and uniformly at random
an arm with rate . Accordingly, the DAMS framework can be enriched with other more
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sophisticated (independent and collective) approaches based on Adaptive Pursuit (AP) and
Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithms, as briefly discussed in the following.
independent selection strategies. Using AP, a metaheuristic i is selected by distributed node j, at each distributed round t, with probability pi,j,t , and the probabilities
are updated according to the reward computed locally at the low atomic level of node j.
Technically speaking, AP is divided into three parts: the update of the reward estimation
q̂i,t,j of the metaheuristics, the update of the probabilities pi,j,t , and the selection of the
metaheuristic. The following equation defines how the reward of a metaheuristic i can be
updated by node j, i.e., variable ri,j,t is the reward at round t of the metaheuristic i with
respect to node j, and parameter α ∈ (0, 1] is the adaptation rate.
q̂i,j,t+1 = q̂i,j,t + α . (ri,j,t − q̂i,j,t )
The update of the probabilities pi,j,t is as follows (where i∗t denotes the metaheuristic
with the best q̂i,j,t ):
pi,j,t+1 =

pi,j,t + β . (pmax − pi,j,t ), if i = i∗t
pi,j,t + β . (pmin − pi,j,t ), otherwise.

Similarly, several Upper Confidence Bound (UCB) algorithms from the literature [Fia+10a]
can also be applied. Let ni,j,t be the number of times the ith metaheuristic is applied up to
round t by a given distributed node j, and let q̂i,j,t denotes the average empirical reward of
metaheuristic i at that node. At each round t, a distributed node j selects the metaheuristic
that maximizes the following quantity:
s
P
2 log( ` n`,j,t )
q̂i,j,t + C .
ni,j,t
where parameter C enables to control the exploitation/exploration trade-off. Notice that the
UCB strategy is an optimal strategy for stationary problems with independent arms which is
actually not the case when dealing with our algorithm selection setting. In fact, the average
empirical reward could be far from the current new reward, since the current solution is
being optimized by the search process. To overcome this drawback, the average empirical
reward can be computed over a sliding window by considering the last W rounds. We also
consider a dynamic version of UCB introduced in [Fia+10a] and using the Page-Hinkley
(PH) test to detect whether the empirical rewards collected for the best metaheuristic have
changed significantly (which comes at the price of using two additional parameters, a restart
threshold γ and a robustness threshold δ).
collective selection strategies It should now be clear how to design other collective
DAMS variants by simply injecting the rewards from neighboring nodes in the previous
equations. For example, in collective AP, the rewards collected by a node from its neighbors
during the previous distributed round can be iteratively used to update the reward estimation at that node. In the collective versions of UCB strategies, the empirical average can
also be updated using the rewards from neighboring nodes and the numbers of times ni,j,t
that each metaheuristic i is applied by a node j can also updated accordingly. This kind
of information can be exchanged locally between node at the distributed level and used
subsequently at the selection level of DAMS. As it will be argued later, collective strategies
should in general be preferred over independent strategies.
3.2.3

A simple Master/Worker Architecture

The DAMS framework was initially thought to operate in an island like distributed model,
which makes it general enough to leverage several existing techniques. However, its analysis and deployment could be challenging in practice due to the interdependency of the
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Algorithm 5: Adaptive M/W algorithm for the master node
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

(θ1 , θ2 , ..., θn ) ←Selection Strategy Initialization();
x? ← Solution Initialization() ; f? ← f(x? );
repeat
for each worker i do
Send Msg(θi , x? , f? ) to worker i;
Wait until all messages are received from all workers;
for each worker i do
(ri , xi , fi ) ← Receive Msg() from worker i;

x? ← xi ; f? ← fi s.t. fi = max{f? , f1 , f2 , . . . , fn };
(R1 , R2 , ..., Rk ) ← Reward Aggregation((θ1 , r1 ), ..., (θn , rn ));
(θ1 , θ2 , ..., θn ) ← Selection Strategy(R1 , R2 , ..., Rk );
until stopping criterion is satisfied;

local decisions that are made locally by every distributed node and the complex behavior
that can emerge form such a system. We there-by consider an alternative simple architecture [Jan+17a; Jan+17b] based on the Master/Worker model.
overall design principles. The proposed architecture is sketched in Algorithm 5 depicting the high-level code executed by the master. One can remark that the three levels
(distributed, selection, and atomic) designed for DAMS are re-visited to fit into the M/W
model. More specifically, the M/W framework operates in different parallel rounds. At
each round, the master sends an initial solution and algorithm (θi ) to be executed by each
worker i. The role of each worker is to compute a new candidate solution to be send back
to the master. In addition, every worker computes a local reward in order to render the
quality of its assigned algorithm θi . Different kinds of local rewards can be considered at
this stage. In our work, we focus on elitist evolutionary algorithms to be selected and applied by the workers. Hence, the best solution is always sent to the workers and the local
reward computed by a single worker is the positive improvement observed when applying
the selected algorithm. The master then waits for all local solutions computed in parallel by
the workers, and updates the best solution x? to be considered in the next round, and so on.
More importantly, the local rewards collected by the master are used in order to select a new
set of algorithms to be assigned to the workers in the subsequent rounds, which actually
constitutes the adaptive and core part of our proposal. Two tightly coupled issues are to be
handled by the master in order to set up an effective adaptive mechanism: (i) how to aggregate the local rewards sent by the workers and (ii) how to select the new set of operators
accordingly. This is sketched in the next paragraphs.
local reward aggregation. All adaptive operator selection strategies such as -greedy,
Adaptive Pursuit, Upper Confidence Bound, etc (see Section 3.1.2), need to get one single
reward value as a feedback. In our distributed setting, a set of local rewards are computed
by the distributed nodes (the workers). Unlike sequential algorithms, the set of local rewards observed in parallel cannot be viewed simply as a sequence of independent rewards
that would be given iteratively to a sequential strategy. This holds for the DAMS framework discussed previously and is now made more explicit since only the master is allowed
to execute the selection step. Hence, one specific design component of our M/W framework is the way to aggregate the local reward values into one global reward value. We
distinguish two main aggregation strategies: (i) the mean or the (ii) maximum of the local
rewards, possibly computed over a sliding window of size W. Despite their simplicity, the
two previous local reward aggregation strategies are fundamentally different. For instance,
assuming that the fitness improvement after applying a stochastic operator is given by a
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probability distribution, the mean of the reward values computed by the workers allows to
estimate the expectation of this distribution with a high accuracy, whereas the maximum
gives information on its extremes.
homogeneous vs. heterogeneous adaptive selection. As mentioned previously, the
master needs to select one operator for each worker. We consider both (i) a Homogeneous
(Ho) adaptive strategy, in which the same operator is selected by the master and assigned
to all workers, and (ii) a Heterogeneous (He) adaptive strategy, in which the master selects,
possibly different operators to be assigned to the workers. The rationale behind a homogeneous strategy is that in each round there exists one relevant operator providing an optimal
performance, and hence should be executed simultaneously in parallel by all workers. This
is a rather exploitation-guided strategy which aims at avoiding to loose function evaluations,
and to post-pone the exploration component to act in-between two consecutive rounds. In
contrast, the rationale behind a heterogeneous strategy is that a set containing a mixture of
different operators is expected to perform better than a set containing the same operator,
in the sense that: (i) the probability of obtaining a better solution when executing different
operators in each round is larger, and/or (ii) a relatively small number of evaluations spent
exploring non-necessarily optimal operator(s) at each round allows to better predict the best
operator(s) to select next.
In the homogeneous setting, we consider three standard machine learning based selection strategies, namely, -greedy, AP, and UCB. The same operator computed by any of
these strategies is assigned by the master to the workers. Notice that the difference with a
sequential selection is the way the reward is computed by the workers and maintained by
the master, which is crucially important for those methods to operate accurately. In the heterogeneous setting, we consider to execute either the -greedy strategy or the AP strategy
iteratively for each worker.
adaptive batch scheduling. Finally, we consider the situation where the communication cost is non-negligible compared to the time a distributed node takes to execute the
optimization step. For this purpose, we propose to endow our M/W framework with an
adaptive batch scheduling mechanism allowing the master to select and send a whole bench
of algorithms to be executed iteratively in a sequence by every worker [Jan+17a] (instead of
executing just a single one). This is achieved by simply extending the previous homogenous
and heterogeneous strategies to handle a variable number of selected algorithms for every
worker. Notice that addressing batch scheduling using machine learning techniques is a
challenging issue [DKB14]. In this context, our work is to be viewed as a first step allowing
to better understand the different trade-offs that can be attained in terms of communication
cost and solution quality when applying a distributed adaptive selection strategy.
3.2.4

Selected Experimental Results

The selection strategies designed in our work were systematically analyzed under different
configurations in order to gain a better understanding of their behavior. In the following,
we only highlight some illustrative results using the DAMS island based framework.
dams setup. We use an elitist migration policy. Each node (island) sends its current
solution to its neighboring nodes. The best solution from the set containing the received
solutions and the current solution of the node replaces the current solution. The DAMS
algorithm stops when the global maximum is found by one node, or when the number of
distributed rounds exceeds a fixed limit (i.e., a synchronous distributed model is assumed).
The performance of algorithms is measured either by considering the number of rounds to
reach the global maximum (for OneMax), or using the so-called expected running time (ERT)
(for NK landscapes). The ERT is the expected running time to reach a fixed fitness with a
simulated restart. It is given by: Es [T ] + (1 − p̂s )/p̂s .Tlimit where p̂s the estimated success
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Table 1: One-Max problem with N = 1000. Rank of each strategy. For each topology and graph size,
a cell depicts the number of other selection strategies which statistically outperforms (according to the Wilcoxon test at confidence level p = 0.05) the strategy considered in the column.
The 0 value is the best one: no other strategy significantly outperforms the considered one.
Topo.

Size

cst

rand

SBMi

SBMc

APi

APc

circle
circle
circle
circle

4
16
32
64

8
4
4
4

4
6
6
6

1
3
3
3

0
0
1
2

7
4
4
4

grid
grid
grid
grid

4
16
32
64

8
4
4
4

4
5
5
6

1
2
3
3

0
0
1
1

rnd.
rnd.
rnd.
rnd.

4
16
32
64

7
4
4
4

3
4
4
4

0
1
3
3

compl.
compl.
compl.
compl.

4
16
32
64

7
6
3
3

3
3
3
3

4.875

4.312

Average

UCB
HPi
HPc

UCBi

UCBc

Wi

Wc

7
0
0
0

10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11

2
1
2
1

3
6
6
6

3
6
6
6

3
6
9
9

4
4
4
4

9
0
0
0

10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11

2
1
1
1

4
4
4
6

3
6
4
6

3
4
6
9

0
0
1
1

5
4
4
4

7
3
0
0

10
10
10
10

11
11
11
11

0
1
2
1

3
4
4
4

3
4
4
4

3
5
9
9

1
1
2
2

0
0
0
0

7
5
3
3

7
6
8
3

10
11
11
11

10
10
10
10

2
1
1
1

3
4
3
3

3
3
3
7

3
9
9
9

2

0.4375

4.375

3.125

10.187

10.75

1.25

4.187

4.437

6.562

rate, and Es [T ] is the average number of rounds when the fitness level is reached. Four
island topologies are considered in the following: the complete topology where each node
is connected to all others nodes, a random topology where there is an edge between two
nodes with probability parameter (p = 0.1), the grid topology which is a two-dimensional
regular square where each node is connected to the four nearest neighbors, and the circle
topology where every node is connected to two others nodes to form a circle. The size of the
networks is set to n ∈ {4, 16, 32, 64}. In order to have the same number of fitness evaluations
in one round whatever the network size n, the λ parameter used in the (1 + λ)-EAs is set to
64/n. The independent strategies (i.e., no reward sharing) are highlighted with letter i and
collective ones with letter c. When a window is used to compute the rewards (i.e., for UCB),
letter W is used. Moreover, some baseline strategies are used: the random strategy (rnd.)
where each node selects independently at random one metaheuristic to execute at each
round, the constant strategy (cst.) where each node selects independently at random one
metaheuristics to execute during the whole algorithm, and the uniform constant strategy
(unif.) where all nodes execute the same metaheuristic during the whole algorithm (only
the results obtained with the best performing metaheuristic are presented).
onemax. In Table 1, we show the relative behavior of different strategies experimented
with a portfolio composed by four (1 + λ)-EA based on 1-bit-flip, 1-bit, 3-bit and 5-bit operators1 . First, the performance of the different strategies are consistent with the considered
network configurations in the sense that they can overall be ranked similarly independently
of the topology type or graph size. More importantly, we remark that the impact of exchanging reward information (collective strategies) between nodes has a strong impact on
performance. Interestingly, the impact is positive in the case of SBM and AP, whereas it
is not when considering UCB. In fact, SBMc appears to overall outperform all the other
strategies and APc appears to performing best when both considering the circle, grid and
random topologies with large number of nodes. In contrast, the performance of the four
implemented versions of UCB is deteriorating systematically as the information from neighbors is incorporated. This also suggests that the UCB strategy has to be carefully rethought
in order to infer accurate exploration-exploitation tradeoffs in the distributed setting. We
shall see in the rest of this chapter that other variants using UCB and a simple Master/Worker model are actually very efficient.
1 This is a standard experimental setting from the literature.
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Table 2: NK-landscapes with N = 1000 and K = 1, 4, 8. Rank of the different strategies according to
the topology and the number of nodes.
Topo.

Size

unif

cst

rand.

SBMi

SBMc

APi

APc

UCB
HPi
HPc

Wi

Wc

10
3
7
9
7.25

4
2
6
3
3.75

5
5
4
10
6

8
11
12
11
10.5

11
8
9
5
8.5

UCBi

UCBc

1
12
8
12
8.25

compl.
16
compl.
64
circle
16
circle
64
average

0
0
0
0
0

9
10
2
7
7

6
7
11
8
8

3
6
3
2
3.5

7
1
5
1
3.5

12
4
1
6
5.75

K=1
2
9
10
4
6.25

compl.
16
compl.
64
circle
16
circle
64
average

0
0
1
0
0.25

6
6
11
10
8.25

12
3
12
9
9

9
8
8
11
9

1
5
4
6
4

11
11
5
7
8.5

K=4
3
12
6
12
8.25

2
1
3
5
2.75

4
4
7
4
4.75

8
10
0
3
5.25

10
2
2
2
4

5
7
10
1
5.75

7
9
9
8
8.25

compl.
16
compl.
64
circle
16
circle
64
average

1
0
7
0
2

3
12
0
2
4.25

9
4
4
12
7.25

0
10
5
3
4.5

11
3
6
11
7.75

7
6
12
8
8.25

K=8
6
9
3
9
6.75

2
11
9
5
6.75

10
2
10
10
8

4
5
2
7
4.5

8
8
1
1
4.5

5
1
8
4
4.5

12
7
11
6
9

nk-landscapes. In Table 2, we show the relative behavior in terms of ERTs of different
strategies experimented with a portfolio composed by five (1 + λ)-EA based on the c-bit-flip
operator with c ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. Perhaps the most interesting observation for NK-landscapes
is that the uniform-static strategy is the best performing and none of the considered DAMS
variants is able to outperform it. This might be surprising at first sight, but not if we account
for the time required to learn the metaheuristic to apply. In fact, the fitness level for NKlandscapes can be shown to increase very abruptly in the early stages of the search (see
Fig. 8). Hence, the different fitness windows where one has to choose the best operator
are very tight which is to contrast with the time it may need for a strategy to detect which
operator is actually the best to apply. Actually, the general lessons that we can learn from our
experiments with the NK-landscapes can be formulated as following. First, in a blackbox
scenario, the time during which a metaheuristic is the best one could depend strongly on the
problem fitness landscape. Hence, learning this landscape at runtime is for sure a plausible
alternative. Second, further studies are needed to characterize the cost of the learning stage
in an adaptive selection strategy in function of the considered landscape, and to design
novel alternative strategies that would be able to minimize the learning cost.

3.3

contribution #2: benchmarking for adaptive operator selection

With no surprise, an algorithm selection strategy can have different behaviors depending
on the benchmark problem at hand. For instance, for the NK-landscapes, the performance
of the adaptive strategies was mitigated compared to static ones. This raises the difficult
challenge of eliciting what makes an online selection strategy effective and when it should
be preferred to an offline and finely tuned static one. We argue that two issues have to be
considered in a combined manner in order to tackle this challenge: (i) the exploitation/exploration trade-off exposed by a given strategy which is often tightly related to the way the
rewards are computed and updated, and (ii) the features relating the optimization problem
to the considered algorithms in the portfolio. These two aspects were previously considered
in the literature. For instance, in [BP14], continuous benchmarks from the COCO platform
are experimented using a portfolio of variants of the well-established differential evolution
operator. Other studies considered to directly define the rewards associated with the algorithms included in the portfolio using particular stochastic distributions [Thi07; Fia+10a].
In [Thi07], the set of possible rewards is defined by different uniform random distributions
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Algorithm 6: A single-solution single-operator basic metaheuristic (e.g., a (1 + λ) −
EA).
1
2
3
4
5
6

x0 ← initial solution();
repeat
for i ∈ {1, . . . , λt } do
yi ← operator(xt );

xt+1 ← selection(xt , y1 , . . . , yλ );
until stopping criterion is satisfied;

that are reassigned randomly to the portfolio at different time intervals. Seemingly the same
idea is used by a panel of studies by Fialho and others [DaC+08]. For instance, in [Fia+10a],
the so-called ’Two-Values benchmarks’ is used where two possible reward values and a
probability of wining the highest is defined depending on pre-computed time intervals. Recently, a benchmark is proposed in [GLS16] where the rewards depend on the number of
times that an operator is applied during a time window.
Several properties should ideally be fulfilled by a relevant benchmark for the algorithm
selection problem. First, one has to take into account the stochasticity of most heuristic algorithms. Hence, the reward of each algorithm in the portfolio should typically be defined by
choosing a relevant probability distribution. Moreover, to accurately appreciate the relative
quality of a target adaptive algorithm selection strategy, the so-called ’oracle’, that is the
optimal selection strategy, should be known. At last, since the performance of an algorithm
in the portfolio could evolve during the optimization process, the reward distribution has
to be tightly coupled with the state of the search. We argue that despite their skillful design,
the existing benchmarks are not sufficient by their own to allow for a global fundamental understanding of the design of adaptive methods and the setting of relevant theory for
them.
In the following, we discuss our contribution [Jan+16; Jan17] to the design of a general
purpose benchmarking methodology. Inspired by previous work form fitness landscape
analysis [VCC03], we propose a high-level approach to generate abstract ’benchmark’ scenarios based on the Fitness Cloud (FC) model. The proposed approach is to be viewed in
a complementary manner to existing benchmarks. In the FC model, the state of the search
is naturally defined by the fitness of the current solution, and the performance of a given
metaheuristic is function of this fitness value. The reward distribution is hence not controlled
explicitly; but instead, implied by the considered adaptive mechanisms.
3.3.1

The Fitness Cloud Model

Although the proposed approach is independent of a particular metaheuristic, let us consider for the sake of clarity the template of Algorithm 6 rendering the design of a basic
single-solution single-operator metaheuristic. The considered iterative algorithm has two
parts. First, a stochastic local operator is applied to the current solution xt to produce a
set of λt candidate solutions yi . For instance, such an operator could be the random bitflip mutation when the search space is the set of binary strings. Second, a new current
solution xt+1 is selected. This is typically performed according to the fitness values of the
newly generated solutions yi , and the current solution xt . Notice that despite its simplicity
such a template encompasses a wide range of algorithms.
fitness cloud. The Fitness Cloud Model (FCM) informs about the fitness value of solutions after one iteration according to the fitness of the current solution. To make it simple,
the FC model supposes that the state of the search is only given by the fitness ft = f(xt )
of the current solution xt . Assuming that the selection of the next solution only takes into
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Figure 11: Fitness cloud model: scenario with two metaheuristics and two fitness ranges.

account the fitness values (which is a common practice for a wide range of blackbox optimization algorithms), no particular model is required for this. However, a specific model
is needed for the fitness values of the newly generated solutions in order to capture the
stochastic behavior of most evolutionary operators. The basic idea behind the FC model
is to assume that the fitness distribution after applying a stochastic operator, say op, is
given by a conditional probability distribution that depends solely on the current fitness:
Prop (f(y) = z0 | ft = z). Of course, such a distribution is not known in practice. Nonetheless, we consider to define it explicitly, which allows us to explicitly relate the behavior of
an operator to the current state of the search, i.e., the fitness level attained currently. Consequently, by simply defining different such probability distributions emulating the behavior
of different (virtual) operators, we end up with an abstract and high-level ’benchmark’ that
can be emulated and experimented with respect to specific adaptive selection strategies.
Notice however that this is very different from standard benchmark design methodologies
which operate at the solution space. Roughly speaking, the word ’benchmark’ is to be understood with respect to the online algorithm selection problem which consists in computing
the best/optimal scheduling of operators.
The first step when using the Fitness Cloud Model (FCM) as a benchmark for algorithm
selection, is to specify the conditional probability distribution. Different choices can be
made such as discrete distributions (binomial, Poisson, etc.), or continuous distributions
(normal, Weibull, etc.). Given its properties of convergence, we choose to use a normal
distribution: Pr(f(y) = z0 | ft = z) ∼ N(µ(z), σ2 (z)) where µ(z) and σ2 (z) are respectively the
mean and the variance of the normal distribution which can depend on the current fitness
ft . As a consequence, the evolution of the fitness during one iteration follows a conditional
probability distribution which embeds the previous distribution and which depends on how
the selection of the next solution is carried out by the optimization process. One important
feature of the probability distribution is the expected improvement after one iteration, denoted
by E+ (z), which is the expected progress of the fitness given the current fitness value is z:
Z∞
E+ (z) =
Pr(ft+1 = z0 | ft = z) z0 dz0
z

The previous considerations are enough general to allow us to define in a high-level
manner the behavior of applying one algorithm from a portfolio as a function of the fitness
level attained globally by the optimization process. By only fixing the parameters of the
conditional probability (or the expected improvement), we end up with a high-level portfolio
in which the effect of applying one metaheuristic given one current initial solution with a
given fitness level is explicitly fixed. Of course, those parameters are not made available for
the algorithm selection strategy it-self.
a concrete example. A simple (benchmark) optimization scenario that we can emulate
using the FC model is illustrated in Fig. 11. Two elitist (virtual) metaheuristics are considered in the portfolio and the possible fitness values are normalized in the range [0, 1]. The
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whole range [0, 1] is then divided into two fitness ranges: the first one from fitness 0 to
r 6 1, and the second range from r to 1. The relative behavior of each algorithm in the
portfolio is modeled accordingly in each fitness range. At each fitness range, we shall fix
the mean and variance of the conditional normal distribution as follows: µi (z) = z + Kµi
and σ2i (z) = Kσi where for each metaheuristic Mi , i ∈ {1, 2}, parameters Kµi and Kσi are
different constant numbers at each fitness range. Therefore, we end up with 9 parameters
to be fixed in this scenario: r, and the 8 parameters for the normal distributions for each
metaheuristic and at each fitness range. However, we can show that the expected running
time to reach the optimal value 1 depends solely on the expected improvement of each metaheuristic (when using an elitist strategy). Hence, only 5 parameters are free as illustrated by
Fig. 11; where E+
i,j denotes the expected fitness improvement of metaheuristic Mi , i ∈ {1, 2},
for the fitness range j ∈ {1, 2}. Notice that in our example, we assume that the best metaheuristic for the first fitness range is M1 , whereas it switches to M2 in the second fitness
+
+
+
range, i.e., E+
2,1 < E1,1 , and E1,2 < E2,2 , which makes it straightforward to figure out the
’oracle’ strategy when evaluating the performance of given selection strategy. Finally, like
in many optimization problems, we assume that the expected improvement decreases when
+
+
+
the fitness range increases: E+
1,2 < E1,1 , and E2,2 < E2,1 .
Besides this example, we can generate several other types of scenarios [Jan17]; by considering different number of algorithms with variable relative fitness cloud distributions,
different fitness ranges modeling different stages of the optimization, different modeling of
how the fitness cloud distribution with respect to one algorithm evolves as a function of the
fitness range (e.g., linearly), etc. The major difficulty is then to fix the parameters of the
model in order to end up with an appropriate and relevant benchmark allowing to study
a particular target issue, e.g., the ability of a selection strategy to detect the best algorithm,
the ability to discard non-useful ones, the time to learn the best algorithms, the ability to
outperform a static strategy, etc.
3.3.2

Selected Experimental Results

results in the sequential setting. From the illustrative scenario described in the
previous section, we are able to study 3 concrete cases exposing different challenges. In
Fig. 12, we summarize these 3 experimental cases while providing the parameters used in
the FC model. First, notice that we choose Kµ negative in order to emulate the behavior of a
typical stochastic evolutionary operator that decreases (in average) the fitness of the current
solution as it is the case very often in practice. In all the 3 cases, the EIs of M1 and M2 are
the same in the first fitness range and differ by a factor of 2. In Case 1, the EI values are
much more closer in the second range compared to Case 2, i.e., an oracle for Case 1 would
act as in Case 2, but the performance of a static selection strategy that would always choose
M1 becomes much closer to the oracle than in Case 2. As for Case 3, the same factor of 2
is kept between the EIs in the second range; but the EIs has been reduced by a huge factor
of 15, hence making the progress in the second range relatively much more difficult than in
the first range compared to Case 2.
In Fig. 13, we show the performance obtained when using: (i) two static strategies (choosing one metaheuristic during the whole run), (ii) two adaptive ones (based on standard AP
and UCB), (iii) a random (baseline selection) strategy, and (iv) the oracle strategy. The performance is the average number of evaluations to reach the target fitness value 1 and it is
depicted as a function of the length r of the first fitness range considered in the scenario.
Actually, the relative expected improvements and the r-value allows us to elicit different
relative behaviors of the considered strategies. Notice in particular that the difference over
the r-values of the performance between the oracle and the best static strategy (either with
M1 or M2 ) represents the maximum performance gap between an optimal adaptive method
and an optimal offline static strategy tuned for each value of r. This gives a hint on when
an adaptive online strategy should be preferred over an offline one. The comparison of case
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Cases
Case 1

M1
M2

6
3

−1
−1

16.27
8.72

1.8
2

−2
−2

6.72
7.24

Case 2

M1
M2

6
3

−1
−1

16.27
8.72

1
2

−2
−2

4.59
7.25

Case 3

M1
M2

6
3

−1
−1

16.27
8.72

0.2
0.4

−2
−2

2.14
2.84

+ -1

E 1,2

Avg. Number of evaluation

Values are given with a factor of 10−3 .
Fitness range 1
Fitness range 2
Meta.
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i,2
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1

Figure 12: Parameters values of the FC model in 3 representative cases (left table) with the corresponding (tight) upper bounds on the expected running time (right subfigure)
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Figure 13: Comparison of selection methods with the best parameters settings for UCB, and for AP.
From left to right: test cases 1, 2, and 3.

2 and 3 shows that when the average expected improvements at the second stage is much
lower than in the first stage, an adaptive method becomes less efficient except when the
length of the first stage is very large. Indeed, the time that can be gained in the first stage
becomes negligible and the main difficulty then turns out to be the final convergence to the
optimum value. When the scale of the average expected improvements between the two
stages is moderate like in test case 2, an adaptive method like UCB strategy is very effective. However, when the performance difference between metaheuristics at one stage of the
search becomes small, like in test case 1, the problem is equally difficult for all metaheuristics in the portfolio, and the adaptive selection becomes rather useless besides the fact that
it becomes more difficult to detect the best performing metaheuristic at a given iteration.
results in the distributed setting. In the distributed setting, we use an even more
simple scenario where only one fitness range and two operators with fixed parameters of
the FC model are considered. However, the mean and standard deviations are chosen in
a specific manner in order to better grasp the behavior of different distributed selection
strategies with respect to the different aspects such as: the number of distributed nodes,
the reward aggregation function, the impact of a heterogeneous selection strategy, and the
communication-to-computation cost. In particular, one can see in Fig. 14 the relative performance of different Homogeneous and Heterogeneous selection strategies discussed previously and using the adaptive Master/Worker architecture. We are for instance able to
show that using a mean reward aggregation function is clearly outperformed by a maximum reward function. The difference between a homogeneous and heterogeneous setting
is also found to be mitigated and depends on the selection it-self. When comparing the
best setting of given selection policy, the UCB strategy appears to be the best one, followed
by -greedy strategy, which are both better than the AP strategy. These first results can be
explained by the ability of the UCB machine-learning inspired strategy to efficiently learn
the best operator to apply in a given distributed round when using the maximum reward.
All adaptive strategies are also found to share a relatively good performance when the other
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Figure 14: Number of distributed rounds to the optimal fitness using operator 1 ∼ N(−10−4 , 10−4 ),
and operator 2 ∼ N(−10−3 , 5 × 10−4 ) and n = 256 workers.

design components, that is the choice of the reward function, and the heterogeneity type,
are well designed.

3.4

other related contributions

As briefly discussed in the introduction, in addition to our interest to the online adaptive
and distributed algorithm selection problem, we were also concerned by other tightly related
issues and methodologies dealing with the proper configuration and high-level design of
general purpose search heuristics. This is discussed in the following by mainly highlighting
the general context of our research and sketching some contributions on hyperheuristic
design [DD12] (Section 3.4.1) and offline parameter configuration [Lie+17b] (Section 3.4.2).
Both contributions are with respect to a sequential compute environment.
3.4.1

Hyperheuristics based on neighborhood tree search

As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, online adaptive algorithm selection shares
a number of issues with selective hyper-heuristics [Bur+10]. Selective hyper-heuristics deal
with the accurate (adaptive) combination of different low level heuristics, especially when
dealing with cross-domain optimization [Och12; Bur+11], i.e., different problems from different domains tackled by the same (’autonomous’) optimization algorithm. In our research,
we were also interested in such high-level search algorithms, specifically in the context of
the design of advanced local search based algorithms combining multiple neighborhood
operators [DD12; Yah+15]. In the following, we provide an overview of our contribution
on the combination of different neighborhood structures within an effective and problem
independent local search hyperheuristic [DD12].
multiple neighborhood local search. Local search heuristics [HS04] refer to algorithms where a solution is updated iteratively while performing little transformations on its
vicinity. Those transformations are usually based on a neighborhood function (or structure)
N : X → 2X , which assigns a set of neighboring solutions N(x) ⊂ X to any solution x ∈ X.
In its most basic variant, referred to as hill-climbing, the local search stops when the current
solution is not outperformed by any neighbor, i.e., a local optimum is reached.
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Given a number of neighborhood structures, their accurate combination within a local
search based optimization process raises different design issues. Variable neighborhood
search (VNS) and its several variants [MH97], is a popular metaheuristic in this context
which is are based on the systemic change of the neighborhood structure within the search.
Starting with a first neighborhood structure, a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND) performs local search until no further improvements are possible. From this local optimum,
the local search is continued with the next neighborhood. If an improving solution is found,
then the local search continues with the first neighborhood, otherwise the next available
neighborhood is explored, and so on until no further improvements can be obtained. It
is well known that the performance of VND (and VNS in general) can highly depend on
the order the neighborhoods are alternated. In standard variants, it is often admitted that
ordering neighborhoods in an increasing cost/size is a reasonable strategy.
The issue of how to combine/exploit/search different neighborhoods is not new and one
can find many different studies on the subject. To cite a few, in [PR08], a fast relaxation
of neighborhoods is evaluated in order to select the most accurate solutions. In [HR06], a
self-adaptive strategy is used to rank neighborhoods and to dynamically choose the best
suited ordering. A number of specific multi-neighborhood combination functions can also
be found. For instance, many studies consider to take the union of some basic neighborhoods. The so-called neighborhood composition and the token-ring search are also other
well known neighborhood combination functions, see e.g., [LHG11; GS06; GRH08; LGH11;
VMS12]. Hyper-heuristics can also be considered as a high-level approach operating in the
neighborhood space and providing advanced hyper-strategies for neighborhood combination.
neighborhood tree search. In an attempt to gain in generality when dealing with the
combination of several available neighborhood structures, we rely on the simple observation that defining how neighborhoods are alternated is nothing else than defining a specific
hyper-strategy to traverse a neighborhood tree, where the root of the tree represents the
initial candidate solution and intermediate nodes represent solutions obtained by applying
one of the possible neighborhoods. In other words, we view the trajectory of a multiple
neighborhood search as a high-level neighborhood path, where path nodes are solutions
and every hop in the path represents the exploration of one solution using one neighborhood among those available. Following this observation, we term a neighborhood tree search
(NTS) a strategy which is able to traverse the neighborhood tree efficiently searching for
promising paths. It should be clear that a systematic traversal (exploration of all neighborhood branches) is not efficient especially when the number of neighborhoods is high. This
should actually remind us of several general purpose strategies from exact optimization,
such as dynamic programming and branch-and-bound, as well as from machine learning,
such as Monte-Carlo tree search.
In [DD12], we investigate the possibility of backtracking to previously visited solutions
while branching and pruning tree nodes all along the search trajectory. We show that this
idea with basic iterative improvement descents leads to efficient local search strategies both
in terms of solution quality and computing cost. More specifically, we consider a simple randomized neighborhood selection strategy, where the choice of which neighborhood to select
at runtime is made uniformly at random among those not yet explored. When effectively
branching a neighborhood, we consider both deterministic and randomized adaptive strategies, basically relying on the neighborhood path traversed by the search in previous rounds.
As for backtracking, we investigate strategies based on tournament selection inspired by
standard evolutionary selection.
We study the properties of the proposed approach by considering simultaneously two
different and well-studied problems: the Single Machine Total Weighted Tardiness Problem (SMTWTP) in the family of scheduling problems, and Location Routing Problem (LRP).
Both problems are NP-Hard and allows us to study the effectiveness of our hyperheuristic
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approach when tackling relatively complex problems coming from different optimization
domains. Many previous studies have been successfully applied to solve the SMTWTP using hybrid variable neighborhood like searches. LRP is a more sophisticated problem which
involves two simultaneous decisions: which depots to open (location problem) and what
routes to plan (routing problem). Common to these two problems, a number of natural
neighborhood structures can be considered making them two excellent case studies to analyze how the designed NTS variants perform (e.g., twelve neighborhoods are used for LRP).
Through extensive experiments, we show that NTS is able to dynamically find its way along
the neighborhood tree without any specific tuning and leads to substantial improvements
in the solving of the two considered problems. More importantly, we were concerned by
providing a comprehensive analysis of the complex behavior of an NTS based algorithm at
the aim of gaining a better understanding of its critical design components. In particular,
we show that NTS can lead to different (and incomparable) trade-offs in terms of solution
quality and running time depending on the branching/pruning strategy used to explore/traverse the neighborhood tree which makes it a promising approach offering novel and
interesting (hyper-)search abilities.
3.4.2

Landscape-aware offline algorithm configuration

In addition to online adaptive algorithm selection approaches, we were recently concerned
by offline algorithm configuration. Given a number of algorithm parameters, (offline) automatic algorithm configuration [Bir09] seeks a good configuration, that is a particular fixed
choice of the parameter values that best suits the solving of some a priori unknown instances.
The motivation of such a methodology is not only to get rid from the burden of a manual calibration or the bias of personal and ad-hoc configuration processes, but more importantly
to set up a principled approach for algorithm design, allowing to systematically explore
their strengths and weaknesses when tackling a whole family of problems. Several approaches have been proposed, ranging from experimental design [AL06], statistics [Bar06],
heuristic search [Hut+09], and racing [Bir+02; Bir09; Lóp+16]. In the following, we provide
an overview of our contribution on bridging automatic algorithm configuration with fitness
landscape analysis [Ver16], at the aim of achieving more powerful general purpose blackbox
optimization algorithms [Lie+17b].
automatic algorithm configuration. Most of the existing automatic algorithm configuration methods can be viewed from a machine learning perspective as operating in a training phase followed by a test or a production phase. Based on some given instances forming
the training set, the training phase is intended to learn a good configuration that would
hopefully perform well when experimented later, on some new unseen instances coming
from the production phase. Like any machine learning technique, the properties of the training set is a key issue in order to guarantee a high accuracy of the output configuration. The
heterogeneity of training instances was for instance found to be a challenging issue when
using iterated racing in the context of a tuning scenario implying SAT instances [Lóp+16].
We actually argue that a single output parameter configuration might not be suitable for the
target algorithm to best suit a whole set of (heterogeneous) instances having different properties. Like a number of other existing studies [XHL10; HHL11; Kad+10], we hence advocate
for the computation of a set of configurations, not a single one, that can then be mapped
accurately with respect to the characteristics or features of an instance. For instance, in Hydra [XHL10], a portfolio builder is used together with an automatic configuration method
in order to construct a portfolio of algorithm configurations. The portfolio builder typically
uses problem features to discard or add new configurations found by automatic configuration, and the method was proved effective when experimented with SAT specific tools.
However, it requires both a suitable portfolio builder and a domain-specific knowledge. In
our work, we are concerned with blackbox optimization and hence propose to rely on the
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so-called fitness landscape analysis to extract and to inject problem independent features
into the tuning process.
fitness landscape analysis. Generally speaking, fitness landscapes analysis [Ver16]
provides a set of general-purpose tools and a principled approach to systematically investigate the characteristics of an optimization problem in an attempt to guide algorithm designers towards a more in-depth understanding of the search behavior, and thus towards
more effective algorithms [Mer04; RE14]. A typical issue addressed in fitness landscape
analysis consists in studying how the performance of a given algorithm configuration can
be impacted in light of some features extracted with respect to the considered problem instances. In particular, different general-purpose features were studied for this aim [RE14],
and such landscape features have proved their usefulness in characterizing instances [SL12].
The general idea developed in our work is that such features can actually serve to differentiate which parameter configuration can be more suitable for a particular problem instance,
both during the training phase and during the production phase. In other words, since it
might be useless to search for just one single parameter configuration for a heterogeneous
instance set, an alternative solution would be to consider a whole set of configurations that
are explicitly associated with some computable instance features.
injecting landscape-extracted features into algorithm configuration. In our
recent work [Lie+17b], we adopt a landscape-oriented methodology to strengthen the accuracy of automated algorithm configuration based on iterated racing. By partitioning the
training set into different groups based on the value of landscape features, we conduct an
independent training phase in parallel for each group, thus ending up with multiple algorithm configurations corresponding to the different groups. At the production phase, the
appropriate configuration is selected based on the feature value of the considered instance.
As a byproduct, we are able to derive a novel landscape-aware methodology that complement existing automatic algorithm configuration techniques. By fairly taking into account
the extra computational cost induced by our methodology, we investigate the gain of deciding which parameter configuration to choose for an unseen production instance based
on general-purpose low-cost computable features. Our empirical findings, using a set of
NK-landscape heterogeneous instances with a variable degree of ruggedness and neutrality, reveal that landscape-aware iterated racing is able to find better configurations when
experimented with a conventional memetic algorithm with tunable population size, variation operators, crossover and mutation rates.Our work can actually be viewed as a first step
towards the establishment of more powerful and finely tuned landscape aware optimization algorithms. It can also be viewed to some extent as providing a very simple high-level
(blackbox) portfolio builder that, it is our hope, would serve as a basic template to design
a more advanced and principled approach targeting the solving of complex, blackbox and
cross-domain optimization problems.

3.5

conclusion and perspectives

summary. In this chapter, we described our work on the design of high-level optimization
techniques for the proper choice of algorithm components and parameters, with a particular
focus on adaptive online operator selection techniques. Two main challenges are specifically
addressed: (i) how to design distributed strategies allowing distributed nodes to adaptively
coordinate their actions at the aim of cooperatively identifying the best performing algorithm at different steps of the optimization process, and (ii) what makes an adaptive selection strategy effective and when it should be preferred to a static a priori fixed choice. For
that purpose, we rely both on an island model and a Master/Worker architecture, to leverage existing machine learning techniques designed to operate in an inherently sequential
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setting. In particular, we show that reward aggregation and heterogeneity can play a crucially important role. We also propose an abstract and high-level methodology based on the
fitness cloud model allowing us to emulate an adversary benchmark optimization setting
for the operator selection problem. By explicitly modeling the behavior of an algorithm as a
function of the fitness level reached at some steps of the optimization, we are able to show
that state-of-the-art techniques can only succeed when the learning-to-optimization cost/time is kept reasonable which might actually be a function of the underlying landscape(s).
On the other hand, and besides adaptive algorithm selection, we were also concerned by
other high-level autonomous and automated search paradigms, i.e., hyperheuristics and offline parameter tuning. Several perspectives of our work can be identified. Some of them
are discussed in the following.
parallel and distributed deployment. The adaptive distributed algorithms proposed
in our work were validated using a simulation oriented methodology, since our primary
goal was to first gain a more fundamental understanding of the main design challenges and
the way to effectively address them. In this respect, a clear perspective of our work is to consider concrete implementations of our protocols in a real distributed and parallel compute
environment and considering more sophisticated application-oriented problems. We argue
that the main challenge will be to handle the practical communication-to-computation cost,
which we addressed in a very abstract manner, e.g., number of messages, batch scheduling. Two extreme scenarios need further investigations. In a very fine-grained compute
setting where the cost of function evaluation is extremely low, different extensions of our
distributed algorithm selection framework can be considered in order to better fit the concrete compute environment. For instance, a hierarchical distributed design based on the
hybridization of the Master/Worker architecture and the Island model is an interesting
option which would: (i) eventually fit a complex hardware setting where shared memory
and/or distributed devices are available, and (ii) provide new opportunities in designing
more powerful adaptation mechanisms using advanced reward aggregation functions and
cooperative selection mechanisms. The other extreme scenario is when the cost of function
evaluation is huge, typically corresponding to the so-called expensive optimization setting
requiring to use specific sampling techniques and meta-models, e.g. [JSW98; Vu+17]. Besides the fact that parallelism is a must since one can for instance take much benefit from
the fact that more function evaluations can be made in parallel; several other interesting
research questions can be raised. For instance, an interesting issue is whether different
exploration/exploitation trade-offs ruling the design of existing adaptive techniques can
be designed in order to satisfy the harsh conditions and/or restrictions on the amount of
available (distributed) computing time.
other distributed techniques. We notice that our work on hyperheuristics and offline
landscape aware tuning was described in a sequential setting. Nonetheless, parallelism and
distributed algorithms are not far away when having a more close and global look at our
work. Firstly, the proposed neighborhood tree search hyperheuristic can benefit from a highlevel distributed design. Similar to the parallel Branch-and-Bound discussed in the previous
chapter, high-level parallelizations would be an interesting research path. From a solution
quality perspective, this means that cooperative and distributed branching and pruning operations at the neighborhood space level can be designed, which would eventually lead to
a more effective search. For instance, by smartly coupling the solution space and the neighborhood space, the computing flow can be redesigned in order to make different parallel
processes explore concurrently and cooperatively diversified and promising subtrees in the
neighborhood tree. From a running time perspective, parallel tree exploration strategies
would definitively lead to a high-level parallel search with a substantial speed-up. Secondly,
our offline landscape aware methodology is actually inherently parallel, since the training
instances are partitioned into independent clusters. This means that the training time can
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be straightforwardly decreased proportionally to the number of clusters. Knowing that the
training phase can be rather compute intensive, such a straightforward implication is in our
opinion a nice property. Moreover, this simple observation leads to several other advanced
research issues. In fact, the configurations found for a subset of instances can serve to
finely tune an algorithm on an other subset of instances. Distributed tuning processes can
hence benefit from information exchange and online cooperation to share (resp. discard)
promising (resp. poor) subsets of parameters, which would lead to novel high-level and
distributed automatic configuration algorithms. Interestingly, the assumption that instances
with ’similar’ landscape features can be tackled using ’similar’ algorithms, configurations,
components, etc, needs to be addressed in a more comprehensive manner especially in a
blackbox optimization scenario. For instance, deriving a similarity or distance measure that
can relate the instance space to the parameter space is a hot issue. Thus, there is much
research to conduct in this direction independently of the target algorithmic technique (e.g.,
online or offline) and the nature of the compute environment (e.g., distributed or not).
online and offline cross-domain optimization. The work described in this chapter
can be viewed from a more global research perspective as an attempt to increase the generality of heuristic search algorithms given the wide range of problem domains that one can
encounter. A global perspective of our work is to generalize the use of online and offline
control and tuning techniques and to improve their cross-domain ability. For that purpose,
we have identified three major research approaches. Firstly, online and offline techniques
can be coupled to work hand in hand in order to better address the heterogeneity of problem
domains and instances. For example, offline parameter tuning can be viewed as an optimization/decision problem under uncertainty, where the uncertainty comes from the algorithm
it-self and from the problem domain/instance as well. In this respect, machine learning
based (adaptive) approaches, e.g., multi-armed bandits, domain adaptation, transfer learning, can be particularly helpful in order to improve the robustness of existing automatic
configuration tools. Secondly, injecting blackbox landscape features into the optimization
process is a promising research direction that needs more in-depth investigations. For example, what (cross-domain) blackbox features are the most effective in informing about the
difficulty of a problem instance, or the efficiency of some available algorithms, is a difficult
question. How to extract those features, a priori or even a posterior, in an online or in an
offline fashion, and how to guide the high-level search accordingly is another challenging
perspective. Finally, parallelism and distributed computation are of course a key aspect. The
design of distributed and autonomous solvers that would be able to learn while optimizing,
or inversely to optimize while learning, is a promising research path, since such an approach
would naturally take into account the cost of additional learning or optimization efforts and
simultaneously offer novel algorithmic options such as the possibility of exchanging useful
information informing about the degree of similarity or difficulty of different problems.
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4

M U LT I - O B J E C T I V E O P T I M I Z A T I O N A N D
DECOMPOSITION

In this chapter, we describe our main contributions in multi-objective optimization with a
particular focus on decomposition based approaches. The main challenge is on the design
and analysis of novel algorithmic components at the aim of studying and improving the
search ability of decomposition-based algorithms, and taking full benefits from their highlevel enabled parallelism. The following aspects will be addressed:
• In the introductory section, we recall some background on multi-objective evolutionary
optimization. We also provide an overview of the state-of-the-art decomposition-based
Moea/d algorithm, while stating our general scientific interest in such a framework.
• In Section 4.2, we discuss our contributions on two core issues in decomposition,
namely (i) the specification and understanding of the scalarizing function used to
transform the original multi-objective problem into several single-objective problems,
and (ii) the mating selection and replacement mechanisms used to evolve the population. These aspects are studied in a sequential compute environment.
• In Section 4.3, we discuss our contributions on designing parallel decomposition algorithms. First, we deal with the adaptive and distributed setting of the weight vectors
used in decomposition. We show that using very local distributed rules to define the
search directions adaptively, can lead to high quality solutions and high parallel efficiency. Second, we provide a fine-grained message passing variant of Moea/d which
is to our best knowledge the first to achieve scalability while providing non-trivial
approximation quality / acceleration trade-offs.
• In Section 4.4, we discuss very briefly some issues related to the design of effective
search operators. First, we highlight our work on connecting local search with decomposition for discrete problems, and we show how decomposition can lead to novel
evolutionary components that are simple enough to enable parallelism. Second, we
highlight our work on incorporating machine learning inspired techniques to design
multiobjective evolutionary operators. In particular, we describe a new alternative to
leverage the well-established single-objective CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaption
Evolution Strategy) optimizer for multi-objective problems.
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multi-objective optimization and decomposition

4.1
4.1.1

introduction and background
General Context and Definitions

multi-objective optimization and decision making. Multi-objective optimization appears in several application fields, such as ambient intelligence, cloud computing, logistics,
smart-cities, etc, where the underlying problems can be modeled as optimization problems
with multiple criteria to be optimized simultaneously. For example, on may wish to minimize the cost of deploying sensors in a city while maintaining a good quality of service
to users and minimal disruption during the deployment phase. In practice, these objective
functions are many often conflicting, and it is unlikely to find one single solution which is
able to optimize all target objectives simultaneously at the same time. Instead, there exist a
whole set of solutions providing different trade-offs between the considered objectives.
From a decision making perspective, the main issue when considering a multi-objective
optimization problem is to choose one appropriate solution that best meets the expectations,
constraints or preferences of the decision maker. Actually, solving a multi-objective optimization problem is tightly related to the decision making process, and three main classes
of approaches are to be differentiated. In the first class, called a-priori, the decision maker
provides some knowledge about her preference before even the optimization process is carried on. The main goal is to help the optimization process computing the desired solution.
In practice, this consists many often in transforming the original multi-objective problem
into a single objective problem where traditional techniques form single-objective optimization can be used. However, the decision maker might not have any specific knowledge
about the problem at hand, and providing an accurate modeling of her preferences might
be a difficult issue. In the second class, called a-posteriori, the goal is to find the whole
set of solution offering the best attainable objective trade-offs or a good representative (approximated) subset. This allows the decision maker to eventually acquire a full knowledge
about this set and to extract one solution that best suits her expectations. Although there
is no need to model the decision making preferences, computing a whole set of possible
solutions is a challenging task and the analysis of these solutions by the decision makers
might also be an issue, especially when a large number of objectives are to be considered.
In the third class, called interactive, the decision maker needs to continuously interact with
the optimization process in an online iterative fashion. In particular, the decision maker can
progressively refine her preferences according to the information and knowledge gained
while the optimization process is running.
It is worth-noticing that each of these different classes present both some limitations and
some benefits, depending on the problem to tackle and the decision making setting. In
our work, we are mainly concerned with a posteriori approaches, and more particularly on
providing the decision maker with an approximated solution set, i.e., the decision making
phase it-self is not addressed but only the optimization phase.
basic definitions. In the rest of this chapter, a multi-objective optimization problem is defined by an objective vector function f = (f1 , f2 , . . . , fM ) with M > 2, and a set X of feasible
solutions in the decision space. In the combinatorial case, X is a discrete set. Actually, our
work is mostly concerned with the combinatorial case, and hence this is assumed in the rest
of this chapter unless stated explicitly. Let Z = f(X) ⊆ IRM be the set of feasible outcome
vectors in the so-called objective space. To each solution x ∈ X is then assigned exactly one
objective vector z ∈ Z, on the basis of the vector function f : X → Z with z = f(x). In a
maximization context, an objective vector z ∈ Z is dominated by an objective vector z0 ∈ Z,
denoted by z ≺ z0 , iff ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, zm 6 z0m and ∃m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M} such that zm < z0m .
By extension, a solution x ∈ X is dominated by a solution x0 ∈ X, denoted by x ≺ x0 , iff
f(x) ≺ f(x0 ). This is illustrated in Fig. 15. A solution x? ∈ X is said to be Pareto optimal (or
efficient, non-dominated), if there does not exist any other solution x ∈ X such that x? ≺ x.
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Figure 15: Illustration of the Pareto dominance relation, Pareto Set, and Pareto Front.

The set of all Pareto optimal solutions is called the Pareto set (or the efficient set). Its mapping
in the objective space is called the Pareto front. One of the most challenging task in multiobjective optimization is to identify a minimal complete Pareto set, i.e., one Pareto optimal
solution for each point from the Pareto front.
Generating a complete Pareto set is often infeasible for two main reasons [Ehr05]: (i) the
number of Pareto optimal solutions is typically exponential in the size of the problem instance, and (ii) deciding if a feasible solution belongs to the Pareto set may be NP-complete.
Therefore, the overall goal is often to identify a ’good-quality’ Pareto set approximation. To
this end, heuristics in general, and evolutionary algorithms in particular, have received a
growing interest since the late eighties [Deb01; CLV07], which constitutes the main focus
of our work. We also notice that two classes of problems can be distinguished according
to the number of objectives. Multi-objective optimization problems often refer to a setting
where 2 or 3 objectives are considered, whereas problems with at least 4 are termed as
many-objective [ITN08]. This is mainly motivated by the specific challenges and goals corresponding to these two situations. In fact, the probability that a solution is Pareto optimal
usually increases with the number of objectives and hence the size of the Pareto set increases.
Consequently, the properties that should be fulfilled by an approximation set, as well as the
design and relative performance of an optimization algorithm, can be seemingly different
according to which class of problems is considered.
Before providing an overview on the existing evolutionary multi-objective optimization
algorithms, we first discuss standard techniques used to evaluate the quality of an approximation set.
quality indicators. In contrast to a single-objective scenario, where the objective value
of a solution is a single numerical value which is sufficient to assess its relative quality, in
multi-objective optimization it is not clear how to appreciate the quality of a whole set of
solutions. This is a critically important issue which is still being addressed in several research work, not only to compare different sets or algorithm outputs, but also to improve
the dynamics of a multi-objective optimization process. Generally speaking two main properties are considered: (i) the diversity of solutions that is their ability to represent a wide
and representative range of the Pareto front/set, and (ii) convergence which provides an idea
on the how far the solutions are from the Pareto front. Of course, when considering a specific algorithm, this is to be related to the available computing effort. Among the different
approaches allowing to render the quality of an approximation set, quality indicators are a
standard and common tool. Such indicators assign, to any solution set, a real-value reflecting a given aspect of approximation quality. A large spectrum of quality indicators have
been designed such as the inverted generational distance (IGD), The epsilon indicator (EPS),
the R-metrics family (R), the hypervolume (HV) [KTZ06; ZKT08; Zit+03]. Notice that one
single indicator might not be sufficient to provide a precise interpretation of the quality of
a set, and it also depends on many factors such as the shape of the Pareto front, the distribution of non-dominated vectors in the objective space, or some user-defined parameters.
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Consequently, there is no perfect agreement between these different indicators, which we
actually studied more thoroughly in [LD16], but we do not present in this document for
clarity. In the rest of this document, we shall use two popular indicators when assessing
the performance of the different proposed algorithms, namely the epsilon indicator and the
hypervolume. Roughly speaking, the epsilon indicator family gives the minimum factor by
which the approximation set has to be translated in the objective space in order to (weakly)
dominate the reference set, that is the exact or the best known solution set. The hypervolume gives the multidimensional volume of the portion of the objective space that is weakly
dominated by an approximation set. The reader is referred to [KTZ06; ZKT08; Zit+03] for
more formal definitions and for further considerations on the performance assessment of
multi-objective optimization algorithms.
4.1.2

Evolutionary Multi-Objective Algorithms

As mentioned previously, the Pareto set/front is generally impossible to enumerate in an
exact manner and/or in a reasonable amount of time, though some exact techniques exist
in the literature, e.g., [Vis+98; SSP06]. In our work, we focus on the design and analysis
of evolutionary heuristic search algorithms [Deb01; CLV07]. Evolutionary Multiobjective
Optimization (EMO) approaches have been in fact proved to be extremely effective due the
high quality of solutions they are able to compute, and also due to their adaptability to a
wide spectrum of applications. These approaches have solid foundations and come with
different classes containing multiple algorithms that are being continuously developed and
enhanced. Generally speaking, most multi-objective evolutionary algorithms follow a standard algorithmic scheme where a population of solutions is evolved in an iterative manner.
An external archive, of bounded or unbounded size, gathering all non-dominated solutions
found so-far during the search, might be additionally maintained. The output is then either
the population it-self, the archive, or a subset of non-dominated solutions, depending on
the optimization context. During the search process, specific mating selection and replacement
mechanisms are then used in order to respectively (i) choose some parents from which new
individuals are created using some variation operators, and (ii) then update the population
(and the archive) by incorporating the newly generated solutions. Apart from the variations operators used to generate new individuals, the dynamics of an evolutionary process
in terms of convergence towards the Pareto front and diversity of computed solutions is
tightly related to how the selection and replacement are designed. We can distinguish three
main classes of approaches as described in the following.
pareto dominance based approaches. Algorithms from this family mostly rely on a
dominance relation in order to ’compare’ different solutions at the selection and replacement steps. For instance, we can cite the well-established and popular NSGA-II [Deb+02]
algorithm which uses non-dominating sorting in order to rank the solutions in the population, as well as other local search approaches [Lie+09] such as Pareto Local Search (PLS)
[PCS04; LTZ04]. For the sake of illustration, the high level code of a basic PLS algorithm is
given in the template of Algorithm 7: from the current archive (containing only currently
non-dominated solutions) a non-visited solution is selected, its neighbors according to a
neighborhood structure are evaluated, and those that are non-dominated are simply added
to the archive, and so on, until the neighborhood of all solutions in the archive are explored.
indicator based approaches. Algorithms in this family rely on a quality indicator in order to guide the multiobjective search. The goal is in general to converge towards a solution
set optimizing the underlying indicator. The so-called Indicator-Based Evolutionary algorithm (IBEA) [ZK04] is one of the most representative algorithm in this family together with
the so-called SMS-MOEA [BNE07b]. For the sake of illustration, we provide in Algorithm 8
a high level algorithmic template. Notice that to a solution x is attributed a real-valued
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Algorithm 7: Pareto Local Search (PLS) using an unbounded archive.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

x0 ← initial (non-visited) solution;
A ← {x0 };
repeat
Select a non-visited solution x ∈ A;
Explore neighboring solutions in N(x) and mark x as visited;
A ← replace A with non-dominated solutions from A ∪ N(x);
until All solutions are visited;

Algorithm 8: Indicator-Based Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA). The ’fitness’ of a solution is defined by function h using an indicator-based contribution I, e.g., in IBEA,
0
P
h(x) = x 0 ∈P\{x} (−e−I(x ,x)/κ ), κ a constant, and I relates to the epsilon indicator.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

P ← initial population ;
repeat
P 0 ← Select solutions from P;
0
Q ← generate new solutions from P using a variation operator;
Evaluate the solution in Q using the fitness function h;
P ← Replace P by solutions from P ∪ Q;
until stopping condition is satisfied;

Algorithm 9: Moea/d. µ (single-objective) subproblems g(.|λi ) are defined with respect to every search direction (weight vector) λi .

10

(λ1 , . . . , λµ ) ← generate µ initial weights/directions;
∀i ∈ {1 . . . µ}, B(i) ← the T -neighborhood of sub-problems i, i.e., the closest weights to λi ;
(x1 , . . . , xµ ) ← generate initial population of size µ;
repeat
for i ∈ {1 . . . µ} do
0
Select x and x randomly in {xj : j ∈ B(i)};
0
y ← mutation crossover repair(x, x );
for j ∈ B(i) do
if g(y|λj ) is better than g(xj |λj ) then
xj ← y;

11

until stopping condition is satisfied;

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

number h(x) which depends on an indicator function I. This function is to be viewed as
associating a fitness value to every individual and hence allowing to compare them, and to
eventually prefer one over the other at the selection and replacement steps.
decomposition based approaches. In our work, we are mainly concerned by this family of approaches, also referred to as aggregation-based or scalarizing-based. They rely
on the reformulation of the original multi-objective problem in a number of single- or
multi- objective smaller (sub)-problems that are solved either cooperatively or independently. Among the different existing algorithms, e.g., cMOGA [MIG01], MOGLS [Jas02;
IM98], MSOPS [Hug03], etc, the so-called Multiobjective Optimization Evolutionary Algorithm based on Decomposition (Moea/d) [ZL07] is one of the most popular algorithms that
has been attracting a lot of attention from the community in the last few years. In the rest
of this section, we provide a more throughout description of Moea/d for which the basic
template is given in Algorithm 9.
The idea of Moea/d is to cooperatively search for good-performing solutions in multiple
regions of the Pareto front by decomposing the multi-objective problem into a number of
scalarized single-objective sub-problems. Many different scalarizing functions [Mie99] can
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be used for this purpose. Popular examples are the weighted sum (W) and the weighted
Tchebycheff (T ) functions defined below:
WS(x, λ) =

m
X
i=1

λi · fi (x)

,

T(x, λ) =

max

i∈{1,...,m}

λi · z?i − fi (x)

where λ = (λ1 , . . . , λm ) is a weighting coefficient vector such that λi > 0 for all i, and
z? = (z?1 , . . . , z?m ) is a utopian point dominating all other points, i.e., ∀i, ∀x, z?i > fi (x). T (resp.
WS) is to be minimized (resp. maximized).
Given such a scalar function g, and for each sub-problem i ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, the goal of
Moea/d is to approximate the solution x with the best scalarizing function value g(x, λi ).
For that purpose, it maintains a population P = (x1 , . . . , xµ ), each individual corresponding to a good-quality solution for one sub-problem. For each sub-problem i ∈ {1, . . . , µ}, a
set of neighbors B(i) is defined, which is typically the set of T closest weighting coefficient
vectors using the euclidian distance. To evolve the population, subproblems are optimized
cooperatively based on this neighborhood relation. At a given iteration corresponding to
one sub-problem i, two solutions are selected at random from B(i), and an offspring solution y is created by means of variation operators (e.g., mutation, crossover, repair functions,
etc). Then, for every sub-problem j ∈ B(i), if y improves over j’s current solution xj then
y replaces it, i.e., for g = T, if g(y, λj ) < g(xj , λj ) then set xj = y. The algorithm continues
looping over sub-problems, optimizing them one after the other, until a stopping condition
is satisfied.
4.1.3

Moea/d: Motivation, Challenges and Literature Overview

general motivation. Most of the work described in this chapter deals with the design
and analysis of decomposition based algorithms, in particular within the Moea/d framework. Our motivation for adopting such an approach can be explained from different orthogonal perspectives. First, one of the most appealing and distinctive feature of the Moea/d
framework is its simplicity. Simplicity, in addition of being a desirable aspect in general,
leads in the case of decomposition to both efficient and effective solving procedure. In
fact, decomposition follows the relatively simple and well-established ”divide-and-conquer”
paradigm. Breaking a multi-objective problem into several ’smaller’ sub-problems solved in
a cooperative manner is thus a natural outcome to reduce the complexity and the difficulty
inherent to the tackled problems. For instance, compared to other dominance or indicator based approaches, the computational flow of Moea/d does not require sophisticated or
computationally expensive operations, such non-dominated sorting, hypervolume computations, etc. Moreover, decomposition enables parallelism, in the sense that the computations
inherent to different sub-problems could be intuitively distributed over a possibly largescale computing environment. As such, the distributed nature of a decomposition-based approach, when dealing with large-scale or computationally intensive problems, opens novel
opportunities for designing new parallel solving algorithms that can be deployed over a
real massively parallel platform with reduced re-engineering efforts for practitioners. Considering ’smaller’ subproblems also allows to incorporate the lessons learnt from the past
more easily in a smart manner. This increases the flexibility of the designed approaches, as
can be witnessed by the numerous versions and extensions of Moea/d for a wide range
of optimization problems and scenarios; see e.g. [MOE]. For instance, existing evolutionary operators, as well as machine learning techniques, which are extensively studied in the
single objective setting, could be wisely coupled within a decomposition-based optimization approach, either to ease the solving of each sub-problem and to guide the search in a
high-dimensional space, or to help identifying the best possible interactions and coordination rules between the involved sub-problems. Of course, decomposition comes with other
challenges that have to be accurately addressed.
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general challenges. Generally speaking, three main challenges are addressed in our
work as discussed in the following paragraphs. As for any other optimization technique,
setting up an effective decomposition-based approach relies on the design and integration
of several components that can be configured in many different ways. The specification of
these components and their combination is crucially important. We can classify decomposition components into two high-level (and coarse-grained) categories. The first one enables
to define how to decompose the original problem into a set of sub-problems both in the
objective and in the variable space, thus specifying the regions where it would be more
interesting to focus the search for promising solutions. The components from the second
category enable to effectively solve the sub-problems and to guide the search within each of
the so-defined region. The first central challenge addressed in our work is the coordination
of these two categories of components, their joint specification, and the interaction between
the computations occurring at the different regions defined by the decomposition in order to
reduce the computational cost of the underlying global solving procedure while improving
its effectiveness.
As mentioned before, and since the solving process is by essence distributed among different cooperating sub-problems, decomposition also implies the distribution of the underlying
computations among possibly large-scale computing resources. Nevertheless, considering a
computing platform as a simple physical medium to be used in a straightforward manner
can inevitably result in incompatibility issues between the designed algorithms and their
effective deployment and parallelization. A more appropriate approach is thus to think the
distribution of the computational flow till the beginning at the time the different components of a decomposition-based multi-objective optimization algorithm are specified, which
constitute the second general challenge addressed in our work.
Finally, we are also interested in a more global approach where decomposition is one
choice that can eventually complement several other possible ones. The challenge is then
to be able to better understand what makes decomposition different from other approaches
and tools, and for which optimization problems or scenarios. The ultimate (global) goal of
our work is in fact to strengthen the existing solving procedures, optimization methodologies, algorithms, etc, and to improve their efficiency, quality, robustness, etc.
In the rest of this section, we provide a more focused literature overview in an attempt to
better position our contributions all along the large panorama of studies on decomposition
and the Moea/d framework in particular.
brief history and literature overview. The origins of the original Moea/d framework [ZL07] go back to the cellular multi-objective genetic algorithm (C-MOGA) and its
related variants [MIG00a; MIG00b]. The main differences rely in the fact that the Moea/d
framework allowed to (i) strengthen the concept of neighboring cooperating subproblems,
by explicitly addressing the issue of local neighborhood-based mating selection and replacement, and (ii) to point in a more comprehensive way the importance of the scalarizing functions used to define the cooperating subproblems and to guide the search accordingly. Following these two aspects, several other studies followed, motivated by the success and effectiveness of such a framework, e.g., a variant of Moea/d was the winner of the CEC 2009 conference competition dealing with continuous multi-objective benchmark instances [ZLL09;
LZ09]. A recent comprehensive survey can be found in [Tri+17], where different lines of research along the Moea/d framework are classified and discussed thoroughly. Following the
classification of [Tri+17], we are mainly concerned with the following four critical aspects:
(i) the weight vector specification which is related to the decomposition methodology, (ii)
the mating selection and replacement mechanisms, (iii) the computational effort underlying
the Moea/d algorithm, and (iv) the design and integration of variation operators. In the
following, some related work are highlighted very briefly in order to allow the reader to
better position our work and contributions.
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In the conventional Moea/d algorithm, some initial weighted vectors need to be generated. Standard techniques using a simplex-lattice design [DD98] are not always appropriate,
since they may guide the search to a non-uniform distribution of the solutions along the
Pareto front. Alternative methods were hence considered for this purpose, e.g., generalized decomposition [GPF13], two layer approaches [Li+15b], and others [Zap+15]. Besides
the standard weighted sum and Tchebychev scalarizing functions, other types of scalarizing
approaches were also considered, e.g., penalty based schemes [Sat15a; YJJ17], angle based
schemes [Che+16]. More importantly, it was shown that adapting the weighting functions/vectors can lead to substantial improvements. For instance, mixing different scalarizing
functions simultaneously and adaptively is considered in [Ish+10; Ish+09]. In [WZZ15], the
impact of using the Lp norm is analyzed, and an online adaptive approach to estimate an
accurate value of the p parameter is derived in [WZZ16]. Moreover, alternative decomposition strategies using region decomposition [Wan+16; LGZ14] and reference vectors [Che+16]
were recently proposed in order to derive enhanced convergence and diversity search dynamics. In our work, we consider to conduct an in-depth analysis of using different scalarizing functions in decomposition, and provide a alternative perspective to understand the
fundamental difference between different ones. Weight adaptation is also one of our concerns and we address this issue form a distributed local perspective.
Tightly related to this aspect, extensive research was conducted in order to study, improve
and extend, the basic mating selection and replacement mechanisms of Moea/d. In fact, we
remark that mating selection within Moea/d is performed exclusively among neighbors.
Assuming that nearby sub-problems have similar solutions, the neighborhood size is critical
for an accurate exploration/exploitation balance. Moreover, the replacement mechanism
can lead to a situation where several neighbors are replaced by the same offspring. It can
also lead to the situation where a solution which does improve a subproblem not belonging
to the neighborhood, is discarded. This can imply a loss in both diversity and convergence,
and likely a loss in performance. Different techniques can be adopted to deal with such
issues, by typically adapting the neighborhood size, adjusting the neighborhood with respect to the selected subproblem, restricting the number of replacements, using different
neighborhoods, etc. Among the different variants that one can find, a notable one called
Moea/d-de, can be considered as a state-of-the-art [LZ09], and was extensively studied
in the context of continuous and difficult benchmark functions using the well-established
differential evolution operator as a crossover. Two simple modifications to basic Moea/d
are actually considered in Moea/d-de. The first modification uses an extra probability parameter δ allowing parents to be selected from the whole population instead of solely the
T -neighborhood. The second one uses an extra parameter nr to bound the number of neighbors that can be replaced by a newly generated offspring. In our work, we consider different
novel selection and replacement strategy to improve the behavior of Moea/d while highlighting in a more comprehensive manner what makes one strategy better than the other.
We also designed selection and replacement to be compatible with a distributed design.
The third critical aspect in Moea/d is the specification of the computational effort devoted
to the solving of every single subproblem. In the original Moea/d variant, all subproblems
are in fact treated equally. This might lead to some issues, typically when the Pareto front
has a complicated shape, or when different regions of the Pareto front have different degrees
of difficulty [Qi+14; ZLL09; Li+15a]. This is actually tightly related to the specification of
weight vectors. Generally speaking, two kind of approaches are used: dynamically allocating the computational resources in terms of the number of function evaluations attributed
to each subproblem, and adapting the weight vectors themselves to better guide the search.
Besides, when the function evaluation is expensive, different studies can be found on the use
of surrogates and meta-models to speed-up the search, e.g., [ZC13; Zha+10]. In our work,
we mainly addressed the question of how to distribute the computational flow of Moea/d
over different parallel processes, and how to design novel variants allowing a high level
parallelism. This is actually one research issue that was considered scarcely in the past.
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The last critical aspect is the specification of the variation operators used to create new
candidate solutions. There were in this respect several studies both to incorporate existing
widely used operators and techniques (differential evolution, local search, particle swarm,
ant colony, estimation of distribution, etc) and also to design improved variants that can take
benefits from the cooperative process of solving neighboring sub-problems, e.g., see [Tri+17].
Some work also considered to study the combination of different operators, and also the
adaptive on-line selection [Li+02] or off-line tuning [BLS15] of search operators within
Moea/d. The interesting observation here is that the design of accurate variation operators and their intelligent combination is essential when tackling different problem instances
or domains. This is also correlated with the specification of the other components such as
the choice of the scalarizing function and the mating selection and replacement, which all
together allow to efficiently improve the population quality. In our work, we also worked
actively in incorporating novel variation operators both for combinatorial domains, where
the community still lacks much knowledge on a systematic way of handling decomposition,
and also for continuous domains where we were mainly interested by machine learning
inspired techniques.
In the rest of this chapter, we shall provide a more detailed description of our contributions covering explicitly or implicitly most of the previously discussed aspects. Our contributions are actually structured following three lines. In Section 4.2, we focus on weight
vector specification, mating selection and replacement, in a standard sequential setting. In
Section 4.3, we focus on the benefits of the high level parallelism allowed by decomposition.
In Section 4.4, we address the design and the incorporation of search operators.

4.2

contribution #1: design components of decomposition based approaches

The first research line adopted in our work concerns the design and analysis of the algorithmic components that can be plugged into a decomposition based approach. In the following,
we first provide an overview of our contribution on analyzing the impact of using specific
scalarizing functions. Then-after, we describe our contributions on designing improved variants of Moea/d based on novel mating selection and replacement mechanisms.

4.2.1

On the Impact of the Scalarizing Functions

Let us recall that there exist many ways of decomposing a multiobjective optimization problem using a (set of) single-objective scalarizing functions, including the prominent examples
of weighted sum (WS), weighted Chebychev (T), or augmented weighted Chebychev (Saug ) [Mie99].
For most of them, theoretical results, especially about which Pareto-optimal solutions are
attainable, exist [Mie99; Kal00] but they are typically of too general nature to allow for
statements on the actual search performance of (stochastic) optimization algorithms. Within
the Moea/d framework, such functions were mostly studied by evaluating their ability to
provide a good approximation set and by comparing the relative performances of the underlying multi-objective algorithms, e.g., [IAN13; Sat15b]. In our work [Der+14a], we instead
abstract away from any particular scalarizing function, and rather focus in understanding
which general properties of them influence the search behavior of EMO algorithms. We
argue by means of experimental investigations that it is not the actual choice of the scalarizing function or their parameters that makes the difference in terms of performance, but
rather the general properties of the resulting lines of equal function values. To this end, and
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Table 3: Overview of some scalarizing functions, and the corresponding angles of the lines of equal
function values with the standard Pareto dominance cone.
scalar function
WS(z) =

w1 |z∗
1

Sgen parameters
− z1 | + w2 |z∗
2

− z2 |

∗
T(z) = max{λ1 |z∗
1 − z1 |, λ2 |z2 − z2 |}
∗
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[Mie99]

[Der+14a]
)

for problems with 2 objectives, we consider the following general scalarizing function that
covers the special cases of WS1 , T, and Saug functions:
Sgen (z) = α · max {λ1 · |z∗1 − z1 |, λ2 · |z∗2 − z2 |} +  (w1 · |z∗1 − z1 | + w2 · |z∗2 − z2 |)
where z = (z1 , z2 ) is the objective vector of a feasible solution, z∗ = (z∗1 , z∗2 ) a utopian
point, λ1 , λ2 , w1 , and w2 > 0 scalar weighting coefficients indicating a search direction in
objective space, and α > 0 and  > 0 parameters to be fixed. For more details about
the mentioned scalarizing functions and their relationship, we refer to Table 3 where we
consider a case of Sgen that combines WS and T with a single parameter : the normalized
Snorm (z) = (1 − )T(z) + WS(z) where α = 1 −  and  ∈ [0, 1].
One important property of a scalarizing function turns out to be the shape of its sets of
equal function values, that is the curve in the objective space where all points of the curve
have the same scalar value with respect to the considered configuration of the scalarizing
function. The following proposition, leveraging previous work [Mie99], states that these
equi-function-values are given by two straight lines characterized by the opening angles θi
they form with the f1 -axis, as illustrated in Fig. 16.
Proposition 1 Let z∗ be a utopian point, λ1 , λ2 , w1 , and w2 > 0 scalar weighting coefficients, α >
0 and  > 0, where at least one of the latter two is positive. Then, the polar angles between the equiw2
1
utility lines of Sgen and the f1 -axis are θ1 = arctan(− αλw
) and θ2 = π
2 + arctan( αλ1 +w1 ).
2 +w2
We are able to provide empirical evidence on the fact that the dynamics of the search process is rather ’independent’ of the scalarizing function under consideration or its parameters.
Instead, we show that the search process is guided by the positioning of the lines of equal
function values in the objective space—described by the opening angle, i.e., θ1 and θ2 . Using
the ρMNK landscapes [Ver+13; AT07] as a benchmark problem, Fig. 16 shows three typical
exemplary executions of a single objective (1 + λ)-EA, endowed a standard bit-flip mutation,
and optimizing the single objective scalar function Sgen . The typical initial solution maps
around the point z = (0.5, 0.5) in the objective space, which is the average objective vector
for a random solution of ρMNK landscapes. One can see that the evolution of the current
solution can be explained by the combination of two effects. The first one is given by the
bit-flip mutation operator, that produces more offspring in a particular direction compared
to the other ones, due to the underlying characteristics of the ρMNK landscapes under consideration. The second one is given by the lines of equal function values, i.e., the current
solution moves perpendicular to the equi-fitness lines, following the gradient direction in
the objective space. We can remark that the search process is mainly guided by the lower
part of the cones of equal function values when the direction is above the initial solution,
and vice versa. When the direction angle δ is smaller (resp. larger) than π/4, the dynamics of
the search process are better captured by the opening angle θ1 (resp. θ2 ). Geometrically, the
1 Contrary to the standard literature, our formalization assumes minimization and we therefore have included the
utopian point z̄ that is typically assumed to be z̄ = (0, 0) for minimization.
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Figure 16: Exemplary runs of a (1 + λ)-EA for different direction angles δ (straight line) and different
-values using Snorm and ρMNK landscapes (ρ = −0.7). Shown are the best known Pareto
front approximation, the offspring at some selected generations, the evolution of the parent,
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and Snorm (resp. Saug ). Every color is for a fixed δ and variable . Right: Scatter plot
showing (φ(Snorm ), φ(Saug )).

optimal solution with respect to a scalarizing function correspond to the intersection of one
of the ‘highest’ lines of equal fitness values in the gradient direction and the feasible region
of the objective space. Although the above description is mainly intuitive, a more detailed
analysis can support this general idea.
In Fig. 17, we show the scatter plot of the final angle φ, that a solution found by the (1 + λ)EA forms with the f1 -axis, as a function of the opening angle θ1 for different direction
angles2 δ ∈ [0, π/4]. The scatter plot gives a set of values (θ1 (), φ()) for different values in Snorm and in Saug . From Proposition 1, for a given direction angle δ, the opening
angle θ1 belongs to the interval [δ − π/2, 0] for Snorm , and to the interval [−π/4, 0] for Saug .
Independently of the scalarizing function, when the direction angle is between 0 and around
3π/16 (blue color), the value of φ is highly correlated with the opening angle θ1 . For such
directions, a simple linear regression confirms this observation and allows us to explain the
relation between the opening angle and the final angle. Interestingly, this is independent of
the definition of the scalarizing function, and depends mainly on the property of the lines
of equal function values. This tells us that the lines of equal fitness values are guiding the
search process following the gradient direction given by the opening angle in the objective
space. In Fig. 17 (Right), we can see that the obtained final angles are equivalent when the
opening angle is the same, even for different direction angles and/or scalarizing functions.
In fact, we observe that the final angles obtained are very similar for the scalarizing functions
Snorm and Saug if δ is the same for both functions and the -values are chosen in order to
have matching opening angles. Whatever the δ- and -values, the points are close to the
line y = x, which shows that independently of the scalarizing function, the final angle is
strongly correlated to the opening angle, and not to a particular scalarizing function.
2 Roughly speaking, the direction angle is the angle between the line defined by the weight vector in the objective
space and the f1 -axis.
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To summarize, our empirical investigations allows us to show that it is the opening of the
lines of equal function values that explicitly guides the search towards a specific region of
the objective space. In particular, when combining multiple scalarizing search processes to
compute a whole approximation set, these lines play a crucial role to achieve diversity. While
our results are in some sense natural and intuitive and consider simple search procedures,
they make a fundamental step towards strengthening the understanding of the properties
and dynamics of more complex algorithmic settings. They also rise new interesting issues
that were hidden by the complex design of well-established algorithms. For instance, we
are able to highlight the importance of a non-uniform configuration of scalarizing functions
(i.e., different parameters for different weighting coefficient or in different search direction)
which, to the best of our knowledge, was not considered so-far. Moreover, other types of
opening angles can be directly defined without necessarily using a particular scalarizing
function. For instance, this can offer more flexibility when tuning decomposition-based
algorithms, e.g., defining the opening angles without being bound to a fixed closed-form
definition, but adaptively, with respect to the current search state. In particular, this suggests
that common techniques and paradigms in on-line and off-line parameter setting are worth
to be investigated to set the opening angles, instead of designing new scalarizing functions.
4.2.2

Improving Mating Selection and Replacement in Moea/d

a generational moea/d approach. As mentioned in the related work section, Moea/d
could suffer from a lack of diversity due to the locality of its selection and replacement
mechanism. In [Mar+14], we show that this can also be caused by the fact that in Moea/d,
sub-problems are optimized iteratively in a sequence. As can be seen in the template of
Algorithm 9, parents are selected randomly from the neighborhood of the sub-problem
being processed. Thus, it might happen that a solution with the potential of producing a
good offspring, gets never selected for reproduction. Additionally, because a neighbor’s
solution might be replaced as soon as a better offspring is found, this solution gets actually
no chance to survive in the population. To increase the chance for a solution to survive in
the population, we investigate the idea of evolving the whole population simultaneously by
optimizing all subproblems in a generational manner as detailed in Algorithm 10.
Contrary to Moea/d where a single offspring is generated at each iteration, our framework is basically a (µ + µ)-EA where the first stage consists in generating µ offsprings and
the second stage consists in updating the whole population for the next round. The first
stage corresponds to mating selection where one new offspring is created for every subproblem. Specifically, we consider two alternatives: (i) either the solution of the current subproblem is always selected to be a parent and hence included for variation (x = s), or (ii) parents
are picked randomly from neighbors in the usual way Moea/d proceeds (x = c). Here, s
refers to a Selfish policy, whereas s refers to a Collective strategy. Only when all subproblems
are treated and all µ new offspring solutions are created, the second stage of replacement
occurs. In this stage, the subproblems are processed iteratively and we again consider two
alternatives: (i) either the solution of a subproblem is compared to the offspring created at
this subproblem (y = s), or (ii) the solution of the current subproblem is compared to the
offsprings created in all neighboring subproblems (y = c). Notice that Algorithm 10 is fully
compatible with Moea/d and some other variants as in [LZ09], i.e., parameters δ and nr.
By combining the different selfish and collective generational selection and replacement
policies, we are able to show substantial improvement over Moea/d3 , as illustrated in Fig. 18
rendering the “anytime” behavior of designed algorithms for different ρMNK landscapes
having different objective correlations. In particular, we can see that all combinations are
able to make improvements, with Moead-sc and Moead-cc being consistently better than
Moea/d. We also remark that Moead-sc and Moead-cc are more systematically improving
3 Notice that [LZ09] was the winner of the CEC 2009 competition, and is considered as a reference state-of-the-art
variant of Moea/d for difficult continuous benchmark problems.
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Algorithm 10: Moead-xy (x, y ∈ {s, c}), a generational Moea/d.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24


Input: λ1 , · · · , λµ : weight vectors w.r.t sub-problems; g: a scalarizing function; B(i): the neighbors of sub-problem

i ∈ {1, · · · , µ}; P= p1 , · · · , pµ : the initial population.
while Stopping Condition do
for i ∈ {1, · · · , µ} do
if rand(0, 1) < δ then Bi ← B(i) ;
/* Neighborhood Setting */
else Bi ← P ;
if x = s then
k ← i;
else if x = c then
k ← rand(Bi );

/* Selfish mating selection */
/* Collective mating selection */

` ← rand(Bi ); while ` = k do ` ← rand(Bi );
if rand(0, 1) < cr then
oi ← crossover(pk , p` ); oi ← mutation(oi );
else oi ← mutation(pk ) ;
if oi is infeasible then repair(oi );

/* Variation operators */

for i ∈ {1, · · · , µ} do ci ← 0;
for i ∈ {1, · · · , µ} do
/* Environmental replacement */
if y = s then
/* Selfish replacement */
p 0 ← oi ;
if g(p 0 , λi ) better than g(pi , λi ) then pi ← p 0 ;
else if y = c then
/* Collective replacement */
shuffle(Bi );
for j ∈ Bi do
p 0 ← oj ;
if cj < nr then
if g(p 0 , λi ) better than g(pi , λi ) then pi ← p 0 ; cj ← cj + 1 ;

upon Moead-ss for test instances having conflicting objectives; whereas Moead-ss is able
to outperform its competitors as the objective correlation gets higher. Actually, we can show
that our strategies induce different intensification/diversification trade-offs both at the local
level of every single-objective scalarized subproblem; but also at a more global level when
considering the whole approximation set. When a selfish (resp. collective) mating selection
is considered, the probability that a solution in the population gets selected for reproduction
is 1 (resp. 1 − (1 − 1/T )T ). This means that all our strategies imply diversified offsprings
since no solution in the current population gets replaced before exploring its potential. At
the replacement stage, if a collective strategy is adopted, then the single-objective search at
every subproblem is intensified since the probability that a locally improving solution can be
found is higher. But this might increase the number of copies in the current approximation
set. When a selfish replacement is considered, it is more likely that the number of copies
is minimized; but at the price of delaying the advance of the population towards the front.
For correlated objectives, and since the front is not too large, it is sufficient that only few
solutions are able to approach the front in order to get good overall performance. Thus, a
selfish replacement can be accurate. This is not the case for anti-correlated objectives where
both the local improvements and the global spread of solutions are crucial.

Besides, we consider in [AD15] to study the behavior of the Moea/d framework, including our generational designed approach, when applied to other sophisticated combinatorial
optimization problems. Our goal is to gain a more in-depth understanding of the benefits and limitations of decomposition-based evolutionary algorithms, compared to other
approaches, such dominance based algorithms, and to provide enhanced algorithmic components allowing for optimal performance. In the rest of this section, we provide a bench
of results we are able to obtain, and we describe an alternative replacement strategy which
is shown to be highly effective. All results in the rest of this section are with respect to the
Fuzzy Job Shop Scheduling Problem (FJSP) with two objectives for which a formal definition
and related work can be found in [AD15].
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Figure 18: Convergence plots of Moead-xy w.r.t. hypervolume difference and for different ρMNK
landscapes (with fixed bit string size N = 128 and two objectives M = 2). Columns are respectively for instances with objective correlation ρ ∈ {−0.7, 0.0, 0.7}. Rows are respectively
for instances with a degree of non-linearity K ∈ {4, 8}. µ = 128, T = 8, δ = 1.0, cr = 1.0,
nr = 0 and g = T in Algorithm 10.

Table 4: Comparing Moea/d vs. Nsga-ii using FJSP instances. Average indicator value and the
standard deviation (in parentheses, with a multiplicative factor of 10−1 ) are reported. Gray
cells indicate that the algorithm in the corresponding column is significantly better than the
other one using a statistical t-test with confidence 0.05.
instance
ABZ7
ABZ8
ABZ9
FT10
FT20
La21
La24
La25
La27
La29
La38
La40

Hypervolume Indicator
Moea/d
Nsga-ii
0,382(0,38)
0,373(0,31)
0,349(0,44)
0,549(0,48)
0,203(0,24)
0,427(0,33)
0,429(0,36)
0,440(0,30)
0,228(0,24)
0,235(0,31)
0,608(0,51)
0,618(0,45)

0,423(0,32)
0,428(0,35)
0,415(0,33)
0,591(0,39)
0,241(0,18)
0,449(0,37)
0,456(0,39)
0,445(0,32)
0,254(0,29)
0,254(0,27)
0,683(0,34)
0,691(0,36)

Epsilon Indicator
Moea/d
Nsga-ii
0,179(0,39)
0,218(0,33)
0,244(0,47)
0,199(0,50)
0,110(0,23)
0,158(0,34)
0,181(0,38)
0,163(0,32)
0,184(0,26)
0,201(0,36)
0,199(0,48)
0,204(0,43)

0,141(0,32)
0,164(0,36)
0,180(0,35)
0,163(0,40)
0,076(0,18)
0,142(0,40)
0,162(0,40)
0,165(0,33)
0,166(0,33)
0,190(0,30)
0,132(0,31)
0,145(0,35)

moea/d vs nsga-ii. Surprisingly, when comparing the performance of conventional Moea/d
to the popular (dominance based) NSGA-II algorithm [Deb+00] (See Table 4), we can see that
Nsga-ii is substantially outperforming Moea/d. To fully understand this huge difference
between the two approaches, we show in Fig. 19 the evolution of the average number of
different solutions (in the objective space) in the population maintained by both approaches
as a function of the number of function evaluations for one representative instance. We
observe that Nsga-ii is able to maintain more different solutions than Moea/d in the first
stages of the run; or equivalently, that the number of copies in Moea/d population is increasing very abruptly. We clearly attribute this to the fact that as soon as a good solution is
found in Moea/d, it will immediately replace all solutions from the neighbor subproblems.
Although this strategy could speed-up convergence, it obviously prevents the evolutionary operators to produce improving offsprings in diversified regions in the objective space,
which provides another evidence on the lack of diversity that basic Moea/d can suffer.
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Figure 19: Evolution of the percentage of different objective vectors in the population for Moea/d
and Nsga-ii.

recursive opportunistic replacement. Although some existing variants of Moea/d,
e.g., Moea/d-nr 4 [LZ09], are able to enhance the original Moea/d and to obtain highly
competitive results compared to Nsga-ii, we found that they still do not handle the diversity issue in an accurate manner. We there-by consider to study the behavior of our previously described generational approach Moead-xy [Mar+14] as well as a new variant, called
Moea/d-ro, in which population diversity is managed in a more explicit manner. More
specifically, we directly check solution diversity, locally at the neighborhood level, and we
manage to design a non-oblivious replacement. First, we simply do not allow an offspring
to replace a solution if there already exists a solution having the same objective values in
the corresponding neighborhood. Every time this condition is satisfied and the replacement
is activated with respect to an offspring, say y, and a neighboring subproblem solution, say
xj , we do the following. The offspring y becomes the new current solution for subproblem
j, but the previous solution xj is not discarded if it can improve the solution of other neighbors. Hence, we recursively check whether there is an opportunity that solution xj replaces
a solution j 0 in the neighborhood B(j) of subproblem j. If such a solution is found, a new
replacement is activated and so on until no improvement is observed. Notice that with this
strategy we do maintain diversity but we also attempt to improve convergence since we
heuristically check whether a solution can serve for some subproblems before discarding it
from the population.
In Table 5, we can see that for most instances but one, the Moea/d-ro strategy provides
the best results, followed by our Moead-ss generational approach, for which no significant
statistical difference is found with Moea/d-ro. A huge difference between Moea/d-ro and
Moead-ss can however be elicited when examining more carefully their runtime behavior.
In Fig. 20, we provide an illustration of this claim. In the first sub-figure, the Y-axis represents the average hypervolume obtained by each algorithm, while the X-axis measures the
number of calls to the evaluation function (in the logarithmic scale). Overall, even though
Moead-ss and Moea/d-ro obtain similar hypervolume values at the end, we see that the
evolution of both in time is different. For Moea/d-ro, Moea/d-nr , and even Nsga-ii, they
obtain good results even with a short amount of function evaluations, while Moead-ss is
much slower converging to good results. Actually, in the first stages Moead-ss performs
worse than Moea/d-nr , but it is able to outperform it after a given number of evaluations.
In the right part of Fig. 20, we see the number of different objective vectors that are maintained within the population during the evolution of the algorithms. The Moea/d-ro has
a 100% of different solutions, which is to contrast with the other considered algorithms. In
our opinion, this diversity property is what makes one variant of Moea/d better than the
other depending on the available amount of computational effort.
To conclude on our contributions with respect to the mating selection and replacement
of Moea/d, we would like to comment that the very local nature of the neighborhood
4 In this variant, the number of replacement is controlled by a parameter nr, where a new solution can replace at
most nr old ones in the T -neighborhood.
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Table 5: Comparison of Moea/d-ro [AD15], Moead-ss [Mar+14], Moea/d-nr [LZ09], and Nsgaii [Deb+00], using FJSP instances. (µ = 100, T = 100, nr = 1, δ = 1 when it holds).
instance
ABZ7
ABZ8
ABZ9
FT10
FT20
La21
La24
La25
La27
La29
La38
La40

Moea/d-nr
0,435(0,35)
0,446(0,33)
0,425(0,41)
0,617(0,45)
0,238(0,20)
0,470(0,27)
0,472(0,47)
0,472(0,35)
0,270(0,29)
0,278(0,31)
0,706(0,36)
0,684(0,41)

0,446(0,27)
0,459(0,32)
0,435(0,35)
0,634(0,41)
0,249(0,20)
0,456(0,29)
0,491(0,30)
0,485(0,30)
0,274(0,22)
0,283(0,32)
0,709(0,36)
0,697(0,35)
MOEA/D-ss

MOEA/D-RO

0,456(0,30)
0,477(0,33)
0,445(0,38)
0,643(0,42)
0,243(0,23)
0,478(0,33)
0,507(0,36)
0,494(0,32)
0,279(0,28)
0,300(0,31)
0,721(0,30)
0,726(0,31)

Nsga-ii

Moea/d-nr

0.423(0,32)
0,428(0,35)
0,415(0,33)
0,591(0,39)
0,241(0,18)
0,449(0,37)
0,456(0,39)
0,445(0,32)
0,254(0,29)
0,254(0,27)
0,683(0,34)
0,691(0,36)

0,128(0,37)
0,144(0,34)
0,167(0,42)
0,135(0,46)
0,079(0,18)
0,119(0,29)
0,141(0,48)
0,136(0,37)
0,142(0,35)
0,158(0,34)
0,112(0,31)
0,147(0,37)

NSGA-II

MOEA/D+nr

0.350

120.0

0.300

100.0

% Different solutoins

Hypervolume

MOEA/D+nr

Hypervolume Indicator
Moead-ss
Moea/d-ro

0.250

0.200

0.150

Epsilon Indicator
Moead-ss
Moea/d-ro
0,112(0,28)
0,129(0,34)
0,156(0,38)
0,117(0,43)
0,068(0,18)
0,132(0,32)
0,122(0,30)
0,120(0,30)
0,134(0,24)
0,148(0,34)
0,111(0,34)
0,135(0,34)
MOEA/D-ss

Nsga-ii

0,106(0,34)
0,112(0,34)
0,148(0,48)
0,109(0,47)
0,073(0,20)
0,112(0,34)
0,108(0,34)
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Figure 20: Runtime evolution of the hypervolume (Left) and the % of different solutions in the population (Right), using Moea/d-ro [AD15], Moead-ss [Mar+14], Moea/d-nr [LZ09], and
Nsga-ii [Deb+00]), and for one representative FJSP instance.

relation defined among subproblems can imply very specific dynamics with respect to the
global population. In fact, by a wave effect, what happens at the neighborhood level, starts
spreading until eventually impacting the whole population. This simple observation is
actually very difficult to elicit in a more formal or empirical manner, but its is at the heart of
Moea/d. Depending on how the wave is moving from one subproblem to another, and how
aggressive it is, one can obtain different trade-offs in terms of diversity and convergence.
Mating selection combined with the evolutionary operators enables to control the wave
magnitude, that is how good a new solution is likely to be with respect to one subproblem
when the population is fixed. Replacement combined with the scalarizing function enables
to prevent the wave to vanish too quickly and to continue moving, iteration after iteration,
towards interesting unexplored or efficient regions. In our opinion, being able to control
this complex behavior using simple local rules is the key in designing a highly effective
decomposition-based evolutionary optimization procedure.

4.3

contribution #2: distributed decomposition-based
approaches

The second research line adopted in our work consists in exploring the decentralized nature of decomposition-based approaches. Our general goal is two-fold. On the one side,
since the divide-and-conquer paradigm underlying decomposition can expose a high level
parallelism, we target the design of cooperative search algorithms with improved approximation quality. On the other side, the parallelism exposed by such algorithms would eventually allow one to tackle large-scale problems, to speed-up the search and to take much
benefits from the increased availability and computing power of nowadays large-scale dis-
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Algorithm 11: Dlbs – high level code to be executed by every distributed node i.
1
2

3
4
5

6

xi ← initial solution corresponding to node vi ;
repeat
// communicate positions
zi ← (zi1 , zi2 ) the position of solution xi in the bi-objective space, zi = f(xi );
Send zi to neighboring nodes;
Zi ← receive neighboring positions;
// variation
x ← Mutation(xi );
// replacement
i

8
9

i

if LF Z (x) > LF Z (xi ) then
xi ← x;

7

until Stopping condition is satisfied;

tributed platforms. The first contribution described in this section concerns the design of
novel adaptive and local rules that can dynamically adjust the weight directions used in
multi-objective decomposition [Der+14b]. The second contribution is on the design of novel
parallel variants of Moea/d and the analysis of their potential in solving large optimization
problems [Der+15].
4.3.1

A distributed localized and adaptive approach

In this section, we consider the design of an adaptive distributed mechanism [Der+14b] for
the proper setting of the weight vectors used in decomposition based approaches. Let us
notice that this is in line with other work we had on the same subject [DBL13], where weight
vectors are defined as a function of the objective values of the whole population, and which
is not discussed here for the sake of conciseness. A unique of the contribution presented in
the following is the design of a cooperative and distributed approach which is inherently
local; meaning that it is thought to be independent of any global knowledge, thus making it
particularly suitable for a large-scale effective deployment.
dlbs: distributed localized bi-objective search. Given a number of distributed
computing nodes, our aim is to self-coordinate them locally, in order to cooperatively and
adaptively search different regions of the Pareto front. The algorithm designed for biobjective optimization problems is summarized in the high level template of Algorithm 11.
For the clarity of the representation, we only consider the setting where each compute node
is actually evolving one unique solution, i.e., we consider a one-to-one mapping between
the distributed nodes and the solutions of the population. The nodes/population are then
organized following a distributed line where every node/solution, except those being at the
two extremes of the line, have exactly two distinct neighbors. According to this logical line
structure, we design local rules based solely on the relative positions of neighboring solutions in the objective space. This can be viewed as an island based approach, where the
information exchanged between neighboring nodes does not involve any migration. The
designed rules are then based on the definition of localized (scalar) fitness functions, denoted
LF, to be optimized locally, and allowing every distributed node to focus on a different
region of the objective space based on the position of its neighbors.
localized fitness functions. The choice of the localized fitness function LF is the key
ingredient of our approach. We study two alternatives allowing every distributed node to
focus on the sub-region being orthogonal to the positions of its neighbors. This is with the
exception of the two extreme nodes where the search is simply guided by the values of the
corresponding objective value. The two designed scalar functions are summarized in Fig. 21.
The first scalar function, denoted LFOD , is based on a weighted sum. Given a candidate
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Table 6: Dlbs – relative performance using the hypervolume for different ρMNK landscapes (same
holds for the epsilon indicator). The value in each cell corresponds to the number of other
algorithms that significantly (p-value= 0.05) outperform the algorithm in the corresponding
column and for the instance given in the row. In braces, the hypervolume indicator value.
µ = 128.
ρ
−0.7
−0.7
−0.7
−0.7
−0.7
−0.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
+0.7
+0.7
+0.7
+0.7
+0.7
+0.7

N
128
128
256
256
512
512
128
128
256
256
512
512
128
128
256
256
512
512

K
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8
4
8

DlbsOD
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

(1.846)
(1.914)
(1.529)
(1.580)
(0.985)
(1.248)
(1.778)
(1.677)
(1.272)
(1.219)
(1.038)
(1.107)
(1.518)
(0.629)
(0.618)
(0.526)
(0.521)
(0.556)

DlbsH
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

(1.919)
(1.984)
(1.618)
(1.680)
(1.107)
(1.318)
(1.876)
(1.821)
(1.390)
(1.349)
(1.115)
(1.214)
(1.651)
(0.743)
(0.695)
(0.609)
(0.571)
(0.623)

Piws
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(2.365)
(2.275)
(1.779)
(1.771)
(1.253)
(1.461)
(2.491)
(2.178)
(1.613)
(1.582)
(1.339)
(1.379)
(2.277)
(0.968)
(0.804)
(0.721)
(0.647)
(0.673)

Hemo
3
2
3
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(3.667)
(2.375)
(4.190)
(2.906)
(3.352)
(2.836)
(1.406)
(1.043)
(1.284)
(0.667)
(1.068)
(0.822)
(1.255)
(0.567)
(0.378)
(0.329)
(0.252)
(0.316)

of distributed nodes, which corresponds to the population size µ. Two baseline algorithms
called Piws and Hemo are used for the sake of comparison. In Piws, we consider a set
of uniformly distributed weight vectors. The weight vectors are fixed and do not change
in the course of optimization. Each distributed node then execute multiple independent
rounds with its assigned weight vector and uses a weighted sum fitness function to select
candidate solutions. This allows us to appreciate the impact of our localized strategies on
approximation quality and also the impact of distributed communications on running time.
In Hemo, we use a (µ + λ) variant of SMS-EMOA [BNE07a], with a one-shot replacement
strategy, which is a sequential and global hypervolume-based evolutionary multi-objective
optimization algorithm. This allows us to appreciate how efficient our local strategies are
compared with a global strategy having a full global knowledge of the search state, i.e., the
whole current population.
As illustrated in Table 6 providing a bench of results, our weighted sum based variant
DlbsOD is better than the hypervolume based variant DlbsH . This is actually to be interpreted in lights of our study on the impact of the scalarizing functions (Section 4.2.1); but
from a more local and dynamic perspectives since the lines of equi-fitness values implied
by the two localized fitness functions are not fixed but evolve dynamically. In Fig. 22, we
show the trajectory of solutions in the objective space when using DlbsOD , which give an
illustration of the dynamics of the search process and the way the adaptive strategy could
lead to well spread and improved solutions. When comparing Dlbs to Piws, we can see
that Dlbs performs substantially better independently of the localized fitness function that
is considered. This is attributed to the local information exchanged in our cooperative and
adaptive strategies; which is to contrast with Piws where search directions are static. When
comparing Dlbs to Hemo, we found that DlbsOD is better when having conflicting objectives (ρ < 0), where as Hemo is better for highly correlated objectives (ρ > 0). Based on
a very local information, Dlbs can find relatively well diversified solutions when the objectives are in conflicts; however, a more global algorithm like Hemois able to find better
solutions in a more focused area of the objective space which is intuitively a good option
when the objectives are correlated. At this point, one should notice that the previous discussion holds when comparing Dlbs to Hemo using the same fixed number of function
evaluations; but with no considerations to execution time. With no surprise, it turns out
that the running time of Dlbs is impressively better than the running time of the inherently
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Figure 22: Dynamics of DlbsOD for a ρMNK landscape with K = 4, ρ = 0.0, N = 128 and n = µ = 128
distributed nodes. Top-left: Evolution of the nodes trajectory (not all 128 trajectories are
shown). Top-right: Evolution of the neighborhood graph. Bottom-left: Evolution of the
average distance (and standard deviation) between node positions and the origin in the
objective space. Bottom-right: Evolution of node angles.

sequential and global Hemo algorithm (especially because Hemorequires global operations
such as hypervolume computation, etc).
To conclude our analysis, we remark that the original motivation of the Dlbs approach
is to show how adapting the search directions distributively, and relying on a very local information, can lead to effective and scalable decomposition-based parallel algorithms. Our
results allows us to support that such a methodology is promising and should be investigated more extensively. For instance, the Dlbs approach could be combined with more
sophisticated mating selection and replacement strategies as in sequential Moea/d. Sharing/Migrating solutions among distributed nodes is also another limitation of the Dlbs approach. These different possibilities raise other challenges specific to the parallelization of
the computational flow of other standard decomposition-based algorithms such as Moea/d.
The next sections describe our contributions in this respect.
In Fig. 23, we illustrate the parallel performance of Dlbs using a message passing distributed implementation. Notice that since only four real values are exchanged between
neighboring nodes, the size of messages used to effectively implement Dlbs does not depend on the solution encoding or problem size; which is technically speaking an interesting
feature that allows us to scale our approach very efficiently. In particular, we are able to
show substantial speedups depending on problem size, which is tightly related to the cost
of the fitness function evaluation. The parallel efficiency, that is the computation to communication cost, is already around 90% for instances of size N = 512, and reaches more
than 95% for large instances of size N = 2048. We also obtain linear acceleration factors
when comparing our message passing implementation of Dlbs to a sequentially simulated
implementation of the same algorithm using a singe compute entities. This shows that from
a purely parallel perspective, our Dlbs approach is able to scale efficiency both as a function
of problem size and number of distributed resources.
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Figure 23: Parallel efficiency and scalability of Dlbs. Left: Average ratio of computing time over
execution time; showing the impact of the fitness function evaluation time as a function of
N (µ = n = 128). Right: Average acceleration ratio of Dlbs with respect to the population
size µ and n = µ distributed nodes.

4.3.2

Designing Parallel Multiobjective Decomposition

In this section, we are concerned with the design of parallel decomposition-based multiobjective algorithms. It is worth-noticing that one can find an extensive literature on designing parallel/distributed multi-objective solving methods [VZL03; CLV07; Tal+08; BAE09].
Two interdependent issues are usually addressed: (i) how to decrease the computational
complexity of a specific multi-objective algorithms and (ii) how to make parallel processes
cooperate to improve the quality of the Pareto set approximation, see e.g., [ZL02; DZJ03;
CS04; MTC06; TYG06; MBS07; HYM07; Dur+08; Fig+10; Mos10; Dor+13]. Reviewing all
the literature is out-of-the-scope of this document, However, let us comment that parallel
and cooperative techniques implicitly come with the idea of decomposing the search into a
number of sub-problems so that a diversified set of solutions, in terms of Pareto front quality, can be obtained. The main challenge is on defining efficient strategies to either divide
the search space or the objective space. For instance, the population induced by a particle
swarm multi-objective algorithm is divided [MBS07] into sub-swarms which are then coordinated through a master-slave approach. The diffusion model [VZL03] and the island
model [Tom05; ZL02; Dor+11] have also been extensively adopted to design distributed cooperative methods. In the so-called cone separation techniques [Bra+04; SUZ05; BAE09], the
objective space is divided into regions distributed over some islands.
Surprisingly, investigating to what extent a well established algorithm such as Moea/d,
where decomposition of the objective space is explicit, can be redesigned to run efficiently in
large-scale parallel compute environments is not yet fully addressed; although one can find
few attempts in this direction [ND10; Dur+11; MI14]. We attribute this to the following two
questions : (i) How to maintain the search ability of the Moea/d framework when attempting to break the dependencies in the computational flow of its original implementation and
(ii) How to deal with the fine-grained parallelism that is likely to be encountered when
effectively deploying the so-obtained variants at a large distributed scale? The challenge
standing behind the previous questions is to derive novel parallel algorithms presenting
a good balance between approximation quality and speed-up in the largest scales where
fine-grained workload can drastically prevent high performance, especially in the scenario
where communication cost is non-negligible compared to the objectives’ evaluation cost.
The work described in the following is mainly an attempt to address this challenge while
gaining more insights into the best practices one has to follow when adopting a parallel
decomposition-based approach.
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design bottleneck and overview of existing parallel moea/d variants. The mating selection and the replacement in Moea/d are performed using the information coming
from the T -neighborhood of each subproblem. Hence, this creates a dependency between
subproblems when attempting to evolve their respective solutions in parallel. One the other
side solving the so-defined subproblems independently would offer obvious parallelism;
but is not accurate of optimal performance. This issue was first studied in [ND10; Dur+11]
where the authors investigated the intuitive idea that non-overlapping sub-problems, i.e.,
sub-problems having disjoint T -neighbors, could be processed in parallel. It is in particular
shown in [ND10] that interesting speed-ups can be obtained at the price of significantly
deteriorating the approximation quality compared to sequential Moea/d. In [MI14], a parallel variant of Moea/d based on the island model is investigated. In such a model, every
island evolves a sub-population of individuals with respect to some sub-problems. Selected
individuals are then sent to other islands during a migration phase. The parallel efficiency
of the such a model is demonstrated with a 8-core shared-memory machine and a specific
thread-based implementation. However, it is well understood that scaling up such a thread
based approach while maintaining its accuracy can suffer several shortcomings; mainly
because concurrent shared-memory read/write operations are no more possible, and distributed communication is typically many orders of magnitude more costly, which can then
be prohibitive for quality and/or parallel efficiency.
a fine-grained (message passing) parallel moea/d. Understating how the quality
of Moea/d is affected by parallelism, and what speed-ups can be attained when facing
fine-grained parallelism at large distributed scales, is not yet fully accomplished. Our work
departs from the previously mentioned studies in several aspects; but it also retains insightful lessons learnt from them. As in [ND10; Dur+11], the idea of handling overlapping
neighbors is a key point for scalability and high-quality approximation. As in [MI14], we
get also inspired by the island model, but we do not explicitly rely on the conventional
concept of islands (migration, etc) which allows us finely optimize our approach when facing fine-grained parallelism. Actually, we basically rely on our contribution on deriving
a generational variant of Moea/d (Section 4.2.2) in order to incorporate parallelism while
maintaining a good approximation set.
Our parallel Moea/d scheme, called Mp-Moea/d, is summarized in Algorithm 12 to be
executed independently in parallel by every processing unit (PU), i.e., all variables are local
and not shared in any way. A one-to-one mapping between subproblems and PUs is considered while assuming seemingly the same T -neighborhood relation between subproblems.
Notice that this is a harsh assumption which allows us to fairly study the scalability of our
scheme with very fine-grained computations. The computations performed by every PU are
then divided in two stages. The first stage is performed locally without any communication, whereas the second stage requires communication with neighbors. The goal of every
PU is two-fold: (i) to identify an improving solution for its own sub-problem, and (ii) to
check whether an improving solution is found w.r.t. neighboring sub-problems. For this
purpose, every PU maintains locally a representative copy of the solution of each neighbor.
A PU then performs the same selection and variation mechanisms as in the conventional
Moea/d, with essentially three main modifications: (i) the PU current solution is always
selected for reproduction as in Moead-sc (Section 4.2.2), (ii) the number of iterations during which new offspring solutions are generated is controlled by a parameter tmax , and (iii)
since the current remote solutions of neighbors are not available locally, a PU simply checks
whether any newly generated offspring does improve any of the local copies maintained for
every neighbor. The idea here is that, if the local copies are sufficiently up-to-date, then the
protocol has the ability to concurrently generate a ‘good’ offspring and to correctly detect
any improvement on behalf of neighboring PUs. The improving offspring solutions are momentarily saved in order to be shared in the communication stage which allows to update
and synchronize the local copies.
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Algorithm 12: Mp-Moea/d: High level code for every distributed node i

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

Input: B(i): neighboring sub-problems; λj for every j ∈ B(i): neighbors’ weight vectors;
// Neighbors’ local copies initialization


Initialize ∪j∈B(i) xj , z? ; flag ← 0;
while Stopping Condition do
// Stage #1: Local computations
for j ∈ B(i) \ {i} do yj ← xj ; ;
Repeat tmax times:
// Mating selection and variation
` ← rand(B(i) \ {i});
y ← Crossover Mutation Repair(xi , x` );
// Local Replacement
if g(y, λi ) < g(xi , λi ) then
xi ← y; flag ← 1;
// Check for neighbors’ improvements
for j ∈ B(i) \ {i} do
if T(y, λj ) < T(yj , λj ) then yj ← y; ;
// Stage #2: Distributed update
Distributed Local Copies Update (flag);

After the local computation stage, the second stage involving the update of local copies is
activated. This stage is quite technical and is not detailed in Algorithm 12. It is designed to
handle the following two main situations that can occur in the first stage: (i) an improving
solution with respect to the PU’s own sub-problem has been identified, (ii) improving solution(s) for one (or more) neighboring sub-problem(s) have been identified. In the first case,
the PU has to notify its neighbors so that they can update their local copies with its new
current solution. In the second case, a PU has to notify the corresponding neighbors so that
they can update their own solutions with a new improving offspring. Symmetrically, a PU
checks whether these situations occur at one (or more) neighbor(s) before resuming a new
stage of local computations.
The technical implementation of the above described update mechanism is to be handled
carefully since this is where fine-grained parallelism can prevent scalability. The fastest the
states of PUs are updated with fresh information from neighbors, the better should be the
approximation quality. On the other side, synchronizing PUs distributively implies a nonnegligible communication cost that might even dominate the cost of local computations.
This is precisely why we have introduced the parameter tmax , which offers the possibility of
controlling the relative cost of local computations by setting the communication frequency.
Moreover, we consider both a synchronous and asynchronous message passing implementations where all (local copies) distributed update operations are aggregated into a single
message in order to reduce the number of messages transmitted over the network. In the
synchronous case, every PU sends a message with accurate information to its neighbors,
and then blocks waiting for their respective messages to be received. This synchronous implementation provides the guarantee that all PUs will be updated with fresh information;
however, additional acknowledgements have to be issued in order to avoid deadlock situations, which has the drawback of introducing idle times. An asynchronous implementation
allows us to reduce idle times by removing the remote synchronization costs; however, it
does not guarantee that the local copies of PUs are up-to-date. Hence, it can lead to the situation where the evolutionary optimization is eventually resumed for several rounds with
outdated information, which can constitute a penalty in terms of approximation quality.
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Figure 24: Acceleration vs. Quality (Epsilon indicator ) as a function of tmax for different ρMNK
landscapes with K = 4 and M = 2.

selected experimental results. Our experimental investigations using a message passing implementation reveal that our Mp-Moea/d can actually achieve a non-trivial trade-off
in terms of approximation quality and parallel efficiency. This is illustrated in Fig. 24 for
different ρMNK landscapes where we consider approximation quality (indicator’s value)
and acceleration as the couple of goals one would like to achieve simultaneously. Here the
acceleration is measured as the ratio between the running time of sequential Moea/d and
the parallel running time of Mp-Moea/d using 128 compute cores. Each point represents
the acceleration (x-axis) and the approximation quality (y-axis) corresponding to one value
of the update frequency parameter tmax (reported as a label in the figure), and where the
horizontal line with thick contour represents the average approximation quality obtained
by the sequential Moea/d (with a 95% confidence interval). Since the quality indicators
are to be minimized, the points being below this line indicate that Mp-Moea/d is competitive compared to Moea/d. Similarly, since acceleration is to be maximized (with an ideal
value at 128), points being farther on the right-side of each subfigure indicate better parallel
efficiency.
We can observe that approximation quality rather drops with higher tmax -values, whereas
acceleration becomes better. The interesting observation is that there exists values for which
quality is very competitive to sequential Moea/d with substantial improvements in acceleration. In particular, when considering small-size instances, for which relatively high
speed-ups are more difficult to achieve since the evaluation function cost becomes relatively
low compared to communication cost, we observe that the impact of tmax on quality is
less pronounced. Hence, larger tmax -values have the overall effect of significantly improving acceleration without a substantial drop in terms of speed-up. Notice for example that
speed-ups of up to 70 can be obtained with a quality being similar to Moea/d for N = 128
whereas a speed-up of only 10 to 20 is obtained with tmax = 1. Secondly, the obtained
trade-offs depend on the correlation between the objective functions, especially for largesize instances. In fact, the more correlated the objective functions, the harder it is to obtain
higher acceleration without a significant drop in performance. We attribute this to the fact
that for such an objective correlation, an improving solution found at some PU with respect to a given sub-problem, is more likely to dominate neighboring solutions, and thus to
subsequently produce new improving offsprings that speed-up the convergence of the optimization of neighboring sub-problems. This is actually related to the replacement dynamics
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in Moea/d and to the wave effect discussed previously at the end of Section 4.2.2. Hence,
communicating improving offspring solutions immediately, as they are discovered at every
PU, is more critical for approximation quality. This is less likely to happen when dealing
with anti-correlated objective functions for which the size of the Pareto front is larger, and
where diversity can balance this ’side’-effect. Notice also that the more conflicting the objectives, and the larger the instances, the more an asynchronous implementation dominates
the synchronous one, both in approximation quality and acceleration. For example, for such
configurations, asynchronous Mp-Moea/d is able to attain a near linear acceleration while
being as good as Moea/d in terms of approximation quality.

4.4

other related contributions

In our research, we were also interested in other challenges that do not relate solely to
decomposition techniques, in the sense that they are common to other search paradigms
and concern other important aspects of multi-objective optimization in general [Lie+17a;
Mon+17; Shi+17b; Sag+17; Cua+17; Der+16; Der+16; Sag+16; Bas+16; Mar+15a; Mar+15b;
Dro+14; TBD13]. Firstly, whether we are given a discrete or a continuous multi-objective
problem is an important aspect one has to take into account. In particular, the (evolutionary)
operators one has to consider and the way they are effectively incorporated into a generalpurpose multi-objective search process is of crucial importance. Secondly, a multi-objective
search process has very specific dynamics that are difficult to elicit especially because of the
curse of dimensionality. In the following, we provide a brief overview on some of our recent
work on these aspects. In Section 4.4.1, we highlight our contributions on incorporating local search procedures in multi-objective decomposition for combinatorial domains [Der+16;
Der+16; Shi+17b]. In Section 4.4.2, we highlight our contributions on designing adaptive
evolutionary operators for multi-objective optimization [Mar+15b; Sag+16; Sag+17].
4.4.1

Connecting Decomposition and Local Search

general motivation. Local search (Ls) is at the corner-stone of different advanced (singleobjective) meta-heuristics and evolutionary algorithms that have been extensively studied
and tuned by the optimization community especially when dealing with combinatorial optimization problems. The algorithmic components, the parameters and the variants of the
Moea/d framework are however very often investigated for continuous problems. Although
some adaptations exist for the combinatorial setting [Cha+08; KZB13; KZB14], we can safely
claim that no systematic and comprehensive studies considering the incorporation of Ls
ingredients within Moea/d can be found. In this respect, we argue that room for new
research investigations exists in order to design novel multi-objective search algorithms
based on both local search and decomposition for the efficient solving of difficult combinatorial optimization problems. Generally speaking, we are interested not only in bringing
standard single-objective local search techniques into the framework of Moea/d, but also
in investigating how decomposition techniques can be used to improve local search based
multi-objective algorithms, such as the well-established Pareto-Local Search (PLS) algorithm,
belonging to the family of dominance-based algorithms (See section 4.1.2).
incorporating ls into moea/d. The class of (single-objective) local search heuristics [HS04]
encompasses several algorithms having different components and different degrees of complexity. A common ingredient being at the basis of a successful algorithm in this class is the
neighborhood exploration and the move strategy. In fact, the two basic components of Ls are:
(i) the definition of at least one neighborhood relation/structure, providing for every single
solution a set of neighboring solutions that can be derived by performing little changes or
perturbations, and (ii) the setting of the move strategy, that is how to explore those neigh-
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boring solutions and how to guide the search process when iteratively moving from one
solution to another. Standard and typical move strategies in a single-objective setting are
as follows. In a best-improvement (or steepest descent) move strategy, the neighbor that improves the most the evaluation function is selected at each iteration. In a first-improvement
move strategy, the first improving neighbor which is found is immediately selected. This
strategy avoids to systematically generate and evaluate the whole neighborhood. Moreover,
the neighborhood structure can be used as a an evolutionary mutation operator when some
few neighboring solutions are sampled at random, and then the improving ones (if any) are
considered for a possible move. Hence, a random strategy can be considered as well, where
a random neighbor is generated at each iteration, and replaces the current solution iff there
is an improvement.
Given that the Moea/d framework transforms the original problem into multiple single
objective ones, integrating such move strategies is actually a natural outcome. However,
important design technicalities have to be explicitly and carefully specified for optimal performance. In particular, one has to manage the crucial exploration/exploitation aspects
when creating new solutions and replacing old ones from and into the population in order
to guarantee a reasonable balance between the diversity of the population and the convergence toward the Pareto front. In [Der+16], we study how the replacement flow of Moea/d
can be adapted and hybridized to support simple local search move strategies. Despite their
simplicity, the obtained algorithm variants are shown to have very different search dynamics
and behavior. Our study is actually conducted by designing a new set of bi-objective traveling salesman problem (TSP) instances5 with tunable objective correlations, hence leveraging
existing standard ones, e.g., [LT10; PS09]. We are for instance able to show that the ranks of
the different move strategies (in terms of approximation quality) depends strongly on the objective correlation factor. We also study the anytime performance (that is the approximation
quality using different amount of computing budgets) of the different local search variants
and consider their behavior with respect to other Moea/d specific parameters, such as the
population size, the maximum number of replaced solutions, and the probability of parent
selection. Our results revealed strong evidence on the need of adaptive (online) mechanism
to select and combine different move strategies on line in the Moea/d framework. This
indicates that incorporating Ls into Moea/d is still in its very infancy beginning, and hence,
would deserve much more attention and research investigations.
bringing decomposition into pls ... in parallel. Local search is not restricted to the
solving of (multiple) single-objective (sub-)problems and can be applied as a whole concept
to multi-objective optimization problems as well. As illustrated previously in the template
of Algorithm 7, Pareto-Local Search (PLS) can be viewed as a local search operating at a set
level and stopping naturally after reaching a Pareto local optimum set [PSS07]. Although
the basic PLS illustrated in Algorithm 7 enables to obtain high quality approximation sets,
it is well known that its convergence speed is low and several strategies have been proposed
[DT12; DLS15; Gei11; Lie+12] in order to overcome this issue. Actually, PLS has three
main problem-independent components that were shown to be crucially important for its
anytime performance [DLS15; Lie+12]: (i) the selection step that is what next solution to
choose to explore from the archive, (ii) the neighborhood exploration which related directly
to the move strategies discussed in the previous section, and (iii) the acceptance criterion
that is how to update the archive which is tightly related to the replacement mechanism.
We can also remark that with the exception of the exploration step, the two other strategies
need to have full knowledge of the archive, which makes it rather challenging to derive a
high level parallel version of PLS. In [Shi+17b], we study how we can get inspiration from
decomposition-based techniques in order to improve the different PLS components, and in
the same time to be able to parallelize it.
5 The instances and their description are made available online at the MoCObench repository dedicated to multiobjective combinatorial optimization problem instances.
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We consider to decompose the objective space evenly into several small regions based
on some weight vectors as in [LGZ14]. In the bi-objective case, this consists in delimiting a
small region of the objective space using a reference point and two consecutive (neighboring)
lines passing through the reference point as in standard Moea/d. Then, we consider to run
in parallel several cooperating PLS processes, each one operating in one of the so-defined regions. When a PLS process finds a solution out-side the boundaries of its region defined by
decomposition, it simply ignore it unless no solutions within the boundaries exist in its local
archive. The selection and replacement steps of basic PLS are also redesigned accordingly.
The components of every parallel PLS process are updated with respect to the weight vector
corresponding to the region where it is expected to operate. A weighted sum is hence used
as a scalar function allowing every PLS process to have a total order on the solutions it can
generate by local search. Instead of selecting or replacing a solution from the archive based
on dominance, every parallel PLS process uses the scalar function (parametrized by the corresponding weight vector) to rank solutions and hence to differentiate between them. This
allows us not only to coordinate the parallel PLS processes locally by simply using different weight vectors, but also to reduce drastically the size of the archive maintained globally.
Our experimental investigations on standard instances of the well-established multiobjective
Unconstrained Binary Quadratic Programming (mUBQP) problem, for which conventional
PLS is known to provide high quality results, show that bringing decomposition into PLS,
is beneficial both at the selection and replacement levels to improve convergence, while enabling a very efficient high level parallel design that was un-explored until now. Of course,
this opens the door to further investigations both to improve the anytime behavior of PLS
and also to deploy PLS on large scale distributed environments and for large scale instances.
4.4.2

Design of Adaptive Evolutionary Operators

In Moea/d, an evolutionary operator applied at a subproblem is not only acting selfishly
to improve the solution of its current sub-problem by “stealing information” from others,
but it also behaves in an altruistic way by helping to improve the solutions of neighbors. In
some sense, this allows to impact the distribution of solutions that can be obtained in every
iteration, and hopefully helps in searching promising regions. From a very general perspective, the most important aspect for a successful evolutionary multi-objective algorithm is
perhaps its ability to generate new promising solutions and hence to push the population
effectively towards the Pareto front. While the internal algorithm-specific mechanisms, such
as the population structure, the mating selection, the replacement, etc, are undoubtedly extremely important, the design of powerful and accurate evolutionary operators is another
challenging issue. In our work, we are interested in this aspect as well [Mar+15b; Sag+16;
Sag+17; Mar+15a; Dro+14]; and in particular, in techniques and algorithms that are able to
capture the dependencies between the variables and to exploit the information obtained so
far in order to adapt and to control the generation of new candidate solutions online during
the search. This is highlighted in the next paragraphs for continuous domains.
injecting cma-es in moea/d. In [Mar+15b], we investigate new opportunities offered
by the flexibility of Moea/d in incorporating the well-established CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaption Evolution Strategy) [HO01]. Our interest in combining the CMA-ES with
MOEA/D stems from two sources. On the one hand, CMA-ES has been shown to be among
the best performing single-objective blackbox algorithms, with typically superior performance to other popular evolutionary operators such as Differential Evolution and other
numerical optimizers—especially when the problems are difficult and the budgets are not
too small [Han+10]. On the other hand, recent investigations [Han11] showed that external
solutions can be easily injected into the algorithm to gain information from good solutions
that are not sampled directly by the algorithm itself. Both aspects together make the CMAES with solution injection a highly interesting candidate to be used within a multi-objective
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decomposition based framework like Moea/d, where the population is precisely structured
to enable single-objective subproblems to directly share interesting solutions. We therefore
propose a novel variant of Moea/d where CMA-ES is used as the core single-objective evolution engine and where the injection idea allows us to incorporate information from neighboring scalarizing problems into the search distributions. Notice that several multi-objective
versions of the CMA-ES algorithm exist [IHR07; ISH07] which, however, do not resemble
the framework of Moea/d but instead aim at maximizing the hypervolume of a solution set
in the framework of indicator-based algorithms. Besides being able to obtain competitive results, in particular compared to multi-objective CMA-ES, our investigations highlight novel
promising alternatives by either leveraging the existing single-objective CMA-ES related
variants (e.g., restart conditions, population size control, etc) and/or by exploring decomposition specific features (e.g. parallelization is enabled in a quite straightforward manner,
the choice of appropriate scalarizing functions with respect to single-objective CMA-ES, etc).
Our goal is in fact beyond beating existing variants of Moea/d or multi-objective CMA-ES
on some benchmarks; but more importantly, we aim at gaining a more fundamental understanding of what makes a multi-objective evolutionary process effective and under what
conditions in line with other recent studies [CML17; Cas+17].

learning variable importance to guide recombination. In the same research line,
we consider the idea of learning, in an online fashion based on statistical modeling, which
variables affect convergence to the Pareto front. The rational behind this idea is that different subsets of variables may influence convergence towards different objective subspaces,
while others may influence diversity. This can be the case for instance when dealing with
many objective problems, where convergence is crucially important for an optimization process to approach the high dimensional Pareto Front. Although it is not clear that a sharp
separation of variables always exists (a complex and a priori unknown interaction of several
variables usually affect both convergence and diversity), this kind of approach can allow to
extract a valuable knowledge of the problem being tackled, and in particular, help designing
improved and finely tuned evolutionary operators. In [Sag+16; Sag+17], we propose to use
the Pareto ranking induced by non-dominated sorting [Deb+00] as the score to render how
good solutions are with respect to convergence. We then bias standard variation operators
accordingly in order to help finding Pareto optimal solutions as soon as possible, and hence
to improve the algorithm convergence. We use random forest [Bre01], a machine learning algorithm, in order to perform a regression of the Pareto rankings, in terms of non-dominated
sorting, over decision variables at each iteration. From fitting the statistical regression model,
we obtain estimates of the variable importance, which we later use to select the variables
that will undergo variation. Besides showing that such an approach is able to achieve a
significantly better convergence on some well-established continuous benchmark instances,
our investigations suggest that the design of machine learning-enhanced evolutionary operators is one promising research direction that can definitely help catching the complexity of
multi-objective optimization problems.

We conclude this section by emphasizing the importance of designing accurate evolutionary operators (both for continuous and discrete domains). For multi-objective optimization
problems, where besides the size of the Pareto front and its dimensionality which are in fact
a big issue, the design of a relevant evolutionary operator that can accommodate simultaneously to the properties of the considered objectives and to the current state of the population
is extremely important. In our opinion, incorporating the lesson learnt from single objective
optimization can only be a first step and much research remain to do in order to come out
with evolutionary operators designed specifically to deal with the multi-objective nature of
given problem.
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conclusions and perspectives

summary. In this chapter, we provided an overview of our research contributions on evolutionary multi-objective optimization, with a particular focus on decomposition based approaches. Our work can be viewed along different tightly related challenges. First, we
addressed the analysis of the impact of using some particular scalarizing function and shed
more light on the corresponding search behavior. By proposing novel mating selection and
replacement mechanisms, and more importantly by conducting extensive empirical investigations to compare and understand the implied search dynamics and performance relatively
to other existing techniques, we are able to provide a more fundamental understanding of
the trade-off in terms of diversity and convergence that a decomposition based framework
such Moea/d allows to obtain. The other critical component for a successful evolutionary
algorithm, is the design of efficient variation operators. For this purpose, we investigated
the hybridization of decomposition with other search paradigms that were mostly considered in the single objective setting, in an attempt to design more effective search procedures.
For discrete problems which constitute our central focus, we consider to connect local search
with decomposition in order to design novel and systematic high level approaches. In fact,
we argue that the community lacks much knowledge on the benefits of tackling a combinatorial multi-objective problem with decomposition, which can essentially be attributed
to the lack of insights into the accurate choice of the standard tools from combinatorial
optimization and their effective integration into decomposition. For continuous problems,
we consider adaptive and machine learning based techniques in order to guide the search
efficiently. For instance, our first investigations on leveraging the state-of-the-art CMA-ES
single objective optimizer and the underlying search paradigms, i.e., stochastic model based
sampling and cooperative adaption, are in our opinion a very interesting research path to
follow in order to design novel multi-objective specific search operators. Additionally, one
important aspect of our work consists in thinking decomposition in a very local manner,
in the sense, that we paid much attention in designing local cooperative rules in order to
enhance solution quality, and also to enable parallelism to take full benefits from large scale
distributed and parallel resources. In our opinion, the high level parallelism exposed by the
divide-and-conquer paradigm underlying decomposition is in fact a strong feature that will
allow to design more powerful and more effective search procedures and to tackle increasingly complex and costly optimization problems.
understanding multi-objective search. Decomposition is to be viewed as a tool and
not as a goal. In this respect, we are also interested in other fundamental research issues
which relates to the understanding and the eliciting of multi-objective search behavior and
dynamics. In fact, despite the number of available algorithms, their skillful design and their
flexibility when applied to a large spectrum of problems, a key ingredient to make them efficient and effective lies in the choice of their components in order to be specifically adapted
to the multi-objective optimization problem being tackled. This might even depend on the
intrinsic properties of the problem instance being considered. For instance, why solving a
sub-problem cooperatively is fundamentally more effective than solving it independently?
Is it because cooperation implies better search behavior or is it because some hidden aspects with respect to the problem at hand makes it more simple? Or is it because of the
two aspects? Why different operators are expected to provide different performance and
for which problem instances? What makes it difficult to tackle optimization problems with
many objectives? Is it solely because the intractability and curse of dimension? Many other
questions can be raised with respect to multi-objective optimization and evolutionary algorithms in general. In this respect, there is evidence that a principled approach using new
tools and techniques dedicated to the understanding of the behavior of existing algorithms
in light of the properties of the multi-objective problem under study, are needed. Such
tools and techniques exist in the single-objective optimization literature, where a number
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of paradigms, for instance from the fitness landscape analysis, have proved to be extremely
helpful in attaining such a goal. Motivated by their success and their accuracy, there was
recently several studies leveraging the single-objective case and pushing fitness landscape
analysis a step toward the development of new statistical methodologies and the identification of general-purpose characteristics and features that fit the multi-objective nature of a
given optimization problem; including some of our recent contributions that were not discussed in this document [Lie+17a; Mon+17]. However, still a relatively huge gap remains
between the design of multi-objective randomized search heuristics and the fundamental
understanding of their effectiveness with respect to the properties of the tackled problem.
This represent a difficult challenge that is timely to address in order to avoid being trapped
in ad-hoc or hyper-specialized optimization methodologies.
understanding and designing decomposition. The previous research perspective
can be considered more thoroughly in the context of decomposition based approaches. The
overall research objective is to design an appropriate algorithmic framework adopting the
evolutionary decomposition paradigm and its algorithmic Gestalt. Firstly, a key point is to
identify the different possible decomposition strategies, and to systematically study their
behavior as a function of the target problem properties in order to strengthen them with
new and accurate algorithmic components. Secondly, we should keep in mind that it can
be unwise and uneconomic to always ignore the knowledge and experience gained in the
past. In this respect, decomposition makes it more flexible to incorporate existing solving
technique although an in-depth re-design could be necessary to fit the multi-objective nature of the tackled problems. For instance, and as argued before, decomposition is clearly
one key technique to enable scalability, given that the original multi-objective optimization
problem is broken into smaller single objective sub-problems. However, decomposition can
occur not only in the objective space, but also in the variable space which we will have to
address in the future in order to fully cope with the possibly complex and large scale nature
of optimization problems. Thirdly, we need to better understand the relation between the
structural properties of an optimization problems and the parameters/components used in a
decomposition based algorithm in order to consolidate the scientific foundations of such an
approach. In fact, we argue that we need to develop a comprehensive methodology informing about what makes a decomposition effective and efficient (and why), and what are the
intrinsic features that makes it effective or not for a multi-objective problem. As a byproduct, one concrete and possible solving approach is then to adapt state-of-the-art off-line and
on-line automatic algorithm design and portfolio based techniques (See Chapter 3) viewed
as high level optimization tools to efficiently search the space of possible configurations
(e.g., in terms of the number of weight vectors, the type of aggregation function to choose,
the constraints to define sub-problems, the parameters to use for every sub-problem, etc).
Some research in this line already exist but it is still in its very infancy beginnings. We in
fact need innovative generic tools, especially taking inspiration from existing high level autonomous and machine learning inspired search paradigms, that can be applied specifically
to multi-objective optimization, thus eventually ending with autonomous cross-domain decomposition solvers with minimum burden for non-expert end-users.
making it parallel and ... local. Taking advantage from the decentralized nature of decomposition, combined with the compute power of modern massively parallel platforms, is
the other obvious perspective of our work. In particular, the possible sources of parallelism
exposed naturally by decomposition are good candidates for effective problem solving on
massively parallel compute platforms. Parallelism is then to be viewed as a key element that
will open the doors towards new algorithmic concepts that would not rise otherwise. An
interesting research perspective is to address the heterogenous and hierarchical nature of
modern devices and platforms in order to achieve scalability and high performance within
decomposition. Different parallelization paradigms and models, different programming
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languages and libraries, different implementation strategies will be required. Our message
passing and fine-grained parallel Moea/d provides some hints on some critical issues to
be address. When considering a more generalized decomposition approach for solving
possibly large scale problems, the challenge of achieving high performance and scalability
without decreasing search performance is even more difficult to address. In this respect,
future work will have to focus on identifying the different sources of parallelism induced by
decomposition (both in objective and decision space) independently of their effective parallelization. For instance, scalability in general implies imbalanced computations. In the case
of decomposition, different sub-problems can be expected to require variable computational
efforts to be solved; and high level parallelism can provide alternative solving approaches.
Some work on estimating the relative difficulty of each sub-problem exist in the sequential
setting and using simple scalarizing functions; which is based on collecting information
about the estimated progress rate on-line during the search process. However, to our best,
no distributed approach considering adaptive and on-line cooperative learning between different parallel processes has been investigated so-far. Our work on distributed adaptive
algorithm selection and machine learning inspired technique can be coupled with decomposition in order to locally adapt not only the effort to solve some subproblems but also
the algorithmic components or parameters that are used in the cooperative and distributed
solving process.
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LO O K I N G AT T H E F U T U R E

In this document, we presented an overview of our research work at the crossroad of distributed and high performance computing, general-purpose search optimization algorithms
in general. The last few years were in fact relatively rich in collaborations and contributions
which allowed us to address a number of research topics related to both exact and heuristic
search, sequential and distributed algorithms, evolutionary algorithms and related machine
learning inspired approaches, single- and multi- objective optimization. The number of perspectives and future work that were discussed previously in this document with respect
to each chapter, tell much about the complexity of optimization problems and the need to
cross-fertilize the knowledge from a relatively wide range of fields in computational science
before ending with a global, effective, and unified optimization methodology. In this respect,
my research objectives are mostly motivated by the proposal of principled approaches for
the design, analysis and understanding of optimization problems and algorithms.
It is our opinion in fact that in order to face the ever-increasing complexity of nowadays optimization problems and related applications, what is needed is not ’yet another’
algorithm, but a determined and significant attempt to reformulate our fundamental understanding of the difficulty of solving optimization problems, right across the wide spectrum
of optimization techniques and algorithms. There is evidence that standard optimization
approaches need to be renovated by taking inspiration from other tightly-related fields in
computational intelligence, statistics, machine learning, and distributed computing, in order
to come out with new cutting-edge innovative and effective techniques and algorithms. Our
ambition in the future is to build on the success of general purpose search heuristics, the
maturity of meta-modeling and machine learning techniques, the advent of new analyticsdriven methodologies in computational intelligence, and the availability of modern parallel
computing facilities, in order to design, analyze, and evaluate novel algorithms and techniques in the context of large scale, heterogenous and cross-domain optimization problems.
This is discussed in more details in the following paragraphs, which are tightly related to the
current research activities that we are carrying out both within our newly created research
team, our newly created France/Japan International associated Lab on massive optimization
and computational intelligence (LIA-MODO), our ANR France Hong Kong bilateral project
on big multi-objective optimization (bigMO), and in collaboration with several colleagues,
without whom this piece of research would not be possible (see e.g., Appendix A.3).
massive and big optimization problems and algorithms. Following the evolution
of modern computational science, the field of optimization is inevitably shifting rapidly to
the ‘big’ era where the large-scale nature of applications implies optimization problems,
models and algorithms, increasingly large-scale and heterogeneous, coming from various
applications and domains, with a large number of decision variables and conflicting objective functions of different nature, and with multiple sources of uncertainty. For instance,
many optimization problems within the context of sustainable systems, multidisciplinary engineering design and innovation are increasingly complex, and involve large-size instances,
cross-domain formulations and heterogeneous objectives, as well as multiple sources of uncertainty, for instance due to heavy simulations or missing data. Such characteristics lead to
massive optimization problems, and raise new important and difficult scientific challenges
for researchers and practitioners, that traditional approaches will hardly succeed when facing them. What is needed is to push the boundaries of existing optimization approaches, to
go beyond the small- or medium- scale problems investigated so far in the literature, and to
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design innovative flexible general-purpose and computationally intelligent algorithms able
to efficiently and effectively tackle such massive optimization problems. Although some
research dealing with the aforementioned characteristics can be found, the global difficult
challenge is to propose a unified approach. In particular, we are interested in developing
and setting up the foundations of cutting-edge autonomous solvers able to globally and
jointly address the challenges encountered in problems from massive optimization following the after-mentioned aspects. Large-scale optimization problems, which commonly involve
hundreds of variables that induce a large increase in the solution space where the optimization algorithm operates. Any-objective optimization problems, where one, multiple, or many
criteria are to be simultaneously optimized, typically leading to a significant increase in
the number of optimal trade-offs to be identified. Cross-domain optimization problems, where
one has to deal with continuous, integer, categorical variables, or even more complex structures such as permutations, strings, trees, or graphs, that may be mixed among themselves.
Expensive optimization problems, where the propagation of environmental parameters or the
requirement of heavy simulations makes it already computationally demanding to obtain
the quality of one single candidate solution at the evaluation stage.
The general goal is hence to foster the next generation of optimization algorithms for solving such problems from the incoming ”big” optimization era by precisely investigating the
modeling, the algorithmic resolution as well as the fundamental and experimental analysis
of massive optimization problems. Arguing that such massive optimization problems raise
new challenges, in particular because of (a) their dimensionality in terms of variables, (b) of
objectives, (c) their heterogeneity, and (d) their expensive and uncertain nature, our research
perspectives strive after jointly addressing these aspects, and can be viewed following four
interconnected scientific objectives.

landscape-aware optimization algorithms. The class of optimization problems encountered in real-life complex application domains is wide and heterogeneous. This explains the plethora of (ad-hoc) optimization techniques specialized in solving a particular problem formulation. On the contrary, general-purpose optimization methods such as
Branch-and-Bound (complete, but quickly impractical for large-size problems) and generalpurpose search heuristics from computational intelligence (e.g. stochastic local search, metaheuristics, evolutionary algorithms) constitute upper-level methodologies that can be used
as guiding strategies in designing underlying optimization algorithms. Our goal precisely
lies in the foundation, analysis and intelligent design of enhanced general-purpose optimization algorithms, search paradigms and their design principles, as well as innovative ways
of combining them. However, being effective and efficient in solving the target problem
always requires a proper configuration and adaptation of the general-purpose optimization
approach. As such, most algorithms continue to be designed on the basis of intuition, and
require an intensive phase of trials and errors for parameter setting. One way of addressing this in practice is to rely on parameter tuning in order to automatically configure an
optimization algorithm by finding the most appropriate parameter setting, specialized for a
given set of problem instances. Complementarily, we aim at avoiding hyper-specialized approaches, and at improving the way we develop optimization algorithms by incorporating a
more fundamental approach in their design process. Our goal is to understand the difficulties a given optimization approach has to face, and what makes it efficient, independently
of the target application, by deriving high-level and relevant features able to catch problem
difficulty by means of tools from fitness landscape analysis, statistics and machine learning
data analysis. Such an analytics-driven methodology, based on fitness landscape analysis
and extensive benchmarking efforts, would allow, not only to understand what makes a
problem difficult or an optimization approach efficient, but also to predict the algorithm
performance, to select the most appropriate configuration from an algorithm portfolio, and
to adapt and improve the algorithm design for unknown optimization domain and prob-
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lem instances. This can for instance lead to the establishment of cross-domain autonomous
solver that can address the challenges of massive and big optimization problem.
model-assisted and simulation optimization. In expensive optimization, evaluating
the quality of a candidate solution is particularly demanding computationally speaking and
might even be uncertain or subject to noise. This is typically the case when the evaluation
step corresponds to the result of a (black-box) complex system simulation, or because of the
large number of environmental parameters encountered in multidisciplinary engineering
design and innovation, as well as sustainable systems. In this context, existing algorithms
from optimization and computational intelligence suffer from slow convergence, and their
scalability then raises new scientific challenges. To overcome this, one interesting approach
is to rely on surrogate models and machine learning algorithms in order to predict the
solutions quality without necessarily and systematically computing their (expensive/uncertain) objective value(s). The goal here is to accelerate the convergence of the optimization
process and to improve the quality of final solutions. More particularly, different issues
have to be addressed including: the suitability of advanced statistical and machine learning
meta-models for large-scale optimization, the choice of the output to be predicted by these
meta-models, their prediction accuracy and their parameter sensibility, the uncertainties and
inaccuracies occurring in their responses, the choice of the data set from which the metamodel learns from, and the integration of the learning phase within the optimization process.
Estimation-of-distribution and other model-assisted computational intelligence algorithms
will also have to be strengthened and renovated. This consist in explicitly modeling the key
features (such as variable interactions) that impact solutions quality, and to use this model as
an algorithm component in order to produce new candidate solutions with an expected improved quality. The challenge for such techniques is mainly to deal with the characteristics
of massive optimization problems and to scale accurately along the objective and decision
spaces. Finally, because of the target application context, the computational cost of designed
approaches is anyway prohibitive. As a consequence, distributed approaches are mandatory
for addressing these different issues, with an effective parallelization on high performance
computing platforms, which comes with additional specific challenges as discussed later.
decomposition-based optimization algorithms. Given the large-scale nature of the
target applications and the underlying optimization problems, in terms of the number of
variables and objectives, a natural answer is to decompose the original global massive optimization problem to be solved into several sub-problems for which solutions are computed
and aggregated taking inspiration from the divide and conquer paradigm. However, setting up an effective decomposition-based optimization approach relies on the design and
integration of several components that are to be configured accurately. Firstly, we need to
better define the set of sub-problems to be solved cooperatively, by decomposing the original
problem into a set of sub-problems within a smaller region of the variable space and/or the
objective space, so as to increase the efficiency of the optimization process. One key aspect is
to be able to interconnect the possibly large-scale variable space with the possibly large scale
objective space and to find a high level and unified decomposition methodology, e.g., based
on landscape features. Secondly, novel cooperative computational intelligence algorithms
and mechanisms are still needed in order to solve each sub-problem, and to specify the
local rules of interaction and cooperation governing the global optimization process. The
basic idea is to view the solving of an optimization problem as a complex system operating
at different local parts (the sub-problems), so that the overall global computational power is
eventually larger than the sum of its parts. In our opinion, this simple principle is the key
for the successful solving of massive optimization problems. This will in particular allow to
continue taking full benefits from the large-scale distributed and parallel compute facilities.
In addition, decomposition-based optimization approaches will open important challenges
in the design of new ways of combining general-purpose search heuristics (e.g. stochastic
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local search, meta-heuristics, evolutionary algorithms) with exact algorithms (e.g. branchand-bound, mathematical programming, dynamic programming) and/or machine learning
algorithms in order to solve massive optimization problems. In fact, there is still a gap to fill
between all of these techniques and decomposition can constitute the bridge to interconnect
them in a flexible and effective manner.
decentralized optimization algorithms. The goal here is to push forward the design,
study, and validation of generic approaches for massive and big optimization, through the
investigation of appropriate techniques that can fit in the large-scale and distributed nature
of modern compute facilities. On the one hand, the power of modern and massively parallel compute platforms is becoming both huge and increasingly available for the community.
Distributed large-scale high-speed interconnected CPUs, together with multi-core processors, many-core accelerators and co-processors, are without a doubt increasingly popular
and widely deployed, not only in high-performance dedicated clusters and grids, but also
in non-expert oriented environments such as distributed workstations and cloud compute
facilities. On the other hand, the characteristics of massive optimization give rise to difficult
challenges, beyond the ability of commonly-used optimization algorithms. In this respect,
there is evidence that parallel optimization and evolutionary computing will play a crucially
important role in order to foster the next generation of optimization techniques, and to accelerate their impact. The challenge is then to foster the cross-fertilization of optimization
algorithms, distributed algorithms and high performance and massively parallel computation. Expert knowledge about parallel computing helps in creating and deploying parallel
algorithms for different types of architectures and devices, e.g., cloud, multi-core, GPUs, etc.
However, this implies the need for a careful definition of proper benchmarks, software tools,
and metrics to measure the behavior of algorithms in a meaningful way. From a purely
parallel and high performance point-of-view, the deployment of the designed massive optimization approaches over a real parallel computing testbed poses several issues that need to
be addressed. In our opinion, the main challenge is the scalability with respect to the number of computing resources which has to be addressed by integrating the advances made
by the high performance community in order to avoid ad-hoc problem specific approaches,
that will anyway fail to follow the rapid evolution of large scale modern compute facilities.
Moreover, a conceptual separation between ’physical’ parallelism and decentralized/distributed algorithms (whether implemented in parallel or not) is needed not only to better
and fairly analyze the resulting algorithms, but also to offer a high level algorithmic design
that can still be adapted to the ever-evolving large scale compute environments with the
minimum re-engineering efforts. In particular, all the previously-mentioned issues, such as
sub-problem solving, expensive evaluation, or model-assisted approaches, have be though
while taking their effective parallelization into account, and the potential gain of having a
large distributed computing power available.
To conclude, and as one can guess given the large spectrum of the target future challenges
and objectives, my research follows a global and collective methodology that I am constantly
developing, as evidenced by my collaborations and projects which strongly nourished my
work and experience. My scientific ambition is in fact to contribute to the emergence of
a new generation of optimization algorithms that are able to adapt to the complexity and
heterogeneity of current and future systems and applications whose scales and costs pose
as many new challenges as research opportunities.
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. University BQR International project
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• Title: Large Scale Computing for Combinatorial Optimization Problems.
• Date: 2010 - 2014 (4 years)

• Grant: Inria. Three-year PhD fund (Trong Tuan Vu), one-year postdoc position
(Asim Ali), et missions. Participants: several research teams involved in the
Grid’5000 [Gri] experimental grid organized in 8 working groups and 14 scientific
challenges. Coordinator: Christian Perez, Inria Lyon
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. Inria STIC bilateral, France / Tunisia, project
• Role: Principal Investigator
• Title: Coloring and spanning structure for radio networks
• Date: 2011 - 2013 (2 years)
• Grant: Inria STIC. 10,000 Euros. Same budget is available for the partner in
Tunisia.
Scientific animation
. Member of the restricted recruitment committee for associate professorship in computer science (CoS, section 27), University of Valenciennes, LAMIH, 2017.
. Member of the recruitment committee for associate professorship in computer science
(section 27), University Lille 1, since 2010.
. Member of the Grid5000 GIS site-leaders committee (2013-2015)
. Member of the CLDD committee at Inria Lille (Commission Locale Développement
Durable) (2012-2014)
. Member of the information system infrastructure working group, FIL, University Lille
1, since 2015.
a.3.2

Research dissemination and visibility

International visibility
. Associate Editor, IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics: Systems, since
2016.
. Member of the IEEE CIS Task Force on Decomposition-based Techniques in Evolutionary Computation, since 2017.
. Co-Foundation of the International Associated Laboratory between the University of
Lille (France) and Shinshu University (Japan): MODO / Frontiers on Massive Optimization and Computational Intelligence, inauguration, Jul. 2017. (see Section A.3)
. Establishment of the new moea/d website dedicated to multi-objective decomposition.
. Participation to the creation of the Inria associate team France / Japan (S3-BBO), 2014
(see Section A.3).
. Participation to the creation of the memorandum of understanding (MoU) between
University of Lille and Shinshu University (Japan), Feb. 2014
Scientific Awards
. Our paper [Shi+17b] wins the best student paper award in SEAL 2017.
. Our paper [Mar+14] was nominated to the best paper award in PPSN 2014.
. Our paper [DT10b] wins the best paper award in ICDCN 2010.
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International sabbatical and research visits
. One week visit to City University, Hong Kong, October 2017. Hosting professor:
Qingfu Zhang.
. Three weeks visit to Shinshu University, Nagano, Jun. - Jul. 2017. Hosting professors:
Kiyoshi Tanaka, Hernan Aguirre.
. Two months visit (CRCT) to IST (Instituto Superior Tecnico), University of Lisboa,
Portugal; Jan. - Mar. 2017. Hosting professor: José Rui Figueira.
. One week visit to the University of Coimbra, Portugal, Feb. 2017. Hosting professor:
Luis Paquete.
. One week visit to City University, Hong Kong, Oct. 2016. Hosting professor: Qingfu
Zhang.
. One week visit to Shinshu University, Nagano, Japan, Dec. 2015. Hosting professors:
Kiyoshi Tanaka, Hernan Aguirre.
. One week visit to Shinshu University, Nagano, Japan, May 2015. Hosting professors:
Kiyoshi Tanaka, Hernan Aguirre.
. Two weeks visits to Shinshu University, Karuizawa, Japan, Dec. 2014. Hosting professors: Kiyoshi Tanaka, Hernan Aguirre.
Scientific organization committees
. Co-organization of the ADEMO (Advances in Decomposition-based Multiobjective Optimization) special session at CEC (International Congress on Evolutionary Computation). Vancouver Canada. 2016.
. Co-organization of the EMO@MCDM (Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization) special session at MCDM (International conference on Multicriteria Decision Making).
Malaga, Spain. 2013.
. Invited Editor EJOR (European Journal of Operation Research). Special issue on Evolutionary Multi-objective Optimization. 2013.
. Co-organization of the 8th school summer ”Artificial Evolution”. Quiberon, France.
2013.
. Co-organization of the (annual) grid’5000 summer school in Lille, 2010.
. Co-organization de annual grid’5000 day in Lille in 2011, 2010, 2009 and 2008.
Reviewing activities
. Member of the restricted recruitment committee for associate professorship in computer science (CoS, section 27), University of Valenciennes, LAMIH, 2017.
. Expert reviewer for the ANR french national agency (optimization, evolutionary algorithms, parallel and distributed algorithms) in 2010, 2014 and 2016.
. Expert reviewer for project proposal, University of Luxembourg, 2010.
. I am serving as a reviewer on a regular basis in a number of conferences and journals,
e.g.,:
• IEEE Transactions on Evolutionary Computation

• IEEE Transactions on Systems Man and Cybernetics
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• Applied Soft Computing
• Soft Computing
• Swarm and Evolutionary Computation
• Computers & Operations Research
• International Transactions in Operational Research
• The Computer Journal
• Computers & Industrial Engineering
• Computational Optimization and Applications
• RAIRO - Operations Research
• Simulation Modeling Practice and Theory
• GECCO (ACM Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference)
• CEC (IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation)
• EvoCOP (LNCS Evolutionary Computation in Combinatorial Optimization)
Main current senior collaborators
. International: Dr. H. Aguirre (Shinshu University, Japan), Pr. K. Tanaka (Shinshu
University, Japan), Pr. Q. Zhang (City University, Hong Kong), Dr. O. Schuetze
(CINVESTAV-IPN, Mexico), Pr. J. R. Figueira (IST, Univ. Lisboa, Portugal), Dr. L.
F. C. Paquete (University of Coimbra, Portugal), Manuel Lopez-Ibanez (University of
Manchester, UK), Saul Zapotecas Martinez (Mexico), Juan Jose Palacios Alonso (Spain)
. National: Pr. S. Verel (Univ. Littoral Côte d’Opale, Calais), Pr. C. Fonlupt (Univ.
Littoral Côte d’Opale, Calais), Dr. Matthieu Basseur, Dr. Adrien Goëffon University of
Angers (University of Angers), Dr. Dimo Brockhoff (CR, Inria Paris Saclay)

a.4

summary of teaching activities

Responsibilities
. Co-creation (2010) and Co-responsible (2010-2015) of MOCAD (Complex Models, Algorithms, and Data), a Master 2 Speciality in the Computer Science Department, University of Lille.
This last year master speciality was proposed in the context of the 2010-2014 teaching
offer. It replaces the previous existing research Master with a different organization
and objective. The lectures proposed in MOCAD cover some topics addressed in a
number of research teams in the CRIStAL Lab and Inria. We had the challenge of
coordinating and organizing the lectures content, and promoting the speciality with
respect to students and related organizations. A number of MOCAD student continue
into the PhD program every year since its establishment.
. Creation, development and administration of the online student recruitment website
at the Computer Science Department (FIL), since 2010.
. Responsible of different lectures in the first and second year Master, at the computer
science department (See table below summarizing my main teaching involvements).
. Regular student project supervision.
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Lectures Summary
Lecture

Type

Level

Year

Object-oriented design (COO)
Functional programming (PF)
Big-data Technology (TLDE)*
Advanced Object-oriented design (COA)*
Combinatorial Optimization (OC)*
Cluster and grid computing (CGC)*
Algorithms and applications (AeA)*
Parallel and distributed programming (PPD)
Supervised Project (PJE)*
Design of distributed Web applications (CAR)*
Object-oriented design (COO)*
Network and Unix (STU)
Advanced Object-oriented design (COA)
Networking
Parallel and distributed programming
Operation research
Data base administration
Object-oriented design and UML
Algorithms and programming
Algorithms and data structures
Object-oriented programming*
Human computer interfaces*

TD/TP
TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
C/TD/TP
TD/TP
TD/TP
TD/TP
TD/TP
TP
TD/TP
TD/TP
TD/TP
TD
C/TD/TP
C/TP

L3 Info (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
L3 Info (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M2 Info MOCAD (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Miage FA (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M2 Info MOCAD (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M2 Info TIIR (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Info (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Info (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Info (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Miage (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Miage (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M2 Info TIIR (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 GMI (FIL, IEEA, Univ. Lille)
M1 Info (Univ. Marseille Aix 1)
M1 Info (Univ. Marseille Aix 1)
M1 Info (Univ. Marseille Aix 1)
IUT 2 (Univ. Bordeaux 1)
IUT 2 (Univ. Bordeaux 1)
IUT 1 (Univ. Bordeaux 1)
Engineer high school (ENSEIRB, Bordeaux)
Engineer high school (ENSEIRB, Bordeaux)
Engineer high school (ENSEIRB, Bordeaux)

2015/20–
2015/2016
2014/20–
2013/2015
2010/20–
2009/2014
2009/20–
2008/20–
2007/20–
2007/2015
2007/2015
2007/2009
2007/2008
2006/2007
2006/2007
2006/2007
2005/2006
2005/2006
2004/2005
2003/2005
2003/2005
2003/2004

*: Responsible of the lecture organization
C: Main lecturer (Cours)
TD: Exercise session (Travaux dirigés)
TP: Practical programming session (Travaux pratique)
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b.1

book chapter

[DDM13]

b.2

PERSONNEL BIBLIOGRAPHY AFTER
PHD

Mathieu Djamaı̈, Bilel Derbel, and Nouredine Melab. “Large sclae P2P-Inspired
Problem solving: a formal and experimental study.” In: Large Scale NetworkCentric Distributed Systems. Ed. by A. Y. Zomaya and H. Sarbazi-Azad. John
Wiley & Sons, 2013, pp. 73–102.

international peer reviewed journals

[VD16]

Trong-Tuan Vu and Bilel Derbel. “Parallel Branch-and-Bound in multi-core
multi-CPU multi-GPU heterogeneous environments.” In: Future Generation Comp.
Syst. 56 (2016), pp. 95–109.

[Jem+15]

Imen Jemili, Dhouha Ghrab, Amine Dhraief, Abdelfettah Belghith, Bilel Derbel,
Ahmed S. Al-Mogren, and Hassan Mathkour. “CHRA: a coloring based hierarchical routing algorithm.” In: J. Ambient Intelligence and Humanized Computing
6.1 (2015), pp. 69–82.

[Der+14b]

Bilel Derbel, Jérémie Humeau, Arnaud Liefooghe, and Sébastien Verel. “Distributed Localized Bi-objective Search.” In: European Journal of Operational Research 239 (2014), pp. 731–743.

[DMZ10]

Bilel Derbel, Mohamed Mosbah, and Akka Zemmari. “Sublinear Fully Distributed Partition with Applications.” In: Theory Comput. Syst. 47.2 (2010), pp. 368–
404.

[DG08]

Bilel Derbel and Cyril Gavoille. “Fast deterministic distributed algorithms for
sparse spanners.” In: Theor. Comput. Sci. 399.1-2 (2008), pp. 83–100.

b.3

international conferences with committee and
proceedings

[Cua+17]

Oliver Cuate, Bilel Derbel, Arnaud Liefooghe, El-Ghazali Talbi, and Oliver
Schütze. “An Approach for the Local Exploration of Discrete Many Objective
Optimization Problems.” In: Evolutionary Multi-Criterion Optimization - 9th International Conference, EMO 2017, Münster, Germany, March 19-22, 2017, Proceedings.
2017, pp. 135–150.

[Jan+17a]

Christopher Jankee, Sébastien Vérel, Bilel Derbel, and Cyril Fonlupt. “Analysis of a batch strategy for a Master-Worker adaptive selection algorithm framework.” In: The 9th International Joint Conference on Computational Intelligence (IJCCI).
2017.

[Jan+17b]

Christopher Jankee, Sébastien Vérel, Bilel Derbel, and Cyril Fonlupt. “On the
Design of a Master-Worker Adaptive Algorithm Selection Framework.” In: The
15th LNCS International conference on Artificial Evolution (EA). 2017.
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